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Getting dressed for the talk she was giving to the local
astrology group, Jillian Malone was still reeling over the
results of her test and stunned by this new twist of fate. Will
this transit never end, she wondered. The planet Pluto has
been making an aspect to my Midheaven for well over a
year. So far, it's meant the end of my New York life and
astrology practice, the cross-country move, a new career on
the psychic hotlines, a murder I was arrested for, and then I
fall for a cop and we get engaged. That transit is far from
over. What other changes could it possibly bring?
She shuddered. Everyone has Pluto transits from time
to time, but how many people are nearly sent to prison for a
murder they didn't commit? And how many are almost
strangled by a psychotic called the Angel of Death? I still
have nightmares about it. Dave and I are engaged, but I
don’t know if we’ll marry, and I don’t know for sure how I’ll
earn a living. One thing I'm certain of, though--there won't be
any more murders, not in a peaceful little place like Port
Townsend, Washington. I'm not Jessica Fletcher, and this
isn't Cabot Cove, where there was a murder a week for over
a decade.
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This book is dedicated to Lynne Herlacher, whose delight in
the mysterious—both in fiction and in life—have made her
a delightful companion.

About the Charts and Other Features of this Book: The characters in this book gave
birth to themselves, and it was only after I came to know and love them that I began to
speculate on their astrology charts. Having an idea of their age, I got a feeling for their
Sun, Moon, and Rising Sign and then looked through the ephemeris for dates that fit
those signs. Not only did I find the charts, but the charts fit the characters well. Then,
eerily enough, the transits for those charts also worked, using the year 1995, when the
mystery was being written. Click on the bookmark tab on the right hand side of the page
to find the characters’ charts and to return to them whenever you like. Unfortunately,
not all the characters were willing to cough up—I mean, divulge—their birth information.
The bookmark tab will take those who are not students of astrology to the glossary for
definitions of the astrology jargon Jillian lamentably insists on using. (To return to the
full-sized page of text, close the bookmark tab by clicking on the X at the top of the
bookmark menu.)
An ebook is also searchable—an advantage you will have in solving this case
that neither Jillian Malone nor the police had in 1995. For instance, if you started to feel
that the Maori war chants were significant, you could easily look back and see where
else they were mentioned. Open the search engine by clicking on the binoculars on the
tool bar. When it opens, put the term you wish to search for in the search engine box,
and in seconds it will generate a list of all the places in the book that term appears. Click
on the links to go to those sections.

The images and photographs in this book are the copyrighted property of Art Today, Inc. through their
subsidiary corporation, Photos.com, an online source for high quality, royalty-free stock photos at
http://www.photos.com. These graphics are used with permission under license. The images and photos
in this book may not be copied or downloaded without permission from ArtToday.com.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter One
October 6
The stick turned blue.
Jillian Malone squeezed her eyes shut for a count of ten, then opened them
cautiously. No doubt about it, the stick was definitely blue. She bit the inside of her
cheek sharply to see if she was dreaming, as her father taught her when she was a
child. It hurt. It was no dream.
I'm pregnant, she realized. I'm over forty, and for the first time in my life, I'm
pregnant.
Robert Pierce, her best friend and roommate, banged on the bathroom door
impatiently. "What does it say, Jill-Jill?"
When she handed him the stick, he whooped. "I'm gonna be an uncle! I'll spoil
that little bugger rotten. HONEY!! I have always, always wanted to be an uncle!" Robert
was actually an uncle many times over, but his family
disowned him because he was gay.
He reached down and ruffled the cat's fur with
his small, well-formed hands. "Hear that, Beastie?
You're going to have a little brother or sister."
Beastie, Jillian's tattered, 17-year-old cat, hissed
and swatted, then began washing his rump. We'll see
about that, he seemed to say.
Seeing Jillian's worried look, Robert gave her a
hug. "It's all right, isn't it? I mean, you ARE getting
married."
"Dave doesn't want any more kids."
She sank down at the kitchen table in shock,
while Robert hurriedly put on a pot of tea. On their first
date, back in June, Dave Jordan made it clear that the twin teenage daughters from his
first marriage were offspring enough for him.
At the stove, Robert was making steamed milk to go with the Earl Grey tea. His
immaculate black sweater set off his dark good looks, rosy cheeks, and long black
ponytail. "Oh, but Dave will feel differently because it's yours. That man loves you to
pieces! I WISH a hunky man like that would worship me the way Dave does you."
"I only hope you're right," She shook her head dazedly. "How could I have been
so stupid? It was my fault--Dave wanted to stop that day we got back together, but I
made him go on."
They'd only made love once without protection. It was the day she'd nearly been
murdered, and Dave, who was a cop, had shown up at the last minute to rescue her.1
1 The story is told in Hotline to Heaven, the first novel of this series, published by Moon Maven
Publications, June 2004,
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They met earlier when a vandal trashed the trailer where Jillian, a professional
astrologer, worked on a psychic hotline. They'd fallen hard for one another, but broke up
when Dave's unresolved feelings about his first marriage got in the way. Then she'd
become a suspect in the murder of another hotline reader. When the real killer attacked
Jillian, she was cleared, and they'd reunited blissfully. They planned a Christmas
wedding--but how would he react to this pregnancy?
Robert handed her a fragrant mug of tea. "You two will work it out, Jill-Jill, I know
you will. We are talking TRUE LOVE here. The cards predicted it, and the Tarot never
lies." Robert was a tarot card reader and had moved with her to Port Townsend, a small
mountain town on the Olympic Peninsula in Washington, to work on the hotline.
He asked her, "Tell the truth, wouldn't you love to have a little munchkin with
long, blonde hair just like yours running around here calling you Mommy?"
"Well, maybe." A slight smile betrayed her.
He shivered with delight. "Unka Robert--it has a nice ring. I'd have to teach her to
cook, of course. All she'd learn from you is how to nuke her own instant oatmeal. Come
on, Little Orphan Annie, wouldn't you love to be part of a family at last?"
Jillian had no family at all--hadn't since her mother died of cancer when she was
24. She'd never thought of having a child, but now the idea held a surprising emotional
power.
Reality intruded. "I don't know how I feel," she said. "I won't know how I feel until I
know how Dave feels."
"When will you tell him?"
"Not until he comes back. He's down in Olympia for a community relations
intensive. Something this major, I'd have to tell him face to face."
The hotline phone rang, and Robert answered it at the desk they'd recently set
up in the ell of the kitchen. The receiver clamped between his shoulder and ear, he was
already shuffling the cards as he greeted the client. Jillian scooped up Beastie and
retreated to her room.
She sat stunned for a while, but a
look at the clock told her it was time to start
getting dressed for the talk she was giving
that evening at the local astrology group.
She'd never attended, because it met on the
one night she and Dave could count on
getting together. She'd never given a lecture
before, either, but was assured it was a
small, friendly gathering. Her topic was
parent-child relationships as seen in the
connections between their horoscopes. Now
the choice seemed grimly ironic.
After a long shower with a liquid herbal soap that tingled and smelled heavenly,
she surveyed her wardrobe. People dressed casually around town, so her best skirts
and dresses had gradually crept to the back of the closet. Tonight, though, she felt
justified in pulling out all the stops. She chose a businesslike navy suit, with a skirt that
stopped just at the right place to show off her calves and shapely ankles.
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Her stomach had grown, she was disgusted to discover when she tried on the
skirt, but at least now she knew why. Never suspecting she was pregnant at her age,
she'd attributed the weight gain, missed period, and nausea to some weird metabolic
change, maybe the onset of an early menopause. She and Dave had gotten back
together on August 19th, which made her seven weeks along.
She made up her eyes with a soft, glowing mint powder that set them off, then
brushed her hair until it was alive with golden glints.
When she came out of her room and pirouetted for Robert, he
hooted, "HONEY!! You'll knock 'em dead! Let 'em know NOO YAWK has arrived."
She smiled in acknowledgement. "I wonder who I'll meet. We need to make
friends in town."
Since their arrival in March, they'd worked seven days a week on the local hotline
and hadn't met many people. In the last few weeks, they'd started working with a
national line that let them set their own schedule, so they both looked forward to a social
life. Tonight, she hoped to make connections with other astrology buffs.
With half an hour until she had to go, she had time to remember the pregnancy
test and to brood on this new twist of fate. Will this transit never end, she wondered.
The planet Pluto has been making an aspect to my Midheaven for well over a year. So
far, it's meant the end of my New York life and astrology practice, the cross-country
move, a new career on the hotlines, a murder I was arrested for, and then our
engagement. Now I'm about to become a mother--and that transit is far from over. What
other changes could it possibly bring?
She shuddered. Everyone has Pluto transits from time to time, but how many people
are nearly sent to prison for a murder they didn't commit? And how many are almost
strangled by a psychotic called the Angel of Death? I still have nightmares about it. I may
not know what’s going to happen to Dave and I now that I am pregnant, and I may not know
how I’ll support myself if I wind up a single mom. One thing I'm certain of, though--there
won't be any more murders, not in a peaceful little place like Port Townsend, Washington.
I'm not Jessica Fletcher, and this isn't Cabot Cove, where there was a murder a week for
over a decade.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Two
October 6
The talk had gone well, to a small but
enthusiastic audience of twelve, and Jillian had
been favorably struck by their level of knowledge.
The Cabin Fever Astrology Club included many
who'd studied astrology seriously at some point in
their lives before moving to town. She was
discovering that Port Townsend attracted
interesting, individualistic people from all over--the
town was a haven for mavericks who wanted
nothing to do with the mainstream.
They met in the seminar room of the local
metaphysical bookstore, The Pleiadean Portal.
Afterwards, several of the women asked Jillian out
for a drink at a waterfront cafe that was about the
only place open at that hour. They shoved two
tables together and drove the scrawny, goodnatured waitress to distraction by changing their
orders several times and asking for separate
checks.
"God save me," the waitress teased them.
"I'll have to find out when that group of yours
meets and get those nights off from here on! Tell
me, what's happening to Virgos nowadays?"
"Same old, same old," one of the women said. "You work way too hard, you don't
get paid what you're worth, and you're constipated up to your earlobes."
"That's exactly what you've been telling me for the last three years, but I have to
admit, you're right on target--especially the constipation part." She went off to turn in
their orders.
A well-dressed blonde with a short, chic precision haircut sat on Jillian's right with
her 18-year-old daughter. She introduced herself as Angela—Angie—Talbert and her
daughter as Victoria. In her fifties, the woman was strikingly pretty, with a touching air of
vulnerability.
I'll have to find out where she gets her hair styled, Jillian told herself. Surely not
here in town. I'd kill for a good haircut--it's what I miss most about living in a big city.
In her well-modulated voice, Angie said warmly, "I was so impressed with your
talk. It was fascinating to see how astrological signs run in families, and I was amazed
at the connections between the birth charts of family members. How in the world did you
find the birth information on all the Kennedys and the Reagans?"
Jillian liked Angie instinctively, feeling the kind of connection she'd had with her
much-mourned New York friends. She explained about the reference books with charts
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of famous people and the newsletter that kept her up to date on the currently famous
and infamous.
"You can come over and look through my collection some time if you like," she
offered, sensing that this was someone she'd want to know better. Angie smiled and
nodded her acceptance as the waitress began bringing their beverages.
"Why do you call yourself The Cabin Fever Astrology Club?" she asked the
women.
"You haven't gone through one of our winters
yet, have you?" the Virgo maven guessed, while the
others laughed. "The nights are so long and the days
are so gray, that you end up hibernating in the house
and going bonkers by spring."
The woman on Jillian's left introduced herself
as Penny Price. She was mildly plump, with a bad
perm and brassy hair from a bottle. Her white jersey
top was dotted with food stains. She inhaled
appreciatively as the waitress put down her
peppermint tea. "Who did you study with?" she asked
Jillian after taking a couple of sips. "There had to be a
lot of famous astrologers in New York."
"I studied with Donna Cunningham for a while."
"You didn't!" Penny exclaimed. "What's she like? She's always writing about
alcoholism and child abuse--anything heavy, she's into it."
"Oh, she was INTENSE all right--too intense for my taste. She considered a
consultation a total waste if the client didn't cry at least once over some horror story in
their childhood."
Penny stirred some sugar into her cup. "What's in her chart? I always thought
she had to have the Pluto from hell."
"She doesn't give out her chart."
Penny pulled a face. "There you go--she's a Pluto person for sure, probably a
Scorpio. They're so secretive, like somebody really gives a hoot. What about you?
What's your chart like?"
"I don't, uhm, give out my chart either." Just great, Jillian thought. Just the way to
get off on the right foot.
Penny and Angie exchanged knowing glances and head shakes, then changed
the subject to Pluto in Sagittarius. Jillian had her own trepidations about what that
change meant for the world, so they were soon happily jawing away in astrologese.
The waitress brought their food and then came by with more coffee, the burnt
dregs of a pot that had been around since supper. Jillian grimaced when the cream
turned hers gray--it was going to be bitter. She pushed it aside--too late for more
caffeine anyway--and turned a curious eye on Angie's daughter, who insisted on being
called Vic rather than Victoria.
The girl had towered over her mother when they walked down the street, so she
had to be six foot. Her hair was cut short, her eyes an electric blue. She had an
androgynous look, no chest to her, and wore a sweater jacket with a Peruvian design.
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Her legs, in faded jeans, were no more than bones, and her
facial contours stuck out starkly. Jillian thought she must be
anorexic until she noticed Vic ordered two cheeseburgers
and a double order of fries, which she was wolfing down.
Vic explained between bites, "Pluto's moving along at
a good clip now--it flashed through Scorpio in only eleven
years. But its orbit is eccentric. When it's on the other side of
the zodiac, say in Taurus, it takes as long as thirty years to
get through a sign. I'm convinced that the high speed it's
moving now is one reason our lives are so fast-paced."
A chirping sound emerged from the folds of her
sweater. She pulled out a palm-sized computer, flipped it
open, and studied the screen. "I'm outta here," she said,
wrapping the second burger in a napkin. "I forgot that there's
a computer programming forum on the Net tonight. It's out of MIT, where I'm going to
school next year. I want them to know who I am before I get there, so it won't take so
long for me to be accepted. It's not easy for a woman."
She downed her coke and begged her mother, "Anj, let me take the Subaru so I
can get on line in time."
"Why not call a cab?" Angie suggested. "I want to stay and talk some more."
"Right! Call THE cab, and this time of the night it'll take half an hour to get here.
By the time I log on, the forum will be off and running and I'll be left so far behind I'll
never understand what they're talking about. We're talking mega-brilliant here."
"I'll take you home," Jillian told Angie. As Vic grabbed the keys and sped out the
door, Jillian asked, "How does she eat like that and stay so thin?"
"It's her metabolism. She's on a natural adrenaline high all the time. Plus, she
gets so wrapped up in her computer she forgets to eat. That girl has no social life
except on the Internet, but she might be up for hours in the middle of the night talking to
some scientist in Russia."
"She must have an interesting chart. I'd love to see it."
Angie pulled a plastic covered page out of a thick notebook and handed it to her.
"I never go to an event like tonight's without taking along the charts of everyone I know."
Jillian was floored at the powerful intellect displayed in Vic's chart--Mercury,
Mars, the Moon, and the Sun all in brainy, unconventional Aquarius in the third house,
the house that showed her thinking patterns. In addition, Mercury and Mars were in a
dynamic triangle with Uranus and Saturn, giving her still more brain power. "I've never
seen anything like this," she marveled. "She'll be a Ph.D., for sure."
Angie nodded. "It wouldn't surprise me. Her father's a brilliant surgeon."
Penny, who'd asked dozens of questions during the talk, told Jillian, "I got so
much from what you said tonight. It had never occurred to me that my critical workaholic
Virgo Mom was a perfect balance for my dreamer of a Pisces Dad. He got into one getrich scheme after another that failed, and she'd just take on another job until she bailed
us out of debt."
She went on, "I couldn't help but reflect on how it applies to my own chart--what
did you call it, my planetary inheritance? Wouldn't you know it, I'm my Dad's heir rather
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than my Mom's. I'm a Pisces dreamer just like he was, with one scheme after another
about how I'm going to get rich--but at least I don't drink like he did."
Angie pulled a flyer out of her purse. "That reminds me, Penny. Did you see this?
I picked it up at the bookstore. They're having a free intro to a prosperity seminar this
weekend. It's called, DREAM THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM--just the thing for a Pisces."
They looked over the flyer, which proclaimed that Evan Martin was coming up
from Big Sur, California, to teach the principles of applied metaphysics so that enrollees
could reach their prosperity goals. YOUR LIFE WILL NEVER BE THE SAME, it
asserted. WEALTH, HEALTH, AND HAPPINESS CAN BE YOURS NOW.
Angie asked Penny, "Why not go with me? According to my divorce settlement,
when Victoria graduates in June, I only have one more year of alimony left, and then I'm
on my own. I've got to find a way between now and then to earn a good living."
Penny hesitated, then nodded. "I was planning on going over to the casino for
bingo, because they're giving away a Cadillac, but, okay, I'll go with you." She crossed
her fingers and held them high. "The neatest idea for a business has been percolating
through my skull for a while. If this guy is half as good as he claims, it's just what I need
to get things going.
She warned them, "I'm not saying what my idea is, not 'til I get it copyrighted.
Plus I don't want anybody putting negative vibes on it. This one's a sure-fire winner!"
Angie rolled her eyes heavenward at her friend's latest enthusiasm. "Is it
anything like that blue-green algae franchise you bought into last year?"
Penny looked wounded, so Angie said, more kindly, "I hope you do have a
winner on your hands this time. We both need to make money, and I have a feeling this
seminar will be a catalyst. Just like the flyer says,
our lives will never be the same."
Driving home, Angie asked Jillian, "Weren't
you involved with that psychic hotline here in
town? I hope you won't take offense, because I
don't mean it that way, but I don't see how an
astrologer of your caliber could work for one of
those things."
Feeling intuitively that it was safe to let her
hair down, Jillian poured out her story. Astrology
supported her decently for a decade, but after the
psychic hotlines came in, her practice shriveled.
Out of desperation, she'd left New York and come
out here to work for the hotline her ex-husband,
Gary, established with Midge McCullough. At first,
she hated the idea, feeling it was a sell-out, but she soon found that it wasn't so very
different from her private work with clients, just faster paced and less psychological.
Midge had finally shut down the line, and, though Jillian didn't mind working on the new
hotline for a while, she wanted to build a solid astrology practice again.
By the time she finished explaining, they'd pulled up in front of Angie's big, floodlit
modern house surrounded by several acres in a valley just outside of town. Angie
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politely invited her in, but they were both too exhausted.
As she got out of the car, Angie said sympathetically, "What a predicament for
someone as gifted as you! Why don't you come to the intro, too?"
The guy sounds bogus, Jillian thought, est meets the Wizard of Oz. But hey, it's
free, and if there's an idea or two to help me out of the hole I've dug myself into over the
past couple of years, I'll be ahead of the game. At the very least, it's been lonely here,
and I'll get to know these people better.
"Sure, I'll go," she told her. "What can I lose?"
She waved goodbye and took off, driving slowly to find her way back to town in
the total darkness. It was a cloudy night, and there was no moon. She was amazed that
she'd poured her heart out to a perfect stranger--not her style at all. At least she hadn't
spilled her guts about the pregnancy. With my luck, she thought, in this rumor mill called
Port Townsend, the chief of police would be Angie's cousin--or worse, that gossipy
dispatcher. "Calling all cars. Calling all cars. That broad of Dave's is preggers."
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Three

October 8
Dave's husky voice purred into the phone's ear piece, bringing Jillian's nether
regions to Red Alert. "Babe, I miss you so much--miss loving you, holding you, waking
up together. Why don't you drive down and spend the night? It's just a couple hours
each way."
She didn't want to see him yet, couldn't tell him about the baby until he returned
from Olympia. "I miss you, too, Dave. You don't know how much. But I met some people
at the astrology group, and they're taking me to a free prosperity seminar tonight by
some guy from California. You know I need to make more money."
He laughed. "He must be prosperous if he can afford to do it for free. Wonder
what his game is. Watch yourself, Jillian. I don't want to see you mixed up with another
con man like Gary."
A few months after Gary Jones, her ex-husband, brought her west to work on the
hotline, he ran off with $200,000 of the hotline's money. That catastrophic loss--and the
subsequent decision by a local born-again group to picket them--brought about the
collapse of the business.
"I'm not an idiot," she told Dave, irked.
"You're the smartest, wisest women I know, but you do get mixed up with some
iffy people. Just keep your eyes open. Have you seen a realtor yet to help us find a
place of our own?"
A place of our own--would it have
a nursery? she wondered. Would he
even want to marry me when he finds out
about the baby? He broke off his last
serious relationship when the woman
pressured him to start a family.
She wheedled, "Can't we stay
here for a while? The rent's cheap, and
we could save money. Robert hasn't
figured out what he's going to do, either,
if I move out."
"You know I don't care that
Robert's gay--not like it threatens my
masculinity or anything. But I want you all
to myself, with enough privacy that we can run around nude if we want to."
His voice deepened, and he growled, "Damn, just thinking about you in the nude
gets me going. Come down for the night later in the week, please."
"We'll see. Maybe. I have to work on the line." Her heart ached, wondering if they
were going to make it.
Perceptive as always, Dave asked, "What's wrong, Jillian? You don't sound like
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yourself."
"I'm just tired. The talk took a lot out of me, but it went well. They really liked me."
She told him about the meeting and getting to know some of the people, then teased,
"What did you learn in school today?"
"About clashes between the loggers and environmentalists, with some ideas on
how to keep things cool." He told her more, then signed off.

When she arrived at the Pleiadean Portal the next night for the seminar intro, she
went upstairs to the same room they'd used for her talk. It was large but cozy, full of
mismatched and worn sofas, armchairs, straight back chairs,
and a pile of seat cushions for overflow crowds. The walls were
covered with inspirational posters, and a large stained glass
piece hung in the window. At one end was a kitchenette, while
a podium, folding table, and whiteboard dominated the other
end.
Jillian grimaced when a soaring harp crescendo
penetrated her awareness. She thought, I hope we're not going
to have to contend with that canned syrup the whole time. The
worst thing about the whole New Age movement is the music.
It wasn't on during my talk the other night, so there must be a
way to shut it off. Would it cause a riot if I asked?
She hesitated at the entrance, stricken by her usual
painful shyness with strangers. There was a cheerful, noisy, milling crowd of about
twenty people, an air of reunion in the way they greeted one another. It's a small town,
she thought, and an even smaller New Age community. They must all know one
another. I hope someday I'll be part of their group.
Angie and Penny beckoned her to a seat they'd saved, and Penny shoved an
astrology chart into her hands. "It's the chart for tonight's seminar--wait til you get a load
of it! I was back and forth in my mind, really wanting to go to bingo over at the casino.
I've been feeling lucky, and they're giving away that Cadillac and some huge jackpots.
But when I set up the chart, I bought lottery tickets instead and came here. Isn't it
terrific?"
Jillian shifted to avoid a broken spring in the low-slung armchair and struggled to
keep her long legs out of the steady stream of traffic. She goggled at the paper Penny
gave her, and thought, A terrific chart? NOT!!!
Tonight was the full moon--there'd been a lunar eclipse earlier today, in fact. That
wasn't automatically a bad sign, but in this case the Libra Sun and Venus and the Aries
Moon were in a difficult triangle with wild and wooly Uranus and hazy, often deceptive
Neptune. The Aries Moon suggested strong, dynamic women would be involved, but in
this configuration, they might be in thrall to some questionable charmer. Who in the
world was this Evan?
She couldn't help but remark, "With all that Libra and Scorpio influence, it looks
more like a singles group than a prosperity seminar." A wife-swapping club, more like it.
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"Oh, yeah?" the sultry woman next to her said eagerly. "Maybe I'll meet
someone. I'm Carmella Haynes," she told Jillian.
She had a faint British Empire accent--a Brit, a Canadian, a New Zealander,
something Jillian couldn't quite place. Carmella had curly bleached-blonde hair, a dark
tan, and a sallow face with large pores, but the body of a Playboy Bunny. Jillian nodded
and introduced herself.
Penny tapped the sixth house of the chart. "Look at that loaded house of work
--beautiful, harmonious Libra energy and lots of it! Plus, with Uranus and Neptune
together in the tenth house, it's great for creativity and getting new visions for your
career."
Angie told Penny, "You've already got plenty of visions, you just need help
anchoring them into reality. Me, I don't even have a vision. But I do like this chart. With
all that Libra, it's certain that we'll support one another in our endeavors, and, being a
Libra myself, the group should really suit me."
New visions for sure, Jillian mused, but they could as easily be delusions. I don't
like the looks of this chart at all. She wondered, then, if she was really going to fit in with
these people. Sure, she was an astrologer, and that automatically made her a flake in
many people's eyes, but she liked to think of herself as a sane weirdo, head in the stars,
feet planted solidly on the ground.
Angie glanced at the door and groaned softly in
disgust. A plump bearded man with silver hair stood there,
carrying a tray of herbed corn bread, paper plates, and
napkins. He hurried over.
"Angie, what a pleasant surprise! It's been too long
since we got together. You must let me fix you dinner
sometime soon."
"I've been very busy, James," she smiled through
gritted teeth. "I see you've been baking, as usual. You'd
better find a seat. We'll be starting soon."
He urged them, "Do try the rose hip jelly on this
bread. I had a great harvest of herbs this year, especially
the rosehips. The older varieties, like the cabbage roses,
have the tastiest and most nutritious hips."
Carmella asked eagerly, "Oh, do you have an herb
garden, too? We'll have to exchange cuttings."
He gave her his number, then carried the tray to the kitchenette. He wiggled his
way between two people on one of the sofas across the room.
Angie whispered to Jillian. "That James Griggs has been after me for years, ever
since I was dumb enough to go out with him a couple of times right after my divorce.
What a bore! Cancer with a Virgo Moon--a fuss-budgety combination for a man. I hope
he doesn't sign up for the seminar, but now that he sees me, he'll join. He never gives
up."
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Jillian noticed that the music had changed,
gotten much louder. It was the theme from The Man
of La Mancha, and the title of the seminar was
DREAM THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM, so it must be
starting. The crowd quieted, and as the song reached
its stirring crest, a tall, well-built, handsome man in
his mid-thirties burst through the doorway, waving his
outstretched arms over his head, fingers spread in a
vee for victory.
He strode to the podium, face glowing, and
announced, "I'm Evan Martin, and dreams are my business. I want you to know, THERE
ARE NO IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS! YOU CAN HAVE WHAT YOU WANT!"
He gazed around the circle slowly, looking each one of them squarely in the eye,
nodding and beaming at each in turn. His eyes were a hypnotic dark brown, the soft
folds around them making them more gentle. The silence built as he connected with
each of the twenty in turn.
What a showman, Jillian thought, and what show biz instincts. The Great White
Brotherhood meets the Great White Way. Give him a few years, and he'll be a
motivational speaker on PBS. Marianne Williamson, move over.
Slowly, in a hushed voice, he told them, "You can change your life, and you're
going to begin tonight. But first," he pointed dramatically at the woman standing in the
doorway. "I want to thank the magnificent gal who made tonight possible. Many of you,
I'm sure, already know Midge McCullough, because I hear she's a mover and a shaker
in this town. Come up and take a bow, Midge."
Like the rest of the crowd, Jillian had been so mesmerized by Evan's procession
to the front of the room that she hadn't noticed Midge. Aw, damn, she thought, I should
have known that if any New Age money-making scheme came to town, Midge would be
in on it. Wonder what kind of moola that shark is
making on this.
Midge made her way to the podium, doing a
beauty queen wave to the crowd, nodding and
smiling at those she recognized. Her silvery hair
exquisitely styled, Midge wasn't more than 5'2", but
she had a big presence and a loud, husky voice.
Though clearly older, her looks were still stunning -molded cheekbones, cat-like eyes, a heartshaped face. Jillian knew for a fact that Midge was
in her late sixties, but her vigorous, confident
carriage convinced people she was much younger.
Expensive jewelry complemented her usual
costume of a soft, costly knit, short enough to
display her shapely legs.
Midge acknowledged the applause with a bow. "It's great to see you all here
tonight. When I took Evan's workshop down at Esalen last month, I knew we needed
him here."
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. When Jillian's eyes met hers, however, Midge shot her a look of pure
malevolence. Nothing's changed, Jillian thought. We took an immediate dislike to one
another, and even though we had to work together on the line, she still holds me
responsible for Astarte's murder.
Midge played to the crowd. "I'd be the first to admit, I've been very lucky in my
life. Back in the late 1940s, I was a Hollywood starlet--a minor one, nobody you've ever
seen in the oldies. I was fortunate enough to marry a wealthy producer when I was 19,
and when I was 20, he died and left me a millionaire. But I didn't squander it, I invested
in my own businesses, worked hard, and now I'll never have to worry about money."
She shrugged in an attempt at modesty. "But I know that so many others in this
town are struggling desperately--gifted, creative people who can't make a living. Our
economy flatlines when the tourist season ends--and this year it wasn't even that good
during the summer.
"So, when I heard Evan's message, I knew I had to bring him here so he could
help people like yourselves make the most of your gifts. I'm sponsoring this introduction
as a way of making a contribution to Port Townsend's growth, but it's up to you after
that. If you find value in what he has to say, then sign up for his seminar." She waved a
hand at him grandly. "Let's hear it for Evan!"
The crowd clapped dutifully, and Evan bowed to Midge in return. Then he closed
his eyes and lowered his head in what appeared to be a moment of prayer. When the
crowd quieted, he began to speak, enunciating beautifully in a clear, mellow, educated
voice that reverberated to every corner of the room.
"Each and every one of us has a dream--something so unique that it's like a
snowflake, no two alike. We're all brought here on earth to do something special. Deep
down inside we know that, and we know what that mission is."
"But starting in childhood, our dreams are programmed out of us--talked out of
us, laughed out of us, sometimes even beaten out of us. So we let go of our dreams,
and in doing that, we lose our way. And then our special dream--our own perfect,
unique vision--becomes THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM."
He stretched his long hands out to the crowd soulfully. "I said it earlier, and I'll
say it again. And Again. And Again, until you've all got it. THERE ARE NO
IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS! YOU CAN HAVE WHAT YOU WANT!"
The crowd clapped again, not out of duty this time, but with enthusiasm. Jillian,
despite herself, was drawn in. She decided, He's good. He may or may not be for real--I
don't trust any enterprise Midge is involved in--but he certainly knows how to touch the
human heart and tell it what it needs to hear. The search for meaning, in these cynical
times, is a need that's crying to be met.
The seminar, Evan explained, was a series of weekly meetings, in which
members would explore their dreams and set goals to begin to make that dream come
true. There would probably be two groups, meeting on different days. Within each
group, people would pair off to support each other in taking weekly steps toward those
goals.
"But the first step," he cautioned, "is to identify the dream--in many cases, to
remember what it was, before it got programmed out of you. And then, to turn it into a
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goal. Who here has a goal?" He began pacing around the room.
Sultry Carmella, on Jillian's right, raised her hand and was acknowledged. "I want
to find my soul mate."
He shook his head. "That's a whole other seminar, but it's outside the purview of
this one, because what we're looking for here is a vocation, in the true, old-fashioned
sense of a calling."
He looked her over appreciatively. "However, I do give private consultations on
matters the group won't cover, so perhaps we could address it that way."
She wriggled in her seat. "I'd, uhm, like that. A lot."
Pour it on, Girlfriend, Jillian thought. He just exudes sex appeal. Every woman in
this room is drooling over him. That Mars Pluto conjunction in tonight's chart must refer
to him.
Evan's brown hair was neatly cut. His clear skin glowed, as though lit from within,
and he had deep dimples in both cheeks. He wore an expensive black cashmere
sweater. He'll quickly catch on that people dress down here, Jillian guessed. But, my, is
he magnetic!
Evan looked up at the door, and an odd expression crossed his face. What was
it, Jillian wondered. Dismay? Chagrin? Exasperation? All three, perhaps.
A tiny, dark-complexioned woman posed dramatically in the doorway, dressed
entirely in black. Her sleek black hair was arranged in a
style that seemed right out of the 1930s. Her thin,
angular face had prominent cheekbones and a beaked
nose. With her sullen expression, she stopped short of
attractive, but she was striking all the same.
She crossed the room slowly, seemingly
reluctantly, and whipped off her black woolen cape to
reveal a long, shapeless black crepe dress with strings of
carved semiprecious stones in odd, ethnic designs. She
sat down tentatively, looking as though she'd flee at any
moment.
She and Evan were looking at each other with a
thunderstruck expression. She announced, "My name is
Raven."
He raised an eyebrow. "Raven what?"
"Just Raven." She locked eyes with him. "Some of
us shed our old names when they no longer suit us." They held a staring match for a
moment, then he shook his head in disbelief.
Surely, living in California, he's met entire villages of people with weird names,
Jillian thought. No, she and Evan have had a run-in before, or else he just can't handle
powerful women.
She raised her hand to get the group--and herself--back on track. "I have a goal."
"Tell me," Evan urged, moving over to her.
"I want to go to Ireland."
The very idea gave her spirits a joyful lift. Jillian's beloved Dad was Irish, from
Ireland. He'd been killed in an accident in a Pittsburgh steel mill when she was ten, and
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his folks were in Ireland, strangers to her. A few bleak months ago, facing the possibility
of going to jail for murder, she comforted herself with the idea of visiting Ireland and
finding her Irish relatives if the charges were cleared. She and Dave had been talking
about saving money to go there for a belated honeymoon.
Evan's eyes twinkled with amusement. "So going to Ireland is your goal."
"Yes."
He shook his head. "That's not your goal."
"Of course, it is."
He grinned. "I'm positive it's not your goal. In fact, I'll give you the entire seminar
for free if that's your goal."
When Jillian folded her arms stubbornly, he whipped out a cellular phone, flipped
it open, and dialed information. "Could I have the number for Aer Lingus?" Then he
dialed the airline's number and handed her the phone. "Now make your reservation."
She snapped the phone shut, red with embarrassment. "I don't have the money
for a ticket."
"Aha!" he said, "Then getting the money for the trip is your GOAL. Going to
Ireland is your DREAM. A dream is what you wish for--a goal is the strategy you use to
make the dream happen."
He winked at her. "You're ahead of the game now--you have both a dream and a
goal. You just need to discover how to manifest them. But I'm sure some people here
tonight are back in the stage of forgetfulness. Who in the group doesn't have either a
dream or a goal?"
Angie raised her hand. "That's why I'm here. I don't have a clue what my dream
should be. All my life, I've been following other people's dreams. My mom dreamed I'd
be a popular cheerleader, so I worked to please her. Then my husband dreamed of
going to medical school and becoming a successful doctor, so I worked and helped him
through medical school. After that, I supported him every way I knew how in all the
career goals he dreamed up. After the divorce, I supported my children's dreams--two
sons getting through medical school, and now a daughter just about to go off to
college."
"And what dreams did you have for yourself?"
"I don't know," Angie said plaintively. "I never had a single dream of my own."
He went down on one knee in front of her and took her hand in both of his. "Then
it's time you did." She blinked back tears, and he told her, "It's time for Angie's dream."
Tears trickled down her face and she fastened her eyes on his. He gathered her
in his arms and gave her a hug, rocking her while she sobbed. Finally, he gave her a
tissue while she laughed at herself.
"Yes, it is," she agreed joyously. "It's my turn now."
He pulled dreams out of a few more in the crowd, and then put in his pitch for the
seminar. It would be $50 a week, with an eight-week commitment if they signed the
contract. Midge came up front to help with the swarm of people who wanted to register.
Despite her skepticism, Jillian found herself tentatively filling out the registration
blank, with Angie and Penny rooting for her. I've got the first installment covered with
the $50 they paid me for the talk. And, anyway, that awful chart isn't the chart of the
seminar, she persuaded herself, it's just the chart of the intro. A warning whisper
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sounded through the ether which she chose to ignore.
As she sat, debating whether to sign up, Midge came and stood over her,
hissing, "I hope this seminar works for you, Malone. You still owe me a thousand for that
lawyer I hired to bail you out of jail. And don't think I've forgotten the $10,000 of my
money Gary deposited into your account before he ran off. As soon as the cops release
it from evidence, I expect it back."
Jillian's Irish temper flared at the implication that she'd default on her debt, but
she made herself say calmly, "I'll be every bit as happy as you will when all that money
is back in your hands." With a snort, Midge swept away.
Damn Gary's hide, Jillian fumed. That moral moron thought he was leaving me a
nice suprise, depositing a chunk of the money he stole into my account, and instead he
got me thrown in jail. I’ll never live that down.
She noticed Evan off in a corner, having an intense, whispered discussion with
the woman named Raven. She wondered, once more, whether there was some past
connection between them. The woman was certainly mysterious, and Jillian instinctively
knew she was a piece of work. She absolutely reeked of Pluto--bitter, secretive, and
often powerful people often had Pluto in high profile in their birth charts.
A thin, wiry older woman with twinkling blue eyes came up to Jillian. In a broad
Irish brogue, she said, "You and me, we have
the same dream, Lass, so we have to stick
together. We both want to go to Ireland. I'm
Lilac O'Toole, and I haven't been home since
I came to this country 50 years ago at the
tender age of 20. I've just a little of me social
security put away, and I'm usin' it to sign up
for this seminar, I'm that certain it'll work."
She leaned over and whispered in
Jillian's ear. "You're expecting aren't you?" At
Jillian's startled look and surreptitious pat of
her tummy bulge, she said, "Oh, no, Love,
you're not showing yet. It's just that I have a
touch of the gift. We're good Catholics, mind
you, but it ran in the family from way back.
You're gifted too, I can see that."
An old sadness filled Lilac's eyes. "The wee one's father--he's not ready for a
family, now is he?" She patted Jillian on the arm consolingly and excused herself to get
in line.
That decided Jillian. She signed the registration form with a flourish and wrote
out a check for the first week. She thought, I need this seminar for me--I don't know
whether Dave will be in my life or not, since he's so set against having a child--but if he's
not, then the Munchkin and I will need much more income.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Four

October 14
Robert needed the car--the sturdy 1970 Chevy they'd bought from Midge--and
Jillian needed the exercise, so she decided to walk downtown on Saturday afternoon,
when her section of the seminar was set to meet. The two of them shared an upstairs
apartment in one of the charming old Victorians that dotted the bluff uptown in the oldest
residential area.
As she passed through the squarely aligned blocks of houses, she was surprised
at how many flowers were still blooming on the well-tended lawns. The climate was mild
for an area surrounded by mountains, and she'd been told that it had only snowed in
town a few times in the past several years. She stopped
to admire the perfection of a single huge pink rose in the
yard of one of the elaborately-trimmed bed and
breakfast inns.
With my black thumb, she thought ruefully, I can't
even keep a cactus alive. And if I can't handle the
meager demands of a cactus, how in the world will I
know how to take care of a baby? I've never been
around kids. We didn't have any relatives back in
Pittsburgh, and Mom worked too much after Dad died to
have any close friends. None of my New York friends
had kids--they were either single or childless by choice.
I don't even know how you go about HAVING
one! Do you read a book, or what? How soon do you go
to the doctor? How do you know when it's time for the
baby to get born? She patted her stomach through the
soft, loose jersey slacks she was wearing, and told the
baby, I'm appallingly ignorant for a brand-new, fortyyear-old Mom. You'll have to be very patient.
She reached the edge of the bluff and lingered,
as always, at the top of the long, sloping road that led to the main street downtown. She
feasted her eyes on the stunning panorama of the waterfront, with Puget Sound and the
San Juan Islands stretching as far as the eye could see. The wind was up a bit, so the
water was teal blue with jagged whitecaps.
There were big, three-masted sailboats out on the Sound, and in the distance a
silent, gray tanker glided behind the mounds of Whidbey Island. It was so clear that the
volcanic cone of distant Mount Rainer was visible. Early snows covered the tops of the
giant Cascades strung across the eastern horizon and the Olympics to the west.
The thought of a baby warmed some secret recess of her soul. I never even
knew I wanted one, she marveled, because I've denied that part of myself for so long.
But what if I lose Dave over it, just when I'd need him the most? Her slow descent down
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the slope matched her descent into mourning over the possibility.
She told herself, Maybe I'm borrowing trouble. He'll be upset at first, but maybe
he'll warm up to the idea. He's so sensitive and kind, I know he'd be a good father. I
think he's just hurt that those twin daughters of his are cold to him since the divorce-teenagers can be so snotty.
At the foot of the hill gleamed a newly-restored antique fountain, its base a
bronze statue of Galatea with cherubs. She trailed a hand in the churning water and
vowed to think more positively. Shaking off the morose mood, she squared her
shoulders and marched briskly to the metaphysical bookstore, pausing occasionally to
moon over pretty clothes in the windows of the expensive boutiques that catered to
tourists. Still trying to get used to the idea, she told herself, The next outfits I buy will be
maternity clothes.
Upstairs at the Pleiadean Portal, the armchairs were arranged in a cozy circle.
James Griggs was setting out home-baked dill muffins, napkins and paper plates on the
card table, an urn of water already heating for tea.
They herb tea you to death at these workshops, Jillian sighed. BORING!! I
wonder what they'd think if I brought myself a big thermos of French roast coffee. She
recalled the day she'd invited Veronica, the bookstore manager, out for coffee. The
response was, "I don't do drugs!"
Veronica did wind up asking me to do readings at the store, she remembered. I'll
have to set that up with her now that I'm not working seven days a week for Midge. It
would feel good to have clients in person again, rather than only on the phone.
Angie and Penny had saved her a seat, so she joined them. Lilac O'Toole gave
her a wave and a sweet smile. She counted the chairs and found eight. James and
Carmella, who'd just walked in, made six and the leader would
make seven, so the eighth person was someone she hadn't met
yet--unless Midge was sitting in on the group. She crossed her
fingers against that ghastly possibility. Just then, however, Raven,
the dark, mysterious woman from the intro arrived, a determined
set to her chin.
Evan swept in, his arms laden with stacks of handouts,
asking, "Are you excited? Today's a big day, the day you each
start on a whole new path!" He stopped to greet each of them
warmly in turn, shaking hands and making sure he memorized
their names. His dimpled smiles soon had them all beaming in
return.
He settled into a firm, wine-red wing chair which looked for all the world like a
throne. He started by telling them his background--the est training, studies with Norman
Vincent Peale's descendants, a bit of Scott Peck, Marianne Williamson, some Course in
Miracles, and then Deepak Chopra. Your basic metaphysical mutt, Jillian concluded.
Nothing original, but it's what you do with the ideas that counts.
Evan resumed his narrative. "Today we'll be working on establishing goals. But
first, I'll introduce one of the most important tools of this process, your prosperity
partner. In order to make this work, we have to be absolutely committed to one another.
Your partner's success has to be as important to you as your own--that way you'll each
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be doubly certain of success. You'll need to meet outside the group at least once a
week, be willing to take late night phone calls, and, in short, be totally there for your
partner."
"How is that different from codependency?" Jillian asked. She’d read plenty about
codependency—had to, to sort out the warped relationships clients asked about. She
found that such ties generally involved the planet Neptune, which made for poor
boundaries.
"I get what you're saying." Evan turned to her earnestly. "But this is different
because you won't be enabling each other in making excuses as to why you can't
succeed. You'll be calling each other on your rackets and insisting you move forward,
then supporting each other in trying new things."
"That's why it's important that you not chose a good friend as your prosperity
partner. With a friend, you already have a history of overlooking each other's
rationalizations and frailties. To question those excuses would rock the boat, so we
learn to go along with our friends' mistakes and validate them. In this group, you'll give
each other tough love in order to reach your goals."
Angie and Penny looked at each other thoughtfully. Penny admitted, "Angie and I
let each other cop out a lot just to keep the peace. We shouldn't be partners."
Lilac spoke up, in her delightful brogue, "Me and Jillian, here, we have the same
dream. I'm after thinkin' we should pair up."
Evan considered it, then shook his head. "There's nothing that says you can't
support one another--you know, network with ideas and information. But it doesn't feel
right for you to be partners. You share the same dream, but you could also share the
same barriers and reinforce each other in thinking it's impossible. Or, you might strike a
subtle bargain that says, 'If I don't get to Ireland, you don't get there either.' Instead of a
double success, you could wind up a double failure. No, I don't like it."
In the end, he paired Lilac with James, to Angie's obvious relief. He put Penny
with Carmella, and Angie with Jillian. That left Raven, so he teamed her up with Angie
and Jillian.
He announced, "There's room for a couple more people in this section, so I
wanted to make you an offer. Anyone who enrolls a new participant in the group this
week will get one week of the seminar for free. I truly believe you're going to find this
process so valuable that you'll want to share it with others. After this week, the offer still
holds if you enroll someone for the next series, which will start in a few weeks."
Straight out of est, Jillian fumed. New Age entrepreneurs are always highpressuring you to sign up everyone you know for their enterprises.
"So now it's dream time," he said. "I want everyone to tell me their wildest
dreams and what they hope to get out of this seminar."
James explained that he'd been a successful businessman, an electronics store
owner, but sold it so he could nurse his wife when she fell ill with cancer. They'd moved
to Port Townsend because life was quieter and cheaper. "She's been gone a few years,
and, frankly, I'm bored. Time is heavy on my hands, and yet, I don't want to go back to
work full time. I need a business where I can work at home."
"So your dream is to find a business that you love, where you can stay home.
Some kind of mail order business, perhaps. I'd say your goal for this seminar, then, is to
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investigate the possibilities." When James agreed, Evan asked Carmella about her
dream.
She gave him a sultry glance. "I haven't forgotten about finding a soul mate. We
still need to set up a session about that. But as far as career goes, I've been wanting for
years to earn my living in alternative health."
She explained that she'd started by attending naturopathic college in New
Zealand, but had to drop out for financial reasons. Then she married a Canadian, who'd
paid her way through nursing school. They'd long since divorced, and she worked at the
local hospital.
"The way modern medicine is practiced goes against everything I believe in, and
yet I can't afford to quit. I'm up to my ears in debt, and I've been through bankruptcy
once already, but I can't get a handle on my spending."
"Then gradually I got credit again and the whole cycle started over. I pay $500 a
month on my credit cards, and that only covers interest. I don't want to accept a lesser
lifestyle, so an alternative practice would have to bring in a good income."
Evan had been listening intently. "It
sounds to me like several of you are in an
investigative phase." He waved at Jillian and
Lilac to illustrate. "You don't know exactly how
you're going to make the money to realize your
dreams, but you know you need lots of it."
Penny chimed in. "I'm like that too. I have
an idea for a blockbuster business, I just don't
have the start-up money. Short of hitting the
lottery, I don't know where it will come from."
"You're going to need a business plan,"
Evan told her. "You could find books on that at a
library or bookstore. That's not exactly what we'll
be covering in these sessions, because we'll
focus on mental, emotional, and spiritual
barriers."
Angie suggested, "When you get that far,
Penny, the Small Business Administration has
material on business plans, and they even have retired executives to advise you." She
appealed to Evan, "Now me, I still don't even have a clue what my dream is, so how can
I go about setting a goal to work on?"
He smiled at her engagingly. "Maybe your goal for this seminar is to discover
what your dream is."
When she nodded thoughtfully, he went on, "That brings up one more possibility I
wanted to discuss. In both sections of this seminar, there are bound to be people who
need more individual attention so they can reach a break though. For those who need it
and who can, I'm establishing a special level called The Inner Circle. It's $5000 for three
months of intensive consultations, one on one. That's something you might consider,
Angie."
She seemed mesmerized by Evan and lit up by the possibilities. "I know it would
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help," she agreed. "Yes! Sign me on."
Jillian surprised a look of pure rage on Raven's face. "What's your story?" she
asked her.
The woman said bitterly, "I need special attention, too, but I couldn't put together
$5000 if you gave me five years. I never get a break, not once in life. I'm several months
behind on my rent, and I don't know where else I'd go if they evicted me. Not many
places are big enough to keep the llamas my friend willed me when she died." Tears
glittered in her eyes, but she pushed them back furiously.
Jillian wondered, So where's the money for the seminar coming from?
"It sounds hard," Evan said. "It sounds like it's been hard for a long, long time.
But it helps to have a dream." He teased her a bit, "Do you suppose you can find one,
all the way down there in the gloom?"
"Dreams are not my problem," she shot back
aggressively. "REALITY--that's my problem."
Come on, Evan gestured, give.
"My dream? I want to work with animals--I get
along just fine with them, it's people I have trouble with.
I'd love to buy land in some remote area, raise enough
food to feed myself and my animals, and not bother with
humanity. But there's no way in Hell I'll ever have the
money for that. Life's a gyp."
"Reserve judgement," he told her. "Let go of your
preconceptions, and trust the process. In fact, here's an
assignment. I want you to write the following statement
seventy times a day for seven days: I RELEASE ALL INNER AND OUTER BARRIERS
TO ABUNDANCE. Seventy times seven is a magical number of completion, and that
technique catalyses a deep change in the programming. All of you, actually, could profit
from it."
Penny shook her head. "I've done affirmations and visualizations for years, but
they never work. I guess I'm not very good at it. Maybe I don't believe hard enough."
He assured her, "You are NOT among the metaphysically challenged. Those
ooey gooey affirmations can't work when there's counter-programming. Suppose you're
declaring that love is coming into your life, but you unconsciously believe you don't
deserve it. The underlying belief is what you'll manifest. Part of what you can do with
your partners is to uncover the programming and design statements to release it."
Carmella said, "What I'm planning to do is very difficult and complicated. I think I
need to be in that Inner Circle, too. Can I put it on my credit card?"
Jillian laughed heartily at this bon mot, but broke off abruptly when she saw that
no one else was laughing and that Carmella and Evan were looking at her inquiringly.
She marveled, doesn't anyone else think it's ludicrous to go $5000 deeper into debt to
finance a prosperity seminar? I'm really in Never-Never Land now!
They broke into their teams to work on defining goals. Evan visited each one in
turn to see how they were doing. He carried his appointment calendar and made private
appointments with Angie and with Carmella, who had a satisfied gleam in her eye.
Later, Jillian couldn't help but notice Raven and Evan having an intense
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discussion off in a corner. Boy, oh boy, I hope he can straighten her out, she thought.
She's so prickly, I'm not looking forward to working with her.
The seminar went on for another hour, with a break for tea and James' muffins.
Jillian had planned on walking home, but when they emerged from the bookstore, it was
sprinkling. Raven offered her a lift. A big, amiable black Labrador waiting in the back
seat washed Jillian's face for her before she could fend him off. The elderly compact
was rusty and feeble, and Jillian hoped she wouldn't put a foot through the hole in the
trash-covered floorboard. The car choked a couple of times climbing the hill, but they
finally pulled up in front of the house.
Raven got out to continue her angry litany of financial woes, as Jillian struggled
to remain sympathetic rather than overwhelmed. The big black raven that was Beastie's
nemesis sat on a limb of the cherry tree in the front yard. Beastie, an indoor cat, would
haunt the windowsill for hours, hissing and twitching his tail while that bird taunted him.
Today, it greeted them with a loud RAK!
Raven fastened her own glistening, dark eyes on the raven's beady, black ones,
and a staring contest ensued. "RAK! RAK!" she answered finally.
The bird cocked its head. "RAK! RAK! RAK!"
Cackling at the challenge, Raven replied, "RAK! RAK! RAK! RAK!"
The bird ruffled its wings, then flew and sat on Raven's shoulder. It cocked its
head and listened as she crooned to it, some strange, dark chant Jillian could barely
hear.
It took off again, circling above them,
and then flew straight at Jillian's face. She
shrieked and jumped, covering her eyes, but
the bird swerved at the last second, yanking
out a strand of her hair. Giving a final, mocking
RAK, it circled and flew away, with an insolent
flip of a shiny black wing. Eyes glittering with
amusement, Raven raised an eyebrow and
shrugged at Jillian, then got into the car and
drove off without another word.
Heart pounding, Jillian stared after the
car. She remembered that the raven was a
totem for Pacific Northwest tribes--a trickster
and a thief in their legends--and wondered if
that was why Raven chose the name.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Five
October 20
"You're WHAT?" Dave shouted. "I can't believe this! You knew how I felt
about having kids!"
He'd returned from his course unexpectedly early that afternoon and came
right over for a reunion. Jillian had been doing a stint on the hotline phone in the
kitchen, but quickly signed off when he arrived. With uncharacteristic tact, Robert
left, giving Jillian a suggestive wiggle of the eyebrows.
No doubt Robert would advise me to let Dave make love to me first, Jillian
sighed. That might have helped him feel like this pregnancy was an expression of
our love, but it'd be dishonest. I've never been any good at feminine wiles--that's
probably why I'm never successful at relationships.
"It's my fault," she admitted. "I should have let you stop when you wanted.
But I missed you so much, I couldn't wait any longer." And it was, too, she
remembered. It was my fault. It wasn't like he seduced me, it was more like I
seduced him, against his better judgement.
He buried his face in his hands, shaking his head. "I had the party, too. It's
as much my doing as yours. But DAMN! There's just no way I'm raising another
kid."
By now she was in tears. "You can't love me, or you'd want my child."
Shoo, shoo, Munchkin, she told the little one. Put your hands over your ears.
Rage crossed Dave's angular face. He got up and paced, his well-muscled
arms rippling as he smacked a fist into the palm of his hand. "That's a load of
crap, Jillian. I DO love you, but where is it written that loving an adult woman
automatically makes a man crave a baby? Women get the weirdest ideas!"
He blew air out of his cheeks. "I knew something was wrong when you
wouldn't come visit me. Look, I was never that keen on kids in the first place, but
I did the right thing and raised the two I had. I'm not starting over again at forty,
just scraping by, trapped for the next twenty years with some kid I didn't want in
the first place."
"Don't do this to me," he pleaded. "I thought I was safe with you. You told
me you didn't want them either."
She looked up at him wistfully through a wayward lock. Her heart ached
as she took in his familiar, handsome face--the near-black hair, the strong
cheekbones, the nose he'd broken in football. "I honestly thought that was the
truth, Dave, but now that I'm pregnant, I can't tell you how it moves me. It brings
out all my yearning to belong to a family."
He stroked her cheek. "Sweetheart, I know how alone you've been, and I'm sorry
for that, but you have to understand where I'm coming from. Growing up with alcoholics,
I had all the family responsibility I'm ever going to want. There's just NO WAY I'm letting
another child into my life. You've got to do something before it's too late."
"Do something?" She knew what he meant, but had to make him say it. "Like
what?"
Dark misery filled his eyes, and he threw his hands up in despair.
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"Like what?" She repeated, angrier.
"You know damned well what I mean." When she remained unyielding, chin in
the air, he begged, "Get rid of it. If you insist on having this baby, I won't marry you.
That's the bottom line."
She stood up, crossed arms shielding her stomach. "And if you insist on my NOT
having it, I won't marry you."
They exchanged shocked, anguished glances, but neither of them moved toward
the other.
"I need to think," Dave groaned. He pulled his jacket on and left as though
chased by unseen demons, sending her one last beseeching glance.

Jillian sank down into the rocking chair, sobbing, and rocked to comfort herself.
It's over, she realized. And even if it's not, it will never be the same. I won't trust him,
and he won't trust me. I should have known it wouldn’t work out when I saw the chart of
our first date, last spring, but all I saw was the romance. I ignored that t-square with
Venus and Mars in the ninth, with him being a cop—the last time we broke up, I wound
up getting arrested! And With Uranus and Neptune conjunct in the fourth in Capricorn of
that chart and the Moon in the fifth in Aquarius, I should have guessed he wouldn’t live
up to his parental responsibilities. Then Uranus and Neptune are part of that Yod, too.
Why didn’t I guess I’d wind up a single mom? But a child was the last thing on my mind!
So this is how it happens, is it? You really love a guy, and you believe he loves
you too, because he says he's going to marry you. And, then, in one moment of
supreme stupidity, you join the ranks of women of all times who've raised a child alone.
At least they don't stone us anymore.
Don't worry, Munchkin, she told her unborn child, patting her stomach soothingly.
You'll be cherished. I'll love you with all my heart, and so will your Uncle Robert. Your
Papa's not a bad man, he just doesn't want a family. I really believe he loves me, and I
bet he'd love you too if he knew you. But it looks like we can't count on him, so now I
have to figure out how to make a lot more money.
She remembered, then, what Dave's unscheduled visit made her forget--that
tonight was her first team meeting with Angie and Raven. She rinsed her face and tried
to camouflage the evidence of her tears. She decided the faded jeans she was wearing
were good enough and put on a black sweater to match her mood.
She arrived at Angie's first, and one look at her miserable expression told Angie
something was wrong. "What's happened, Jillian? You look like you want to die."
She told Angie about the breakup, but not about the baby. When Angie asked
why they'd fought, she only said, "I really want a family, and Dave doesn't."
"I'm glad I had my children before we got so terribly modern," Angie said. "I
wouldn't have missed their growing up years for the world. I'm so sorry for what you're
going through."
The phone rang, and Angie seemed apprehensive as she picked it up. A worried
look crossed her face as she listened, then handed it to Jillian wordlessly. A weird chant
came from the receiver. The fierce tones were discordant and yet insistent, as though
they conveyed some important message.
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Angie took the phone back and hung up, shaken and
pale. "This has been going on all week, sometimes in the
middle of the night." She shivered. "I'm not psychic--at least
I don't believe so--but I get a strong impression that
whoever's doing this wishes me harm."
"But why? Do you have any enemies?"
"Not that I know of. I'm a Libra--I get along with
everybody. And why has it just started now? I can't think of
anything at all unpleasant that's happened in the past week
--no disagreements whatsoever."
"Maybe it's a prank. Maybe it's one of Vic's oddball
friends on the Internet."
Angie smiled wanly. "No doubt you're right. Why
don't I make some coffee? We could both use a pick-me-up."
They went into her spacious, ultramodern kitchen. Jillian perched on a tall
stool at the center island while Angie brewed coffee and cut a homemade coffee
cake she'd just taken from the oven.
Angie pushed a button on the intercom. "Vic, do you want some coffee
cake?"
"Uh uh, Anj," a discarnate voice vibrated through the speaker. "I'm in the
middle of a forum with some tekkies in Sweden. Looks like it's gonna be an allnighter."
"Just don't forget to eat." She released the intercom button with a mock
sigh. "What in the world have I spawned? She doesn't have a single friend in
high school--says they're all retards. And dates? She acts like I'm demented if I
bring it up."
Jillian remembered how androgynous Vic was, and how certain patterns in
the girl's chart reminded her of Robert's. She only said, "No doubt she'll meet
people she can relate to at MIT. Bright kids often blossom when they leave for
college."
They talked, swapping histories in rapid-fire fashion, while they waited for
Raven, who was half an hour late. Jillian found herself admiring Angie more and
more. She had class and was clearly used to living well, but wasn't pretentious.
She was doing a terrific, hands-off job of raising an unconventional genius
without turning her into a rebel. The woman was bright, but dwarfed by the
intellects in her family, she was humble about it.
"Do you see anything in my birth chart that suggests what I should do for a
living?" Angie handed her an extra copy.
If ever there were a chart of a happy homemaker, this is it, Jillian thought.
Cancer rising and four planets in the fourth house, which represents the home.
"A business out of the home," she suggested, "and with the Sun, Moon,
and Neptune in Libra in the fourth, it could be decorating or something to do with
fashion, jewelry, or cosmetics. Saturn will cross your career point soon, which
says you're all set for a major shift in your life path. Plus Uranus will enter your
eighth house and trine your Libra and Gemini planets, so it seems clear that
you'll make an easy transition out of financial dependency on your ex-husband."
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"That's great to hear," Angie said, "and those are good suggestions. I do
love working with beautiful things. Funny--while my husband was in medical
school and the boys were small, I sold cosmetics out of our house. I did pretty
well, actually, and had other dealers under me."
"Not the one with the tacky, collectible bottles of horrid perfume?"
"The very one." She laughed as Jillian pretended to barf. "Our tastes do
mature. It almost sounds like James and I ought to team up, doesn't it? But he
bores me to tears, and that man is so obsessed with me, I don't want to
encourage him."
Raven arrived finally, late and sullen. "I wasn't going to come, because I
don't see the point. Nothing's going to work anyway. But I promised Evan I'd see
the process through."
Angie beamed. "Oh, he's WONDERFUL, isn't he? So understanding--and
handsome! If only I were ten years younger!"
Jillian asked, "You signed up for that Inner Circle, didn't you? Have you
had a private session yet?"
"We've had one already, and we'll have another tomorrow morning before
the seminar."
"What's it like? How many are in the circle?"
"Three of us--me plus two from the other section. We'll each meet
privately with Evan twice a week, and we'll also have special circle meetings. We
haven't had one yet. I'm so impressed with Evan. I just know he's going to guide
me in the right direction."
Raven glowered. "Yeah, sure! He'll help you FOLLOW YOUR BLISS--right
to the bedroom door. These New Age Guru wannabes are all alike." She shot a
hateful glance Angie's way. "Just don't kid yourself. All Evan Martin cares about
is your money."
They sat around the kitchen table to work on the skills and resources
inventory Evan had designed. The task was to review their educational,
vocational, and recreational history and list skills and knowledge that might help
them realize their dreams. Jillian counted her B.A. in psych from the women’s
college in Pittsburgh, her stint as editor of the college yearbook, her years as a
social worker in child welfare, and her astrological background.
Angie revealed that she had a degree in home ec. "Oh, and you know
what else I did besides sell cosmetics? I was president of the League of Women
Voters and the Master Gardeners Club. Plus I organized holiday craft fairs for
both of them."
"I'll bet you developed useful management skills doing that kind of
organizing," Jillian assured her. "Those experiences could be good background
for managing your own business."
"I doubt that I have any useful experience." Raven grimaced. "I earned a
dual degree in cultural anthropology and archeology from Berkeley."
"Cultural anthropology?" Jillian asked. What were you thinking? "What
kinds of jobs have you had?"
Raven waved a hand dismissively. "I've never had a job in my life." At her
partners' incredulous looks, she explained, "I inherited money from my
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grandmother, but that's long since gone. Now I live on a trust fund, but it's
nothing like I was led to expect. My father was a big diamond dealer, and he was
supposed to leave me well off, but we grew estranged."
She said sardonically, "I wasn't the beautiful socialite daughter he wanted.
Then my greedy, conniving brother went into the family business and drove a
wedge between us. He wound up inheriting the whole thing, with him pulling the
strings on my trust fund and me scraping by on $700 miserable bucks a month.
It's so damned unfair."
Seven hundred bucks a month for life? I'd love a cushion like that, Jillian
marveled. "So how are you paying for the seminar?"
"I don't see that it's any of your business."
Angie said placatingly, "Look, it's not easy to talk about finances, but we
prosperity partners have to be open and honest with each other about our
resources. Otherwise, we can't help you make realistic plans toward your goal."
Raven turned an unbecoming shade of red. "Well, if you must know, I was
comped in."
She's getting in for free? Jillian speculated, maybe Midge and Raven's
brother belong to the same millionaire club. Or, God help us, maybe it's Midge's
Mafia connections again. I still worry that her old boyfriend, Rocco, is out there
hunting Gary down.
She asked, "How did you manage to get the seminar for free?" She knew,
even as she asked, that it was none of her business.
"That's absolutely none of your business." The belligerent set of Raven's
jaw brought discussion to a screeching halt.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Six
October 21
"Will you look at that," Raven hissed. "He's already
screwing her."
Jillian followed Raven's line of sight to the far end of
the seminar room. As unpleasant as her way of expressing
herself might be, it appeared that she was right. Carmella, a
shapely package right out of an aerobics video, was dressed
in skin-tight black stretch jeans and a skimpy leopard print top
with a plunging neckline. She was sitting on the corner of the
table, playing with Evan’s tie. He had the grace to look
embarrassed and, becoming aware of their scrutiny, pulled
away from her grasp.
Angie came in, greeting everyone, but she pointedly
ignored James and hurried to sit on the sofa beside Jillian. At
her inquisitive glance, Angie whispered, "Last night after you
left, James called to ask me out. I told him it might interfere
with the process of the seminar, but he was none too pleased
that I turned him down. I hope he's not going to be a
problem."
"With your Libra diplomacy, you can handle him. How was your session
with Evan this morning?"
"Fabulous! I know what my dream is--wait 'til you hear! But he asked me
to share it with the whole group, so I won't tell you now." Starry-eyed and a bit
shy, she told Jillian discreetly, "He and I are going to discuss it over dinner on
Monday. I don't know what that means."
It means trouble, is what it means, Jillian speculated. This bozo apparently
has trouble keeping his zipper up, and I only hope it's not going to tear the group
apart.
Although Angie spoke softly, Carmella, sitting across the tight circle,
heard, and her face contorted in a frown. Out of the corner of her eye, Jillian
noted that Raven also overheard, and her eyes glittered with rage.
Oh, boy, not her too, she thought. This is a mess! Maybe that dreadful
chart of the intro, with all that Scorpio and Libra, IS the chart of this seminar after
all. I, at least, am immune to Evan's charms, since I'm dying of a broken heart.
And she was brokenhearted, too, even though she'd managed to drag
herself here today. She'd hoped for a message from Dave when she got back
from Angie's, but the machine's unblinking red eye taunted her. She hadn't slept,
the grief and shock over the breakup keeping her wide awake and staring at the
ceiling. This morning, she'd huddled under the comforter until she had to rush to
get here. She hadn't felt up to telling Robert about Dave's reaction. Now she
forced herself to put Dave out of her mind and focus on the present, as Evan sat
down on his wine-red throne and called the group to order.
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"First, I wanted to announce that I'm still offering a free week of seminar
for each person you enroll. And, I'm quite sure you're going to want to pass the
benefits of this work along to people you care about when you hear the exciting
results we're already getting. Angie, why don't you share what you've
discovered?" He reminded them, "Angie here has signed up for The Inner Circle."
Angie beamed at her mentor. "It's so incredible! When I met with Evan
privately, he helped me see that my history of supporting others in realizing their
dreams is not a problem, it's a gift. What I need to learn is how to get paid for it."
Evan nodded. "In a sense, that's what I do, too. My seminars consist of
helping people identify and manifest their dreams."
Angie continued, "The other strand of
my history is my love of beautiful things. I sold
cosmetics for years when my kids were small,
and for the past several years, I've organized
the holiday craft fair for my club. I'm the one
who screens and selects the exhibitors. We
have the most incredible artists of all kinds in
this area."
She showed them the stunning,
handcrafted silver and amethyst necklace she
was wearing. "So, putting the pieces together,
Evan came up with the idea that I should
become an agent for local artists and craft
workers. I could approach high-end chain store
buyers or interior design firms as their rep. I just love the idea, and in fact,
already have some good contacts. I might even run my own craft fairs during the
tourist season."
She appealed to Jillian and Penny, "Doesn't it make sense, with my Sun
and Moon in Libra? Isn't the idea just perfect?" They both nodded, intrigued with
the possibility.
She waggled a finger at Evan flirtatiously. "I'm convinced you're a Libra,
too--but you won't tell me, will you?"
He dimpled and shook his head emphatically. A thundercloud passed over
Carmella's face as she took in this bit of by-play.
Lilac spoke up shyly in her charming, broad brogue. "Well, now, I'm after
wondering if you might be just the answer to me prayers. I've been in service all
me life--helping new mothers get used to their babies and looking after old
people who're just a touch confused. I could do some of that, still--I'm not
decrepit yet--but I can't afford to jeopardize me Social Security. But handwork,
now, that's something I love."
Out of her purse, she pulled an exquisitely worked lace handkerchief and
passed it over to Angie. "Me sweet old granny taught these patterns to me and
my sisters, Pansy and Rose, when we were just girruls. And she got them from
her gran, so they're very old. I knitted Aran sweaters, too, for the wee ones I took
care of. Do you think I could make money with this?"
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Angie exclaimed over the fine handwork, and the others admired it as she
passed it around the circle. Angie told her, "I could see this lace on expensive
designer clothing--like Laura Ashley, only even more exclusive. Let's get together
this week to see what other patterns you have." They smiled at one another.
"There you go," Evan cheered. "Your first client. What about you, Penny?
How are you coming with your business plan?"
Penny bubbled with enthusiasm. "Carmella agrees with me that it's a
block-buster idea! She feels it's a once in a lifetime chance to make a million
bucks. We agree--I have to go for it."
Angie asked, "Are you ready to tell us what it is, old pal?"
Penny was emphatic. "No way! Until I get my copyright forms back from
the Library of Congress, I'm keeping it under wraps. But I've applied for a loan,
and I'm already looking for a workspace. Carmella says it's important to Act As If
I had the start-up money and get moving on it while it's still timely."
Carmella? Jillian mused, wasn't she the one who was three quarters of the
way home on her second bankruptcy? And didn't she say she was paying $500 a
month interest on her credit cards? And isn't Penny the one that thinks hitting the
lottery is a viable way to get funds for a business? This is some corporate dream
team here, one crazier than the other.
She had to chuckle wryly at herself. Who am I kidding? I'm crazy, myself,
paying $50 a week to listen to nonsense like this. Although I have to admit, his
idea for Angie sounds good.
Penny glowed with enthusiasm. "I wanted to tell everyone about a
prosperity ritual I just heard of, based on astrology. Four times a year, when the
New Moon is in the fixed signs, you write a check, made out to your name and
signed by Divine Abundance. Under the amount, you write 'Paid in Full,' because
you don't want to place limits on it. Oh, and the register number on the check has
to add up to eight, because that's the number of wealth--let's say it's check
number 206 or 1007."
"The fixed signs," she explained
for the uninitiated, "are Scorpio,
Aquarius, Taurus, and Leo. The New
Moon in Scorpio should be coming up
this week, so I'm definitely going to try
it. What day is that, Angie?"
Angie looked at her ever-present
astrological calendar. "The Scorpio New
Moon is on Tuesday, the 24th, but it's
an eclipse."
The chart of the seminar was an
eclipse, too, Jillian fretted. "Most
astrologers agree the New Moon IS the best time to start any project, but the old
timers felt it wasn't favorable to begin exactly at the New Moon. You're supposed
to wait 24 hours. Especially since it's an eclipse, we should do it Wednesday
instead of Tuesday."
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James reported about his progress. "I'm working along the lines Evan
suggested, of a mail order business. I sent for books about how to succeed in
direct mail, and I'm collecting every catalogue I can to see what sells and how it's
presented. I'd appreciate it if you'd all bring me catalogues, rather than throwing
them in for recycling."
Evan said, "You might want to zero in on items you already know and
love--like cooking supplies or the herbs you raise."
"The very thing!" James' face lit up, and for a moment, he was almost
attractive. "I'm going to comb the classifieds in my herb magazines for ideas."
"That's the key," Evan told the group. "If you're working on a dream, the
work you do can't be a nightmare. It has to be something you love, too. Then
your enthusiasm will be an energy magnet that draws people who need what you
have."
"That brings me to the concept I wanted to present today--Right
Livelihood. It's the key to true prosperity, and it means finding a calling that
allows you to express your talents and abilities in a way that enhances the
collective while exploiting nothing or no one else. When you achieve Right
Livelihood, everything flows, and there is joy and inner peace."
Angie exclaimed, "This idea of promoting other people's artistry is Right
Livelihood for me, I'm sure of it! Wouldn't you be able to see people's true calling
from their charts, Jillian?"
Jillian nodded, with some reservations. There were always several
vocational possibilities in a chart, some more suitable to the basic nature than
others. For her, astrological counseling was and ever would be Right Livelihood.
She never felt more fulfilled than when immersed in a chart, reaching the depths
of someone's soul and sharing it with them. She didn't really mind the quickie
hotline readings, but she seldom got to such soul depths as she did in a longer
session, face to face.
She said, "For me, I really need to establish a practice of my own again.
Veronica, the bookstore manager, did ask me to do readings, so I'm meeting with
her next week. But the economy is so bad here that astrologers can only charge
$35 or $40, and I got three times that in New York. I've been thinking I should
rent an office in Seattle a couple days a week and
advertise there."
Robert was eager to spend time in Seattle, too,
to make friends in the gay community there, so they'd
talked of sharing an office.
"It sounds like this group is catalyzing you into
action," Evan told her. "Sometimes all we need to
make a change is support. What about you, Raven?
What changes are you willing to make to get that piece
of land you want? Where will the money come from?"
Raven folded her arms across her chest
defensively and then grudgingly explained her financial
situation to the group. "The only thing I can think of is
to shake that money loose from my trust fund. Maybe I
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need a hotshot lawyer to face off that stingy brother of mine."
"If you did that," Evan told her earnestly, "you'd be reducing your lifetime
monthly endowment. What about a job--even part time--to supplement your
income?"
Raven reared back incredulously and shook her head.
"Look, Raven, I know you're very unhappy with the way things are. If you
want them to change, you have to start thinking in new ways, because the old
ones aren't working."
Raven's eyes glittered with contempt at his stupidity, but she remained
silent.
He shrugged. "Let me leave you with that."
Carmella still had no idea how to make an alternative practice support her
in the style she wanted, so Evan suggested she network with alternative
practitioners in town to see how they managed.
He led them in a visualization, asking them to see themselves as
magicians, dressed in a tuxedo and high hat, with a cape. They'd wave their
magic wand, and their dream would begin to unfold in front of their eyes, in vivid
detail. One by one, the barriers to realizing their dreams would appear before
them, and with a wave of the wand, they'd burst into pieces.
They emerged from the visualization with lighter faces, even with smiles.
The next part of the process would be to break their goals down into concrete,
achievable weekly steps. He used Jillian's ideas on building a practice as an
example and outlined manageable steps she might take over the next few
weeks. He urged the partners to support one another in steps that might be
scary. The teams worked separately for the next hour to spell out their sub-goals,
with Evan visiting each in turn to help.
At the end, they chatted amiably over tea and the carrot walnut muffins
James had brought. Evan thanked him for baking them and suggested that they
all bring something for a potluck each week at the end of the session. He felt that
breaking bread together would strengthen their bonds.
Jillian volunteered to be responsible for dessert next time. Maybe I can
con Robert into making one of his scrumptious cakes, she schemed. The
Chocolate Decadence, maybe, or that Angel Divine. And, if not, I can always pick
up something at the bakery. With me cooking, meat loaf is about as good as it
gets.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Seven
October 25
When Jillian arrived for her team meeting, Angie and Penny, who'd been
invited for dinner, were lingering over the remnants of lasagna. The aroma of
garlic made Jillian's mouth water. She'd barely been able to eat since the
breakup with Dave, but suddenly she was starving. Angie offered her a plate of
lasagna and some hot sourdough rolls, and she began to feel less spaced out as
her hunger receded.
Trying to sponge a food stain off her rumpled blouse, Penny pleaded,
"Angie, I wish you'd see your way clear to loaning me money to get this business
rolling. The bank turned me down--I really thought the loan would go through, it
being such a great idea--but it didn't and I don't know where else to turn."
"Penny, you know very well I don't really have any money of my own. The
house and car are paid for, and I have some savings, but I have to use them to
start my own business."
Angie told Jillian, "My ex, Mitchell, has been more than kind--it's not like
we parted on bad terms--but he believes that an agreement is an agreement, so
he's not likely to extend my alimony even one month beyond the terms we set."
Envy--and worry--contorted Penny's plump
face. "You can't understand what it's like for me,
seeing this one big chance slip out of my fingers.
You've always had money, and it's all been
handed to you on a silver platter."
Angie shook her head. "Not any more,
Penny. When the alimony stops, I may very well
have to sell this house and cut way back on
everything. That's why the seminar--and a career
of my own--is so important to me right now."
"But what am I going to do?" Penny
wailed. "It's like having a winning lottery ticket.
You have to redeem it by a deadline, but there's a blizzard. You're snowed in,
and you can't get out to cash in the ticket."
"Blizzards melt," Angie told her, giving her a hug. "You'll cash in that
winning ticket, I know you will. Just have faith, and keep working the seminar
process, and you'll succeed."
Jillian suggested, "If there's really no other way, you might approach
Midge McCullough. She's rich as sin, but she's a bit of a shark, so be sure to get
that copyright approved before you show her and have a lawyer advise you on
anything you sign."
"She's a millionaire, isn't she?" Penny considered. "Maybe I should
approach her. What's her chart like?"
Jillian shuddered at the memory. "Taurus Sun, four planets in Aries, and
Scorpio rising."
"Shark!" they chorused.
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Penny shook her head emphatically. "No way I'd go into business with
someone like that. I'm a Pisces, so I'm gullible, but I'm not THAT gullible!"
"Keep working in your team meetings a while longer before you decide,"
Angie advised. "How are you and Carmella doing?"
"We're not getting anywhere," Penny complained. "She's so obsessed with Evan
she can't talk about anything else."
"Is she sleeping with him?" Jillian wondered aloud, and then noticed that Angie
winced.
"I don't think they're sleeping much," Penny related avidly. "But they're sure doing
everything else. Carmella insists on telling me every graphic detail, over and over. It's
like she thinks his Thing is made of gold!" She blushed a bit, then added, "As obsessed
as she is with him and with S. E. X., I think she's kinda screwed up."
They laughed at her unintentional pun, but Angie's laugh was strained and her
smile frozen.
Penny sighed. "Not that I blame her, a gorgeous hunk like him. As fat as I am, I'd
never have a chance with a man like Evan." She pinched the love handles at her sides
with a grimace of self-disgust.
Penny gathered up her things to leave. Pausing at the door, she dug through her
overstuffed purse and pulled out a small box. "I almost forgot. Carmella asked me to
give you this to see if you could sell it for her, Angie. She's having trouble making her
credit card payments, and she doesn't want them to cut her off. Otherwise, she wouldn't
let go of this, because it's old and valuable. She's from New Zealand, see, and it's some
kind of artifact."
Angie opened the box and exclaimed at the striking old jade pendant. It was a
carving of some primitive elemental being, ferocious and strangely beautiful. She put it
around her neck while they all admired it. Suddenly, her breath caught, and she began
rasping loudly. She wrenched the pendant off, coughing uncontrollably. Penny pounded
her on the back, and Jillian rushed to get a glass of water.
When she got her breath, she apologized. "I must be coming down with
something. I'm all right now." She put the pendant back in the box and set it aside,
shrugging off the incident.
Jillian, for her part, wasn't able to dismiss it as coincidence. Some old artifacts
have a history of curses, and she didn't like the feel of this one. Carmella was intensely
possessive of Evan, and there was no telling what an obsession of that magnitude
might unleash. If the artifact were as valuable as all that, why would she trust it to
Penny? Why wouldn't she ask Angie in person? Maybe she didn't want to be beholden
to a rival. Or, to be more charitable, maybe it was just too humiliating.
Jillian didn't say anything about her concerns, however, as Penny made her exit
and Angie cleared off the dining table so they could get to work. Noticing the time, she
asked, "Where's Raven, anyway?"
Angie scrubbed the oak table. "I forgot to tell you. She can't come because she's
giving birth to a llama."
"Well, jeez, that'd be pretty uncomfortable, wouldn't it, as tiny as she is?"
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They giggled, and Angie clarified that it wasn't Raven, but her llama that
was giving birth. "I have to say, she's not very motivated for this seminar. She
doesn't seem at all willing to examine herself or change her thinking, so I don't
know what Evan can do for her."
Jillian admitted she was relieved that Raven hadn't come. "I couldn't help
but notice that you got uncomfortable when Penny was talking about Evan and
Carmella."
Angie looked shy and a little embarrassed. "Well, I know the other side of
the story. Evan and I went out for dinner on Monday night, and who did we run
into but Carmella. She stuck to us like a leech and wanted to sit down at our
table, but Evan had to insist that we were having a business meeting. She left,
finally, but the look she gave me would have singed hair."
"He confessed that he'd been foolish enough to go out with her, and now
he regrets it. I didn't want to tell Penny anything that she might let slip to
Carmella. I love Penny dearly, but she's never been seriously involved with
anyone, and she still lives with her mom. She's a bit naive about these menwomen affairs."
Penny's naive? Jillian cringed inwardly. She's not the only one! Poor Angie
is a babe in the woods compared to Carmella and she buys every bit of blarney
that comes out of Evan's mouth. I'd hate to see her hurt--and I hope he's not
intending to fleece her for her savings.
"Evan had some great ideas for my business," Angie continued. "He was a
top insurance salesman, you know, before his spiritual awakening."
"Do tell."
"As the evening went on, we got to more personal matters. He is, beyond
a doubt, the most sensitive man I've ever met. He really seems to understand
what I'm going through, with Victoria about to leave for college, and me on the
threshold of a whole new life."
She colored slightly. "Just between you and me, when he brought me
home, he kissed me goodnight and asked me out--on a date, I mean--for
tomorrow night. I haven't been with anyone since Mitchell left, and I really thought
that part of my life was over. But I have to admit, that kiss brought me alive. Just
call me Sleeping Beauty!"
Jillian could relate. She'd had so many futile relationships after her
marriage broke up that she'd finally given up on looking. When she met Dave,
she discovered that she still knew how to love, and her dormant sexuality had
awakened with a power that surprised her. Thinking about him, the loss hit her all
over again, with a painful wrench of the chest that felt for all the world like a knife
in the heart. She blinked back tears, locking her eyes sideways against the tear
ducts to stop them from leaking.
Angie put a hand on her shoulder. "Here I am, raving away like a lovesick
adolescent, and you're hurting. Haven't you made up with your fiance?"
They were confiding in one another more deeply now, so Jillian told her
about the baby. "I don't know what I'll do when the baby comes, or how I'll
support it. But I want this child more than anything I've ever wanted in my life. I
talk to it all the time--we already have a relationship."
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Angie held her and crooned while she wept. Finally Jillian blew her nose
and pulled herself together sternly. "We aren't getting any work done tonight, are
we? And now that the baby is coming, I really need to focus on earning a living."
Angie checked the Moon calendar on her wall. "The Moon's in Leo tonight,
which is all about LOOOOOVE. We should have scheduled this meeting for
tomorrow, when the Moon is in Virgo, which is more suited to work concerns. I do
believe you get more done using the energy of the daily Moon signs--don't you?"
Jillian agreed eagerly, and
they were soon off on a tangent that
ran the astrological gamut from
lunar returns and secondary
progressions to trines, quincunxes,
harmonic charts, and transNeptunian planets no astronomer
ever heard of.
They finally reeled
themselves in and settled down to a
productive bit of work, planning their
mutual next steps toward their
goals. Jillian reported on her
successful meeting with Veronica,
the manger of the Pleiadean Portal, who'd agreed that Jillian would do readings
there each Sunday. Her next step was to compose an ad for Seattle's three New
Age newspapers, but she confessed to being self-conscious about blowing her
own horn. Angie offered to help with the wording.
Angie showed Jillian the list of artisans she had compiled from past craft
shows. She considered the relative merits of each craft for her business. For both
her and the artist to make money, they'd have to be costly items or else
reproducible on a mass scale. She made a list of artists to call and meet with
before their next meeting.
They were interrupted by the phone. When Angie picked it up, the same
weird, insistent, guttural chant as before echoed loudly through the receiver.
Angie paled and disconnected the call, telling Jillian it happened three or four
times a night. She left the phone off the hook, saying that Vic had her own line for
the computer.
"James is still calling to ask me out, too, and he's made a bit of a pest out
of himself. He doesn't want to take no for an answer. But I can't for the life of me
imagine him being behind these calls--he's too much of an old maid to chant that
way."
"I have to agree. Couldn't you get caller ID and call blocking? That way
you could screen out these calls and James' as well."
"The phone company still has some technical problems. You can get it in
some parts of town, but not all the way out here. Besides, they've made the
whole idea a farce, because callers can specify that they don't want their number
shown. So what's the point, I ask you?"
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"Get an unlisted number. I don't like the sound of these calls. But first, you
should tape that chant and take the tape to the phone company and the police.
Even if it's just a prank, whoever's doing this is a couple of totems short of a
pole."
"I wouldn't be comfortable going to the police, when maybe it's nothing.
Doesn't Raven have a degree in anthropology? Maybe if I taped the chant, she'd
recognize it."

If Raven isn't making the calls to begin with, Jillian speculated. When she
chanted to that raven, it behaved so strangely. It flew at my face and yanked out
my hair, almost like she told it to go after me. But why would Raven taunt Angie
this way? She does seem bitter and jealous of people with money--a warped
personality if ever I saw one--and I think she goes for Evan.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Eight

October 28
When Jillian arrived at the seminar, Carmella
was once more draped all over Evan. He shook
her off impatiently and ambled over to welcome
James, who was laden with a tray of homebaked Irish soda bread for the potluck at the
end of the session. Penny arrived with a pan of
roast tarragon chicken. Angie followed behind,
bearing a huge salad of greens and mixed
veggies, artfully laced with late garden flowers
for color. She put it down on the counter,
avoiding James' entreating glance, and sat
down next to Jillian. Penny remained behind, supposedly looking for a place for
the chicken, but surreptitiously sampling the wares. Carmella appropriated the
seat next to Evan's burgundy throne and inched over as close as she could,
laying a hand possessively on the arm of his chair as Angie frowned.
Evan began by asking for progress reports. James was looking into
designs for herbal gift items. Carmella had met with a couple of acupuncturists
and a massage therapist and was thinking she'd make more as owner/operator
of an alternative health group practice. Lilac was pouring through trunks and old
sewing books in her spare room for authentic Irish designs.
Penny said that she'd sent in the copyright application but was up against
a brick wall otherwise. She spilled her tale of woe about the rejected bank loan,
saying she had no idea how to cash in on her golden idea.
"There are always options," he told her, getting up and pacing back and
forth. "Your problem is your poverty consciousness, Penny."
He stopped short, struck by a revelation. "Penny. Hmmmm, Penny. Now I
see it! Your NAME reinforces your poverty mentality. PENNY PRICE? Even a
four-year-old knows a penny won't buy as much as a stick of gum these days.
Maybe you should change your name--seriously! Change your name, and I
guarantee you'll change your thinking. Pick something affluent--like Pearl,
maybe, or Jewel."
Lilac leaned over and whispered in Jillian's ear, "Or Mink Coat, sure now,
there's a gloooorious name the lass could be callin' herself. Or Gold Ingot,
perhaps. Or Blue Chip Stock."
Jillian choked and stifled a laugh. Lilac clearly wasn't any more impressed
with Evan than she was.
Penny, however, was awestruck. "Oh my God, you're right! My greataunt's name was Ruby, and she always had plenty of money. Maybe I should
change my name to Ruby." She tried it on thoughtfully, "Ruby Price--the price of
a ruby has to be a lot more than the price of a penny. I'll do it!"
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Lilac put in, sardonically, "Ruby Guiness would be grand, now--or Ruby
Trump." The group stared blankly at her.
Evan preened himself a bit on his
cleverness. "Okay, Ruby, along with changing your
name, think about how you got stuck with the old
one, so you can undo the programming that goes
along with it. I'll bet your parents were also afflicted
with poverty consciousness, or the name Penny
wouldn't have appealed to them. It may even go
back generations--how else did Price become your
family name?"
Penny's eyes were dreamy as she cooed,
"Oh, Evan, you are SO brilliant! I've lived with my
name--and come up against the same barriers--all
my life, and the reason I was blocked just never
occurred to me. I don't know how you come up with
these things."
Jillian sighed. Now Penny is nuts about him
too. Lilac and I seem to be the only ones who aren't ready to drop our drawers. I
don't know why I'm still here with Sri Goldbucks and his crew, other than the fact
that I signed a contract and have to pay, whether I attend or not. None of his
ideas are original, though he does put them together in an appealing package. If
only he could resist this destructive nonsense with his pecker in the cash
register. Still, the group is creating its own momentum. I'm taking steps I really
need to take, and it'd be hard to do this without their support. I guess it's worth it,
after all.
The best thing to come out of this seminar so far is getting to know Angie.
It feels like we'll be good friends for a long, long time--and if I ever needed a
woman friend who knows all about babies, it's now.
He told the group, "Every one of you would do well to survey family
attitudes that get in the way of prosperity. Let's break into our teams now to help
each other begin the process. Do a bit of journaling over the next week, too,
remembering family ideas that may have influenced you. Oh, and here's another
affirmation to work with: I RELEASE ALL NEGATIVE FAMILY PROGRAMMING
ABOUT AFFLUENCE.
Remember the drill--seventy
times a day for seven days."
Midge McCullough came
in during the team meetings to
see how the seminar was
progressing. She'd known many
of the members previously. A
shrewd business woman herself,
she offered sound advice. She
and James put their heads
together for a long time, one
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entrepreneur to another. Jillian overhead Angie implore Penny--er, Ruby--to talk
to Midge about her idea, but she shook her head emphatically.
When Midge got to Jillian's group, she greeted Angie and Raven cordially,
acknowledging Raven for the prize her llama had won, and asking how Angie's
sons were doing in medical school. When Angie raved about the idea Evan had
given her, Midge said she knew the head buyers of a couple high-end stores in
Seattle, so she'd arrange lunch with them.
She asked sardonically, "How's it going, Malone? Are you prosperous
yet?"
"Working on it," Jillian told her. More prosperous than I was going to get
working for you, she thought. What was it you had us earning by the time the line
shut down? A measly $.25 a minute, while you charged the callers $3.99 a
minute. Yeah, I think I can do better than that. I'm only getting $.35 a minute on
the new line, but I don't have to start at 6:00 in the morning seven days a week
like I did with you.
She didn't say any of that aloud, however, since she still owed Midge
money and felt intuitively that Midge would be a factor in her life, one way or
another, as long as she lived in Port Townsend.
Angie said, "Jillian's working on an ad for the New Age papers so she can
build a practice. You're terrific at promotion, Midge. Give her some ideas!"
Midge snorted and then sat silently, but Jillian could almost hear the
wheels turning in her head.
"Look, Malone, you and I have our differences, but I always felt you were a
helluva fine astrologer, so I kept you on. I used to have friends call the hotline
and test you readers without your knowing it, and they all said you were good.
So, go for it. Build an ad around your experience and your psychological
background."
"Thanks, Midge," she said, grateful despite herself. She quickly squelched
that unfamiliar and unsettling sensation by concluding, Midge is just being helpful
so I'll make money and pay off the loan.
It was time to eat, and, in the interval, James had arranged the food for
serving and heated an urn of water. They crowded around, admiring the array of
offerings. Jillian noted that Raven had brought brown rice, flavored with slivers of
veggies and nuts and a tantalizing mix of mid-eastern spices. Sampling it with
pleasure, she thought, it didn't cost more than $.50 for the whole dish, but it's
tasty and still within her limited means.
Jillian had cajoled Robert into making
his infamous Chocolate Decadence cake for
her contribution. She noted with satisfaction
that the kitchenette was crammed with
promising dishes. She thought, fortunately,
it looks like I'm the only culinary-challenged
individual in the group.
Jillian passed on Angie's flowerdecked salad, with a twinge of guilt, until
she noticed that only Angie and Carmella
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actually took any--a fate typical of salad bowls at potlucks.
What I really want is comfort food, she thought, the misery over Dave
flooding back now that she wasn't focused on the seminar.
Carmella was standing hip to hip with Evan, urging him to try the bean
curd casserole she'd brought. He told her, laughingly, that tofu was number one
on the top ten list of healthy foods he'd never eat. Jillian, agreeing
wholeheartedly, bypassed the casserole in favor of hefty helpings of Penny's
roast chicken, Lilac's cheddar-covered scalloped potatoes, Raven's brown rice,
and several liberally-buttered slices of James' herb bread. I'm eating for two now,
she rationalized.
When she finished her plate, she noticed that Carmella, Angie, and Raven
were all vying avidly for Evan's attention, while Penny stood by and mooned over
him. Carmella hadn't even touched her food, so involved was she in trying to
corner Evan for herself. Standing nearby, James fastened his eyes intently on
Angie's every move, a pout on his face. Worried about the triangles that seemed
to be forming, Jillian went to Midge and quietly asked her to step outside.
"Maybe I'm off base in mentioning this, but Evan seems to flirt a lot with
the women here. I hear he's sleeping with Carmella, and now he's asked Angie
out. There are only seven of us, and already three of the women are jealous of
one another over him. Then there's James, who's jealous of his attention to
Angie."
Standing outside in the hall, Midge and Jillian peered back through the
doorway. Evan had an arm around Carmella's shoulder and a hand on Angie's
arm, while Raven and Penny looked on, stark yearning etched on their faces.
Midge revealed, "Women were all over him at Esalen too, but I assumed it
was just that crazy California milieu. You wouldn't believe the things that go on in
those hot tubs!"
"I don't know what your arrangement with him is," Jillian paused. She
hoped Midge would give it away, but knew she was a better poker player than
that. "If you have any influence, could you speak to him? Otherwise, it's going to
ruin the group."
Midge nodded decisively. "You can bet on it. That's not what I brought him
here for."
Just then, they heard a crash and a scream. Rushing back into the room,
they saw Angie on the floor, head arched back, feet drumming the ground. She
vomited and lost control of her bowels.
Jillian stood helplessly by. She gagged on the foul smells and thought,
inconsequentially, can't they clean her up? She's so classy, I know she'd be
humiliated that we're seeing her like this.
Carmella urged Evan, "Get an ambulance, quick. She's convulsing."
He whipped out his cellular phone and had medics on their way in
minutes.
Angie was turning a ghastly blue, and Carmella was on her knees, using a
finger to clear vomit from the airway to give her artificial respiration. Angie was
jerking so violently and arched so rigidly that Carmella wasn't making much
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progress. The group stood watching in horror, and Penny was crying openly,
pleading with her friend not to die.
Suddenly, the horrible odor and the sounds were all too much. Running to
the sink, Jillian vomited until her sides racked with pain and her throat was raw.
She sat down weakly, praying for Angie with the last of her strength.
Ten minutes passed before the medics rushed up the stairs. They worked
frantically with oxygen and artificial respiration, but her breathing grew more and
more strained.
Penny's reactions made it clear they were friends, so the chief medic
asked her, "Was she epileptic?" Penny shook her head. "Did she have any
allergies?" Penny shrugged, then shook her head.
"I don't think it's anaphylactic shock, Bill." Carmella knew him from her
nursing stint in the emergency room. "Vomiting's atypical, and there's no
swelling--plus, she convulsed. I think she aspirated some of the vomit. She's
cyanotic rather than red."
"Yeah, I know," he said. "I hate to say it, but it kinda reminds me of a case
of poisoning I had when I worked in the forest service--a bunch of ignorant fools
on a picnic who got carried away with foraging."
He surveyed the food trays on the counter, then
started and looked closer at Angie's salad bowl, with its
flowers. "Shit! I'd swear that's poison hemlock! People who
live around here ought to know how toxic it is."
Carmella peered into the bowl. "Angie brought that
salad herself. But it looks like wild carrot to me. Isn't it kind of
late for hemlock to be blooming?"
"No, no, wild carrot has that single little purple flower in
the center of the spray. Plus, I've seen hemlock around-we've had such a warm fall. It could be wild parsnip, though. I
need some of this for the emergency room." He picked up the flower cautiously
with a napkin. "If it is poison hemlock, it's not even safe to touch it. Maybe the
victim put it in the salad by mistake."
He told the group, "You're all at risk here. You've got to go in for
observation, and we may have to pump your stomachs."
Midge protested, "I haven't hadn't had a bite to eat or drink since I got
here, because I'm on my way to a banquet. I'm not going to the ER and I'm
damned well not having my stomach pumped."
Agreeing that it wouldn't be necessary, he asked who else had the salad.
Carmella showed him her plate, with the untouched helping, and then
informed him that Jillian had vomited. Mortified, Jillian pulled him aside and
whispered that she hadn't had any salad, but that she was pregnant and the
terrible smells had unsettled her touchy stomach.
He patted her shoulder and whispered back, "I never get used to those
smells either. We'll want to watch you closely, anyway, because we wouldn't
want anything happening to you or the baby."
He put Carmella to work taking the others' vital signs, then radioed the
hospital. "We've got trouble here. One apparent poison victim on the way,
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convulsing and cyanotic, and seven more potential victims at the scene. Could
be poison hemlock. Get on the horn with Poison Control for instructions, and
send two more ambulances, STAT!"
Sending the suspicious plant sample along, he waved the ambulance
crew on their way, and they carried Angie downstairs on a stretcher. Then he
asked Evan for the cellular phone, and dialed 911. "In a situation like this, where
poison is suspected, we have to call the police."
Jillian's stomach contracted again, this time in fear. The police? He can't
mean she was poisoned deliberately! As in murder? Oh, God, not again!
Penny hid her face in her hands, turning away in horror, while Evan put an
arm around her and lead her to a seat. No one in the dazed group spoke much
while they waited.
Within a few minutes, two uniformed policemen responded to the 911 call.
Jillian's heart sank when she saw that one of them was Lyons, the detective
who'd arrested her for Astarte's murder.
Lyons had a history with Midge as well, having tried unsuccessfully to
indict her several years earlier in the suspicious death of her third husband, a
terminal cancer patient. Jillian hadn't lived in town at then, but her experience of
Midge led her to believe Lyons was right. And she was pretty certain it wasn't a
mercy killing--more likely Midge did it to keep her husband's medical bills from
consuming her fortune.
Lyons, who was pushing fifty, puffed a little from the climb, his beefy face
red from hurrying. He looked suspiciously from Midge to Jillian. "Well, if it isn't Ma
Parker and her gang. What the hell's going on here?"
The medic showed him the salad bowl, saying there was a strong
possibility it was poisoned, most likely accidentally. He explained that the group
had eaten together, except for Midge. Lyons detailed an officer to secure the
scene and, on general principle, to stick with Midge.
Midge snarled, "The smell is making me sick, and, anyway, I have an
important engagement. I'm not staying here."
She and Lyons glared at each other a moment, then he nodded abruptly.
"Okay, McCullough. I know where to find you."
Two additional ambulances arrived, and in less than a minute, the
remaining group members were aboard, sirens wailing and lights flashing as they
sped to the hospital. Lyons followed in the squad car, right on their heels.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Nine

October 28

Jillian slid down the stark white wall of
the emergency room corridor, landing with a
plop on the shiny white floor. Past caring what it
looked like, she hid her face in her hands and
sobbed. The doctor had just come out of the
ER to tell them they hadn't been able to save
Angie. The plant had been poison hemlock, all
right, and vomit from the plant she'd aspirated
had paralyzed her lungs.
What a horrible way to die--struggling for
breath! Jillian shuddered. I only knew her a
short time, but I was already attached to her-she was really special. How awful that she died just when she finally found her
dream!
Penny was beside herself, wailing and shaking, and insisting that it wasn't
so, that Angie couldn't possibly be dead. Evan and Carmella tried, without
success, to calm her down, then finally got the doctor to give her a shot. James
was distraught, and Lilac's brogue got broader as she flurried around trying to
take care of him and everyone else. Raven sat in stony silence, watching
everyone intently.
Finally, they gathered in a small waiting room, while Lyons questioned
them about what had happened. From the medical findings and the presence of
poison hemlock in the salad, he was already calling it a tragic accident, pending
the autopsy, and telling them how lucky they were not to have eaten any. He took
their names and gave them permission to leave when the doctor cleared them.
Her surroundings a dull blur, Jillian was sitting numbly on a couch, trying
to grasp what had happened, when Vic loped down the hall.
"What's wrong with Angie? The cops came to the house and brought me
here."
Jillian was faced with telling her. Vic's eyes glazed over, and it was clear
that she hadn't really taken it in, because she insisted, "Let me talk to her."
Jillian repeated it until she understood, and then said, "I don't think you
should be alone, Vic. When we finish here, I'll go home with you, or else you
come home with me."
Vic couldn't face the empty house. A squad car dropped Jillian and Vic off
at the Pleiadean Portal, then Jillian drove home in the Chevy while Vic followed
in Angie's Subaru.
When they got upstairs, Robert quickly signed off the hotline and asked,
"What on earth is wrong? You look like death warmed over."
Appalled at this unhappy choice of idioms, Jillian took him aside and
whispered what had happened, while Robert interjected the odd GAWD and
DON'T TELL ME!!
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Vic stood by, dry eyed and numb. Tiny Robert, dwarfed by Vic's six foot
frame, looked her over quizzically from her boots to her short, frizzy hair, and
asked Jillian, "So, you've brought home this young...." He feigned puzzlement at
her gender. "....uhm, PERSON, to stay the night."
"Yes," Jillian said firmly, "SHE will sleep on the couch."
Vic, for her part, was clearly fascinated by Robert, who wickedly
exaggerated his swaying walk and affected a swish of the wrist. With a wink at
Jillian, he asked Vic, "What's the matter, Girlfriend? Haven't you seen a faggot
before?"
"Some on the Internet, yes, but not many in person."
"Watch closely, then. You might just pick up some pointers. Jill-Jill, was
there any cake left? Girlfriend and I could use a piece."
With dismay, she remembered, "The cops confiscated it for evidence."
"My Chocolate Decadence cake? I knew that recipe was DEADLY, but
really! Oh, no--you're not telling me they kept my cake pan?"
When she nodded, he sighed dramatically. "WHY in heaven's name do I
let you talk me into these things? You'd damned well better get my good pan
back, Miss Thing, or you're on cooking detail from here on in."
He shook himself and confided to Vic, "I threaten, you know, but I'd never
really carry it out. My delicate digestion would never recover."
"Robert, DEAR, why don't you and I see what else we can find to eat."
Jillian grabbed him by the wrist and yanked him into the kitchen.
She shut the door behind them and hissed, "WHAT IS WRONG WITH
YOU? This youngster just lost her mother in the most traumatic way possible,
and you're acting like...like..."
"Like some bitchy, outrageous queen from New York City?"
"Precisely! How could you BE so insensitive?"
His arch expression crumpled, replaced by a look of fear and sorrow. "It
brings it all back--the day I found Astarte's body, and how those big eyes of hers
bulged...and.."
She hugged him hard. "Shoo, shoo, sweetie, don't think about it. I know
you still have nightmares." They stood there a moment, remembering the day of
Astarte's death.
She told him, "I can understand now why it affected you so badly. I don't
think I'll ever forget the sound of Angie's heels drumming the floor, and how she
thrashed around. Just go easy on Vic. She loved her Mom a lot."
"I'm only trying to get her to laugh."
"Robert, do you think she's...."
"A baby dyke? You bet your bippy, but I don't think she knows she's gay
yet. She's young and probably hasn't come out."
Jillian herself wasn't entirely sure, but there was that strong Uranus and
Aquarius theme in Vic's chart, with Venus in Aries making plenty of aspects to
the outer planets. Some astrologers claimed to be able to predict homosexuality
100% from features like those in her horoscope. The same aspects they were so
sure about, though, Jillian had seen in the charts of perfectly straight people
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whose love life had more twists and turns than one of those mountain roads in
the Olympics.
Robert carried a pitcher of pineapple-orange juice and a plate of his
blondies to the table. He asked Vic, "What does a bright young person like
yourself find to do in an out-of-the-way burg like this?"
Vic dug into the cookies and was soon pouring her heart out about how
retarded and dorky her classmates were and what she was doing on the Internet.
Jillian left them and went to her
room. Beastie, the feline fur ball who'd
shared her life for the past 17 years, got
up and stretched languidly. He hadn't
had a cat treat all day and Mom didn't
act at all contrite about it. Better have a
sniff to see what she'd been up to that
had distracted her so badly from the real
priorities in life. EEEEEWWWWW! What
was that stench? People poop and
vomit! Other strange sickness smells
too. Had Mom been ill? That would
explain her neglect. He'd forgive her,
under the circumstances.
Jillian took a long shower to wash
off the smells and events of the day. She
threw every stitch she was wearing into
the hamper, wondering if she could ever bear to put them on again. She changed
into a presentable grey wool sweater and slacks, in case Vic needed her to go
out again.
When she reappeared, they were amiably arguing over New York, which
Vic had visited with Angie over the summer. Overtly, the girl seemed unaffected
by her mother's death, but Jillian knew Vic was in shock. Her eyes were glazed,
and she kept complaining that she was ice cold, even though the room was
warm. It wasn't until Robert invited her to watch Star Trek Voyager that reality
penetrated.
Vic said, "I don't think I could. Angie and I watch it together every week.
We think it's way cool that they have a woman captain."
Robert excused himself to watch it on the set in his room, and Vic's eyes
met Jillian's in horror. "This is real, isn't it?"
"I'm afraid it is. Robert, unfortunately, is not a figment of our imagination."
"No, I mean Angie is dead, isn't she?"
"Yes, she is."
"And when I go home, she won't be there waiting for me."
"No, Vic, she won't."
Vic's eyes began to fill, and she swallowed convulsively. "And no matter
how many times I go home, she will never be there waiting for me, ever again."
"No. Not ever."
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Vic began sobbing loudly, a woebegone wail that tore at Jillian's heart.
She put her arms around Vic, whose boney, gangly body and stiff carriage made
hugging awkward. She let her sob and talk and sob and talk, and then when Vic
wanted to know, she told her what had happened during the seminar.
"I don't get it," Vic said, blowing her red nose again. "Angie was smart, and
she knew all about plants. It doesn't make sense for her to die that way."
Jillian shook her head. It wasn't making sense to her, either. As much as
she didn't want it to be true--any of it--she was starting to wonder if Angie's death
was deliberate.
Vic reminded her, "There were those weird phone calls, with that creepy
music. She was getting pretty freaked."
"I heard them." Jillian wondered, are we thinking this way because we
don't want to face the fact that her death was plain stupidity? That it was just a
dumb, catastrophic mistake on Angie's part? Or, did someone do it on purpose?
"Talk to Officer Lyons about those calls," she urged Vic, "but we'll have to
wait and see what the police find out. Are there people you need to call? Use our
phone."
Vic set about the sad, grim task of informing her father and two older
brothers. Her father would drive up from Seattle the next morning to help with the
arrangements. Vic also tried unsuccessfully to reach Nana--Angie's mother--but
remembered she was on vacation in Cancun. Jillian made her eat soup and a
burger, and she gradually seemed more present.
With some impatience, she asked Jillian, "Why didn't you see this in
Angie's chart? She told me you looked at it, and it seemed everything was going
to work out."
With chagrin, Jillian recalled what she'd told Angie a few days ago--that
she was on the threshold of a new life, and she'd make an easy transition out of
dependency on her ex. All true--but not the way she anticipated! There were
many positive aspects, although Saturn, the ruler of her eighth house, was sitting
on her Midheaven. The eighth house represents the partner's finances—and the
coming end to her alimony had been the spur for seminar—but the eighth also
represents sex and death.
She explained that western astrologers had a blind spot about death. In
their code of ethics, major astrology organizations bar professionals from
predicting it, and she'd signed a pledge to that effect when she was certified.
Death is a taboo subject in this culture, and since astrologers are also affected by
the taboo, they haven't developed the capacity to forecast an individual's death
from the chart.
She told Vic that Vedic astrologers--the ones from India--don't have the
same taboos, since Hindus believe in reincarnation. Vedic astrologers have
techniques to predict death, and Hindus go to them to find out when they are
going to die. Vedic was a very old system that was hot on the conference circuit
because of its amazing accuracy. Jillian just hadn't had the opportunity--or,
frankly, the cash--to take one of the seminars. She shrugged her shoulders.
"Your mom was perfectly healthy, so when I looked at her chart, I wasn't thinking
about death, I was considering the changes she wanted to make in her finances."
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After Vic went to sleep on the couch, Jillian sighed and faced Angie's
death all over again, herself. With both parents gone by the time she was 24 and
several beloved New York friends dying of AIDS, she'd had some practice, but
there was always an air of unreality about it.
She looked at Angie's chart again and pondered, with all the goings on in
that group, the fact that her eighth house ruler was involved makes me think sex
could have been the motive for killing her. I hope not. She didn't deserve to die
for such a tawdry reason.
She wondered if the chart for the time of the death held any insights. As
distraught as she'd been, she'd still had the presence of mind to ask the doctor
what time Angie was pronounced dead. He'd stared at her like she'd lost her
senses, but estimated it at 7:00 PM.
The chart for that time had Pluto a degree off the partnership angle, in the
sunset position--and Pluto was God of the mythical Underworld. She suspected
that Pluto should have been right on the angle, making the time of death more
like 6:55 PM. She recalculated, and the new chart had the Pleiades--a cluster of
seven stars in the 28th degree of Taurus--exactly on the Ascendant.
Remembering that ancient astrologers assigned traits to various stars, she
got out a book and found that the Pleiades figured in myths around the world.
Astrologers and astronomers called that cluster the Seven Sisters, and there had
been seven people in the seminar. Only six stars were clearly visible, so the faint,
seventh star was called the Lost Pleiad. When the Pleiades figured strongly in a
chart, fatalistic old-time astrologers associated it with violent death.
Though Jillian rejected their negativity, a shiver ran down her back at the
coincidences. They'd been meeting at The Pleiadean Portal, and the portal to the
Pleiades stood on the horizon when Angie died. Her car was even a Subaru--the
Japanese word for Pleiades. Surely it wasn't all just coincidence. What on earth
was the message?
The death chart had the same concentration in Libra as the chart of the
seminar. With Pluto and Venus in Scorpio straddling the partnership angle, she
still thought sex was a major motive. Saturn fell into the house of groups and
friends, whatever that might signify, and the Moon was in Capricorn in the eighth,
so money, friends, sex, and death were all jumbled together. She concluded, I'm
too close to it and too shocked, still, for it to make any sense.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Ten
November 1
The autopsy confirmed that poison hemlock
was the cause of death, so the police released Angie's
body for burial within a few days. The fact that they
found hemlock growing on Angie's land was the
clincher, as far as the coroner was concerned, in
ruling it death by misadventure. As much as Jillian
wondered if it were murder, she had to allow for the
possibility that this death was a tragic accident. What
if Angie was so moonstruck over Evan that she was
daydreaming when she picked the flowers for salad
and mistook the hemlock for wild carrot?
At Evan's urging, the entire group showed up
for the funeral, along with a large crowd of people
Angie knew from various clubs. James and Penny
were distraught afterward and had to be escorted home by their respective
prosperity partners.
Vic's eyes were dull, and she carried herself like a zombie. Jillian
suspected that her physician father and her two medical student brothers had
sedated her heavily--more for their own comfort than Vic's. The two brothers left
immediately for Seatac Airport, pleading mid-terms. Angie's mother was still
somewhere in the Yucatan, where Hurricane Tanya was in progress. They hadn't
been able to find her, though Vic had spent hours online, frantically trying to
reach hackers in the area.
For Vic's sake, Jillian went back to the house with them after the graveside
service. She couldn't help but notice that Mitchell Talbert was handsome and
distinguished, if somewhat stuffy. His acquiline nose set off a determined chin
and intense blue eyes that were so much like Vic's it was uncanny. His salt-andpepper hair was expertly trimmed, no doubt on a weekly basis. She inhaled his
expensive cologne with approval and
concluded that he and Angie must have
made an attractive couple.
He said apologetically, "Victoria, I'm
sorry to rush you, but we'll need to start
packing your things tomorrow. I have to be
back in Seattle Friday morning to do a
replacement valve for the CEO of one of
the big software firms."
"PACKING? I'm not going
anywhere!"
"You can't stay here alone."
"Why not? I'm 18 years old, and this
house is mine. Angie left it to me."
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"You're upset, and you're not thinking clearly. How will you manage on
your own? When you get into one of your computer frenzies, you're so
mesmerized, you forget to eat or to go to school. You need a responsible adult to
supervise you."
"Mitch, I AM responsible. I don't smoke dope or pack a gun. I don't belong
to a gang. I'm not carrying some pimple-faced kid's baby, and I'm making straight
A’s in school...well, except in gym. I'm on a career track. I am NOT a child."
"Bottom line, you're not staying here alone."
Vic stuck her jaw out stubbornly. A thought hit her. "Jillian can move in
with me."
Jillian reeled. "I, uhm, well, I uhm..."
In the voice of sweet reason, he said, "You and Jillian don't know each
other all that long--and she's not going to want to assume responsibility for you."
Vic refused to budge, and he drummed his fingers on the chair arm,
considering options. "My mother's in a nursing home, but Angie's is in great
shape. How about this--we ask Nana to come and stay until you graduate."
"Right! Before she so much as unpacked, Nana would haul me
off to Nordstroms' for a whole new wardrobe of frilly dresses. Then
she'd pester me to be a cheerleader like Angie. She wouldn't rest until
she completely made me over and I was elected our family's third
generation Prom Queen."
She shuddered and appealed to Jillian. "Do you really want that
on your conscience? Please say you'll move in."
"I'd have to think it over. There's Robert to consider, and I
wouldn't want us losing the apartment. Besides, what would happen
when you left for college?"
"Robert could move in when I left, and you'd pay me rent. I
couldn't sell the house--it's all the home I've got--and you could take
care of it for me. I wouldn't charge much--a couple hundred a month to
help with school expenses."
It was tempting. The house was gorgeous, and they'd need more
room after the baby was born. But neither Vic nor her father knew about
the baby, and, for sure, he'd veto the arrangement if he knew. She liked
Vic, though, and could see she needed someone who valued her
eccentricities like Angie had and wouldn't tweak her lifestyle. She asked
time to think about it and to talk it over with Robert. She and Mitchell
agreed to discuss the proposition over dinner the next night.
"By the way," he asked her. "Why was that repulsive Haynes woman at
the funeral?"
Jillian had noticed a whispered exchange between Mitchell and Carmella
at the church, but assumed she was offering condolences. She briefly explained
about the seminar they'd all been taking, then asked, "You know her from
before?"
"From Seattle." He changed the subject firmly, but she vowed to ask him
at dinner how he knew her.
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When she told Robert she might move in with Vic, he staged a
performance an operatic diva would envy. He played masterfully on her guilt,
accusing her of leaving him alone and friendless after dragging him here from
New York. There were dire predictions about Jillian and Vic subsisting on corn
flakes and Port Townsend's dreaded Chinese food--to say nothing of the harm
malnutrition would do to the unborn child.
No slouch at manipulation herself, Jillian begged him to consider the
damage living with Nana could do if their suspicions were correct and Vic was
gay. Even as she said it, Jillian recognized that she did care and that her
presence in Vic's life at this critical juncture could make a difference. She
reminded him that they'd need more space after the baby came and explained
that he'd move in when Vic left for school. She finally stopped him cold by
describing in dizzying detail every feature and advantage of the immense,
ultramodern kitchen, then rested her case.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Eleven
November 2
Jillian had arranged to meet Mitchell
at the diner. The food was a perfectly
ordinary, but it had a front row view of Puget
Sound and the splendid sunset that was
casting a pink and orange shadow across
the snow-covered mountains.
Seniors whose middle-aged offspring
were treating them to an outing maneuvered
walkers between the crowded tables with
laborious slowness. As they greeted old
friends on similar missions, the consensus
was that tonight's special--meat loaf and
gravy on an open sandwich--was a winner.
Mitchell crossed the restaurant with a lanky stride that reminded her of Vic. He
was impeccably dressed in a well-tailored charcoal wool suit, ivory shirt, and a tie with a
designer emblem. Mindful of making a good impression, Jillian herself had dressed
carefully in a soft, becomingly draped flowered print. He sat down and surveyed the
menu in dismay, raising an eyebrow at the cholesterol content. She apologized, saying
she'd been there often enough for a late breakfast or lunch, but never before for supper.
Opting for the least possible grease, they both ordered Crab Louis, then sat and looked
each other over speculatively.
When Mitchell asked about her background, she played up her psych degree and
years as a social worker in child welfare, while playing down her current involvement in
the psychic hotline. Not a local, he seemed unaware of the recent scandals over
Astarte's murder and the picketing that shut down the line.
He said, "You seem like a solid, sensible person. Victoria's a good kid, but she
needs supervision so she comes up for air once in a while from that terminal."
He confided, "I hoped she'd go to medical school. She's bright enough, and I had
a dream that one day, we'd all go into practice together. My oldest son is in internal
medicine, and Ben's doing his residency in pediatrics. I thought maybe Victoria could go
for ob-gyn, so we'd cover all the bases in one office."
Jillian choked back a laugh at the vision of Vic rummaging around in women's
private parts and answered soberly, "I see what you mean--kind of a family family
practice practice."
He sorted out what she'd said, then nodded. "After talking 'til I was blue in the
face, I resigned myself to the inevitable. She's so gifted at computers and loves them so
much, she has a brilliant future. Angie did a wonderful job on all the kids."
They talked over the pros and cons of the arrangement Vic had suggested. Jillian
felt she could handle Vic just fine and manage the household money, but confessed to
being a bit short on domestic virtues. Mitchell recognized that not everyone was as
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devoted to homemaking as Angie and suggested she hire people to do the yardwork
and to clean once a week, so long as she stayed within the budget he established.
Though not a believer, he had no objection to her astrological practice, being
accustomed to Angie and Vic's interests. For managing the household, he offered her a
salary of $600 a month plus room and board until Vic left for school. Not having
expected a salary, Jillian could only suppose those prosperity visualizations and
affirmations were finally starting to work.
She agonized over whether to tell Mitchell about the baby, but concluded it would
seriously hurt Vic's chances of remaining home. He'd either drag her off to Seattle, or
else Nana would be on the next plane--and that would be a disaster. She'd have to tell
him soon enough, but Vic needed time to grieve before making massive changes in her
surroundings. She'd talk to Vic tomorrow, though, to be sure a baby was all right with
her. She accepted the offer provisionally, saying she needed a private meeting with Vic
before she made up her mind.
The table had been cleared by that time, and as they lingered over espresso,
Penny came toward them from a back room. Her sweater proclaimed that she played
MegaBingo, whatever that might be. From the gravy spots, she'd had the meat loaf, but
Jillian passed on asking how it was. Close up, she looked distraught, dark circles under
her haunted eyes.
She waved toward the back. "Carmella and I have our team meetings here. I
didn't have the heart for it tonight, but she insisted. She says we have to keep working
on our goals."
She put out a hand to Mitchell. "I can't say how sorry I am about all this." Her
eyes filled with tears, and she fished a vintage tissue out of her purse.
It's been hard on her, too, losing her best friend, Jillian thought, with a surge of
guilt. I should make time for her.
Carmella caught up with Penny. She looked from Jillian to Mitchell with a sudden
flare of rage, which she instantly suppressed in favor of a fake social smile. "Why don't
you go on home, Penny, dear, and get some sleep. I'll just stay and have a cup of
coffee with these two lovebirds."
When she made a move to slide into the booth next to Mitchell, he snarled,
"Don't even think about it."
Carmella reared back, and something dark stirred in her eyes. "I see. I hope you
have a very, very peaceful life, Mitch. Not too many distractions. Come on, Penny." She
glared at him and dragged Penny away.
Jillian shook her head, concerned about the threat in Carmella's voice. "How do
you know her?"
He passed a hand over his face and looked ashamed. "It's stupid, but we worked
in the same hospital in Seattle years back. She was a nurse on my ward, and came on
strong, but I ignored her. She's plain, but she throws that killer body at you. Then the
Christmas party came around. She kept after me, and I was drunk, so I finally took her
up on her offer."
"Worst mistake I ever made, and I've made some lulus. That woman got
obsessed with snaring me. She was all over me when I came on the ward, calling me at
the office five or six times a day, and leaving me notes and presents. One of them was
this weird amulet, jade I believe, but I gave it right back."
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Jillian thought, it sounds like the same one she had Penny give Angie. There is
definitely something sinister about that pendant. Or, to be a tad more rigorous,
Carmella's intentions in giving it to people certainly are sinister.
Mitch continued, "She's like a female stalker when she gets fixated on somebody.
I finally had to go to Personnel, and, since it wasn't the first problem she'd created with
the male staff, they got rid of her, discreetly."
"Did Angie know?"
"My sweet Angie seemed oblivious to the times I strayed. I loved her, you
understand, but couldn't help myself. Finally, I fell hard for Gale, one of my surgical
residents, and left home. That was another mistake, as it turned out, but by the time I
figured that out, Angie had moved here and started a new life, and she wouldn't come
back."
Pain filled his eyes. "I know you'll think I'm hopeless, but somehow I got the idea
that when Vic went off to college, Angie might be lonely and take me back. That's why I
never married again."
Hopeless, Jillian agreed sadly. Hopeless and senseless, the whole thing. Those
two belonged together and, if he could have licked that little problem with his zipper,
they'd never have separated. This IS a tragedy.
"I'm so sorry. Did Carmella know Angie then?"
"No, but I'm certain she knew who she was, from hospital fund raisers we
attended."
He frowned and seemed lost in thought. "The fact that she's on the scene and
involved in the same group as Angie is too much of a coincidence. Let me ask you this.
Do you really believe Angie's death was an accident?"
"No, I don't--and neither does Vic."
"I hate the thought that it could have been deliberate. It's inconceivable that
someone as good as Angie could be murdered. But, Jesus, she was a Master Gardener
and taught our kids to recognize poisonous plants. She'd never put hemlock in a salad.
Now, I wonder if Carmella had something to do with her death."
Jillian, herself, was convinced Carmella was the culprit, but needed to give her
the benefit of the doubt. She told herself, look at the airtight case Lyons built against
you in Astarte's murder. You looked guilty as sin, and a jury would have convicted you,
too, if the real killer hadn't finally gone off the rails and attacked you. Maybe Carmella
isn't guilty, either--she's a slut, no two ways about it, but you don't know that she'd
actually commit murder.
Still, Carmella had to have studied herbs in naturopathic school before becoming
a nurse. Besides which, from Carmella's discussion with the chief medic the day Angie
died, she at least knew that poison hemlock and wild carrot were similar in appearance.
She'd been the first--and other than Angie, the only--person to take a serving of salad.
She could easily have tossed hemlock on top after taking her own portion. She'd have
taken a helping to throw suspicion off herself, maybe even put a leaf or two onto her
own plate--and in fact, she hadn't actually eaten anything, just as if she'd known about
the poison.
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Jillian recalled Carmella laboring over Angie's body, a finger down her throat to
clear out the vomit, then struggling with artificial respiration. She'd seemed determined
to save her life, but what if she was actually making sure that Angie died. Maybe, in the
process, she forced a piece of the more lethal root down Angie's throat, the part the
doctor said killed her rather than the flower itself.
With a shiver, she told Mitchell how Carmella had set her cap for Evan and
seemed to consider Angie a rival for his attention. She didn't mention that Angie had
gone out with him as well.
Mitchell was even more convinced of Carmella's involvement, so Jillian urged
him, "You have to talk to Lyons. He's ready to close the case."
They squeezed through the jungle of senior citizens’ walkers to the register,
where they ran into Dave. He was in uniform, just finishing his shift and ordering takeout food for a solitary supper. As he looked from Jillian to the tall, handsome man
standing next to her, a thundercloud of suspicion passed over his angular face.
Quickly, Jillian shook Mitchell's hand and said, "Well, it was good to meet with
you, Mr. Talbert. I'll speak to Victoria and let you know my decision tomorrow." Mitchell
hid his confusion poorly, but bid her goodnight and left.
Jillian turned to Dave, who still had doubt written on his face. "It's a long story,
but I have time if you do. I'd say we need to talk, anyway."
They sat in his Saturn for hours that night, both getting progressively colder. The
shiny burgundy sedan was his pride and joy, not something a cop could afford, but he'd
bought it with part of a joint property settlement. His marriage broke up because his wife
got involved with Dave's life-long best friend and subsequently married him. It had been
several years, but Dave was still bitter over the betrayal. Jillian was certain that history
was part of the reason he was running now.
He didn't talk about the divorce that night, though. He shared--as never before-what his youth as the oldest child of two alcoholics had been like. From the age of five,
he could remember hiding his little brothers and sisters when his parents brawled, so
they wouldn't get hurt. He'd had to take care of the young ones much of the time,
missing most of the usual high school activities--except for football, which his father
insisted he play. When he left for the military, his next younger brother ran away to
escape his father's beatings and had gotten into trouble, and the girls married young to
get away from home.
Jillian was sure this family history of violence was one reason law enforcement
appealed to him. When Astarte was killed, she'd seen him calm down a violent drunk
and a homicidal psychotic with incredible gentleness. What he said tonight, though, was
that he was terrified of the violence in himself that was his father's legacy. When the
twins were in their sassy early teens, he'd found himself punching holes in walls a
couple of times to keep from hitting them.
When they said goodnight, he told her, "That's why I can't take on another family.
Plus, I'm burnt out on responsibility, and the job's hard enough. I miss you like hell,
Babe, but no can do."
Sick at heart after her talk with Dave, Jillian prepared for bed, giving her unruly
hair its customary 100 strokes. She forced herself to focus on the prosperity
visualizations, since they, at least, seemed to be working. Just as she was up to her
chin in thousand dollar bills, the house phone rang, and she picked up the extension in
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her room. The same guttural, menacing chant she'd heard twice at Angie's resounded
loudly through the receiver. Shaken, she hung up and left the phone off the hook,
hoping Robert the night owl wouldn't need it.
She dived under the comforter and thought, Dear God, I hope I'm not next on
Carmella's list! For sure, I'm not eating or drinking another thing at those meetings.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twelve

November 4
Vic was over the moon about the baby, but begged Jillian not to tell her dad for a
while. The agreement concluded, Mitchell gave Jillian a $600 check for her first month's
salary before he left for Seattle. She'd been packing and had already moved a couple of
carloads of her things that morning, before the seminar.
The idea of meeting at The Pleiadean Portal
again gave the members the creeps, so Midge had
invited them to work in the library of her home. It was
a vast room, with floor to ceiling bookshelves on two
walls. There was a picture window that looked out on
the Strait of Juan de Fuca, with a sliding door onto an
add-on deck that wrapped around most of the house.
The room was lavishly furnished with antique chairs
and sofas facing the view. In one corner was an
immense desk that hadn't a nick, a coffee mug ring,
or a scrap of paper on its shining, wooden surface.
Jillian scanned the large astrology section with
longing. So many new books came out each year,
she couldn't hope to keep up with the developments
in the field, even if she could afford to buy all of them.
Midge had an arrangement with the major New Age
publishers to ship her every new book automatically
upon publication, which Jillian felt was the mark of a
Taurus with entirely too much money.
Evan called the group to order. "It's brave of all of you to be here, after the tragic
events of our last meeting. It's a testimony to your courage and your commitment to
changing your lives. I considered postponing our sessions for a week or two, out of
respect to Angie, but Midge felt that a far greater tribute would be to go on with the
work.
"I only knew Angie a short while, but I can say with confidence that her entire life
was devoted to helping other people realize their dreams. Even the new direction she
identified for herself through this seminar was based on that principle. So, I'm convinced
Angie would want you all to go onward and to make an even stronger commitment to
your dreams, in memory of her."
Blinking back tears at this tribute, Penny told them, "I miss Angie, but her death
makes me all the more determined to succeed. I feel different about my golden idea,
already--more like it's going to happen. I'm doing just what Carmella tells me to--Act As
If my dreams were a reality and go on taking my weekly steps."
Lilac said, "I'm shaken by this turribul death, for I'm a wee bit sensitive to those
as has passed on. She's confused, is the lass, and that shocked to find herself on the
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other side. She wasn't expectin' to die, now was she?"
She crossed herself. "It was strange, her
bein' buried on November first, which is All Saints'
Day. The second of November is All Soul's Day,
don't you know, when the spirits of the dead walk
the earth. I made a particular point of goin' tuh
mass that day, and I prayed for her and lit a candle
for her puir soul tuh find its rest."
She looked around the group shamefacedly.
"I know it wrong for me to feel this way, but I'm
kinda mad at her for bein' such a boob as to put
poison in the salad. I had me hopes set on her
marketin' me handwork, and now I don't know as I'll ever see Country Kerry again."
Evan said, "Anger is a natural reaction to death, especially one this sudden and
senseless, but most people aren't able to be as honest about it as you are. Hey, I'm
kinda pissed off, myself, that she's dead."
I'll just bet you are, Buster, Jillian thought. But, still, he does understand how
complicated grief is. Too many New Age teachers urge you to stuff those feelings on the
pretext that you're holding back the dear departed's progress on the other side. That's
just a sugarcoated excuse for enforcing our culture's taboo on grieving. Me, I'm damned
mad that Angie's dead!
Midge suggested, "Why don't you show your work to the woman who runs the
Irish linen shop for tourists in the strip mall, Lilac? She might have some ideas."
Evan assured her, "There are always options--things we never dream of in our
limited mind set. The Universe is based on limitless possibilities. Keep visualizing the
result you want, several times a day. Picture yourself arriving at Shannon Airport, with
Pansy and Rose there to greet you."
An inspiration hit him. "You know, I've heard of people who got trips free or for
very little because they served as a courier for a messenger service. They only get one
piece of luggage, because the other part of their weight allowance is taken up by the
package the company needs to transport."
"They're not carryin' drugs are they," Lilac asked in alarm. "All I need, in me
seventieth year, is to arrive at Shannon Airport at last and be dragged off by the
gardee!"
"Oh, no, it's legit," Carmella reassured her. "I did it once, on one of my trips home
to New Zealand. Of course, I wore the same clothes 'til everyone was sick of them. I
remember you had to join the International Association of Air Trail Couriers, and it was
about $45 a year. I must still have that information somewhere. I'll look for it."
The others reported on their progress, though they'd all been too shocked to
accomplish much that week. Carmella had gone to Seattle to observe a successful
alternative health practice and came away with a clearer picture of how one would
operate. Jillian didn't give details, but said she'd been religiously doing her
visualizations, and a new and unexpected source of income had opened up. She was
interested in traveling to Ireland as a courier, also, so she and Lilac agreed to pursue
that avenue together.
James had been looking into herbal products that he could manufacture and sell
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by mail. A bit of an insomniac himself, he was intrigued with the idea of dream pillows
filled with aromatic herbs that not only helped people sleep but also stimulated dreams.
This past summer, serendipitously, he'd grown and dried many of the traditional
ingredients in his own herb garden--lavender, rose petals, chamomile, mugwort, yarrow,
and hops--and he could gather cedar, sagebrush, and fir in the wild. His only concern
was that the pillows had to be sewn by hand, and though he was a whiz in the kitchen,
he was all thumbs at crafts.
Lilac snorted. "Sure, and it never occurred to yer man here to let his own
prosperity partner in on the deal. Wasn't I just after telling yuh I need an outlet for me
handwork? Now, wouldn't Irish lace be just the thing for a fancy pillow?" The two of
them beamed in delight and agreed to go to James' after the meeting and look at what
he had on hand.
Today's work was a checklist of attitudes that sabotage success, which one of
Evan's teachers had drawn up. They filled out the form and broke into their teams to
discuss the results. Since Raven hadn't shown up, Jillian was fresh out of prosperity
partners, so James and Lilac invited her to work with them. They worked productively
for an hour in which Jillian discovered that she shared the
poverty mentality of many New Age practitioners. She also
retained residues of early Sunday school lessons in which
Jesus relinquished material pursuits to serve the sick and poor.
She designed new affirmations to release the unconscious
equation of financial struggle with spiritual merit.
Evan concluded the session by leading them in a long,
vivid guided meditation, in which they were all scandalously
wealthy. Robin Leach's Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous
came to interview them and tour their lavish homes.
As if by mutual agreement, no one had brought food, not
even James. Midge brewed coffee and water for tea and put out a tray of pastries.
Jillian took a scone, noticing that she did at least trust Midge not to poison her, whereas
she wasn't so sure now of anyone else in the group.
What troubled her was that the hemlock would have poisoned not just Angie, but
anyone who took a helping of the salad. Was the killer banking on the well-established
fate of salads at potlucks--that the only one that ate them was the one who brought
them? Still, in a New Age gathering, there were bound to be vegetarians who ate
nothing else, so putting it in the salad was a big risk.
But, what if they were all meant to die? Maybe one of them--Raven, most likely-was so crazed that he or she didn't care who was killed. A random, drive-by, salad
shooter? That was a terrifying notion--she was definitely not accepting a thing to eat or
drink from any of them until this was cleared up.
Carmella handed Penny a vial of pills, on the sly, and she gulped one down with
her tea. After a bit, she pushed away the plate of pastries Lilac brought her, listlessly,
and was beginning to look drowsy.
Jillian went over and put an arm around Penny’s shoulder. "What did Carmella
give you?"
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"Something to make me sleep. I keep seeing
Angie, over and over, all night long...what she looked like
on the floor...those awful sounds...gasping for breath that
way." There were dark circles under her eyes, and her
coloring was gray. "Angie was so good, always so good.
She didn't deserve to die that way. It was horrible,
horrible, horrible!"
She broke down and sobbed, and Jillian gathered
her into her arms and rocked her. "It's better to let
yourself cry, as much as you have to, Penny. You've suffered a major loss--Angie was a
good friend and a really special person. But pills don't keep you from grieving, they only
postpone it, and then you have other problems to contend with. Don't take those things,
please. Let yourself cry instead."
Penny sobbed in Jillian's arms, and Jillian cried too. After a while, they both dried
their eyes, and Penny said she wanted to go home. She'd ridden with Carmella, who
was wrapped up in Evan over in a corner, so James offered her a lift. Jillian made her
promise to call if she needed to talk.
Jillian went onto the deck and leaned on the rail in a quiet spot. She hoped
Penny wouldn't get started on pills. Pisces were a bit too susceptible to addictions, at
least the less evolved Pisceans. Penny, who was naive and took people on faith, didn't
seem to suspect that Angie was murdered. She'd be even more devastated if their
suspicions were correct and her own prosperity partner was responsible. She accepted
everything Carmella said as gospel.
The fresh, cool air smelled slightly of wood smoke from a neighbor's fireplace.
Jillian wrapped her sweater around herself against the chill. She marveled at how lovely
the scene was--the last tinges of a brilliant pink sunset fading away and the lights of
town beginning to emerge. It was a remarkably clear night, and in the distance she
could see the glow of Victoria, BC. You couldn't get there from here, only by a
roundabout ferry route, but Victoria was a mere 30 miles away, across the Straight of
Juan de Fuca.
Midge came up to her and lit a cigarette. "What about you, Malone? Do you think
Angie's death was an accident?"
"No, I don't. There's too much intrigue in this group, and Angie was right in the
middle."
Midge agreed, "She was past president of my
garden club--she held office just after I did. Last year,
she brought in a speaker to give a program on
poisonous plants. It's a load of crap that she put that
hemlock in her salad by mistake."
Jillian nodded. "Lyons is no dummy--I can't
believe he closed the case."
"I'm just as glad he did. He'd be trying to pin it
on me....or else he'd wind up arresting you, and I'd
have to bail you out again. It's not like I'm your friggin'
fairy godmother."
They exchanged ironic looks and, despite the
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appalling circumstances, had to laugh at being thrown together again by another violent
death.
Midge dragged deeply on her cigarette, then flipped it over the rail to the gravel
below. "Look, in a half-assed way, you did solve Astarte's murder, even though you
almost got croaked in the process. I'm thinking I should make you a sporting
proposition."
"A sporting proposition?" Jillian thought, this is going to be good. Midge's idea of
a sporting proposition was to ignore our contract and reduce our pay by stages from
$.45 a minute to $.25. "And that would be?"
"I need to know what's going on with Freddy Foreskin here. If she was murdered
and he had anything to do with it, I need to deep six my connection with him, fast. I can't
afford another scandal--I live here, dammit--and I don't want Lyons dredging up my mob
connection again."
"So you want me to look into it, as an insider, like?"
"Yep. Any time I'm around, he acts like the next messiah. You've got a better
chance of getting at the real dirt."
Jillian wondered what possible motive Evan could have. He stood to gain
financially from her life, not her death. But what if there were some dark, secret side of
his psyche that Angie had tumbled to? Dark sides were endemic to these guruwhodoos
--the more holy they professed to be, the more you'd better count your change. Or, what
if he was another of those twisted con men who seduced, then murdered wealthy
women after getting them to take out huge life insurance policies in his favor?
He'd have had to work pretty fast, but how could she find out if Angie had done
something like that? Maybe among her papers, there in the house, she'd find
something. She'd have to help Vic sort through the papers soon, anyway. It would be
helpful to get a peek at her will, to see if anyone other than her children benefited from
her death.
After last night, Jillian had already decided to look into Angie's death, but wasn't
about to tell Midge that. "And what if I find out what happened?"
"When they release that $10,000 from evidence, it's yours. I already wrote off the
whole $200K Gary stole, so it's no skin off my nose."
Jillian's heart beat faster. $10,000 would go a long way toward solving her
problems. Maybe she IS my friggin' fairy godmother after all. Did you hear that,
Munchkin, she told the little one inside her. We might just have a start on your college
fund. She pretended to think it over. "I'd have to have it in writing."
Midge narrowed her eyes and gave Jillian one of her wolfish smiles. "Trust me."
"Hah!" Jillian crossed her arms over her chest. She realized, Midge is playing
now. That shark just loves wheeling and dealing.
Midge swept into the library and wrote out an agreement on her letterhead, then
returned and handed it to Jillian. "Do we have a deal?"
When Jillian had read it over carefully and signed with a
flourish, Midge cautioned, "The money you owe me for
that lawyer comes out of the $10,000, you understand."
They shook hands, formally, and Jillian decided
she'd better get right to work. Proof was going to be the
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problem--regardless of who the actual killer might be--because every single member
had the means, since poison hemlock grew wild throughout the area, and all of them
had the opportunity to administer the poison. There was scant chance of ever proving
anything to a jury's satisfaction, but fortunately she only had to prove it to Midge's
satisfaction in order to earn the $10,000.
Jillian's best shot--and the one she was most suited for--was to delve into the
motivations of the various personalities involved. She'd just have to snoop and pry,
Jessica Fletcher style, until she tricked one of them into confessing. She'd start
watching those reruns on cable to learn how Jessica managed to pull the solution out of
the hat, just when it seemed the most hopeless and with only three minutes left in the
program.
One advantage she had over the ordinary amateur detective and mustn't neglect
was astrology. If she could get her hands on the charts of the other seminar members,
that might give her some clues. In her impenetrable disguise as a true blue, politically
correct, New Age networker, she'd offer to take a look at their charts to help them plan
business strategies. They'd bite--almost nobody can resist a freebie, and these were
true believers, one and all. She spotted Lilac on a bench, enjoying the view, and asked
if she knew what time she was born.
"Goodness no. There was seven of us girls, and we was all born tuh home.
Pansy and Rose are all that's left now, but there was Daisy and Hyacinth and Blossom
besides--and our littlest sister, Pearl.
"Pearl?"
"Mum always said she ran out of flowers before she ran out of girls. Pearl ran off
at 16, and we never heard from her again. I was born July the first, Nineteen and
Twenty Five in Dingle, County Kerry, but there's no way uh knowin' the time."
Leaving Lilac, Jillian edged over to where Carmella sat, on a built-in wooden seat
around the corner of the deck. At the last moment, she held back, goose bumps rising
on the nape of her neck. She'd been in the presence of a murderer before, but the
Angel of Death was a full-blown psychotic. Carmella wasn't insane, not by any legal
definition, although her thinking was warped. The idea of her murdering Angie in cold
blood gave Jillian chills. There was also the very real possibility that Jillian herself was in
danger, if that eerie phone call last night was any indication.
Sensing her presence, Carmella swiveled around and gave her a malevolent
glance. "I had no idea you were that shrewd."
Was the woman reading her mind? "I don't know what you mean."
"Sure you do, Snookums. Your bosom buddy, Angie Talbert, is just a day in the
grave, and you move in on her hubby. You really had me fooled with that goody two
shoes act. I have to hand it to you, though, Mitch would be a helluva catch."
"It's not like that, Carmella. We were meeting over dinner to discuss my
becoming a caretaker for their daughter."
"I wasn't born yesterday. I could see how hot and heavy the sex vibes were
between you. Not that I blame you--the guy's a pistol in the sack!"
Jillian had suspected as much, but was repulsed by this crude way of putting it.
When Carmella leered, made an obscene gesture, and went back inside, Jillian
pondered, Carmella certainly feels like the killer, but how in the world do I prove it?
Midge doesn't want me bringing in the cops, and Lyons won't listen anyway. What would
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Jessica Fletcher do now?
When Jillian looked at Lilac's chart, she was charmed to see that she had four planets in
nurturing Cancer, with Venus and Mercury together to account for her gift of Blarney.
She used a sunrise chart, the usual practice when the birth time is unknown. Just as
she'd expected, Lilac's chart didn't look in the least like the chart of a murderer. With
Pluto conjunct her Cancer Sun plus Saturn conjunct her Scorpio Moon, Lilac had to
have some sad secrets, but murder wasn't one of them. With that combination, Jillian
speculated, she must have left home under a cloud.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Thirteen
November 6
Heavy suitcases in both hands, Jillian hesitated nervously at the door of the
three-room suite that had been Angie's and now would be hers. Floor to ceiling
bookshelves graced the long entryway, with an up-to-date collection of astrology and
metaphysical books. Rounding the corner, she gasped in pleasure at the sumptuous,
softly feminine room. Angie's taste was impeccable, and she'd designed the suite
herself, coordinating plans with the builders when the house went up five years back
and then choosing the decor herself.
Jillian sat down on the king-size bed, with its gleaming brass headboard, and
stroked the gold flecked, print spread, its dominant color a rich eggplant. She lifted a
corner and noted that the silky sheets were solid eggplant, with a matching dust ruffle.
The thick down comforter promised to be warm and caressing. It was a surprisingly
sensuous bed for someone as outwardly pastel as Angie.
She'd left the door to the suite open, and now she heard a plaintive cry. Beastie,
who'd insisted on scoping out the other rooms first, came in tentatively and then had to
smell everything in sight. The suitcases smelled familiar, though they were anything but
friends since they usually only put in an appearance when Mom was about to run off for
the weekend. He sniffed around suspiciously, and when the place appeared to be
innocent of other feline presences, relaxed enough to jump on the bed. He stared at
Jillian intently, as though willing her to forget this nonsense about a move and go back
home where they belonged. When she picked him up to reassure him, he gave her a
swat.
She resumed her survey of the suite. The huge, adjoining bath was sheer luxury.
There was a deep burgundy hot tub with gold knobs, matching the rest of the fixtures.
An array of bath oils and soaps gave off enticing scents. There was also a freestanding
shower, etchings on the glass door, and thick, ivory towels on the heated electric racks.
The casual scattering of high-end cosmetics on the brightly-lit makeup table
looked for all the world as though Angie had just stepped out for the evening. That,
more than anything, brought home the reason she was here--that her beautiful new
lodgings had only come about because of Angie's death.
When she'd hung her clothes in the immense walk-in closet, she passed through
an arch and down two steps to the third room in the suite, a combination sitting room
and office. There was a love seat and recliner in front of a picture window that looked
out on Angie's well-tended garden, a big t.v. to the side. But it was the lovely teakwood
desk that held her attention, and she sat down at it, wondering where to start the job of
finding out who killed Angie.
She knew she had to make up some sort of chart, because that's what real
detectives did--at least the real detectives in the mysteries she'd taken to watching
compulsively since Midge hired her. The long hours in front of the set were research,
she told herself, and had nothing whatsoever to do with escape from worry about
becoming a single mom or sorrow about losing Dave--a cop--and Angie--a murder
victim. It was business, nothing but business, to help her solve the case. Still, it was
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comforting, the way good always triumphed and the criminals were caught and
punished. Neat and clean--unlike real life.
She found a tablet and tapped a pen as she
pondered. She was sure it was Carmella, yet in those
convoluted mysteries, the obvious suspect was never
the killer--otherwise they'd never fill the whole hour.
Dave scoffed at those plots, claiming that in real life, the
most obvious suspect was usually guilty.
Who knew enough about hemlock to use it as a
weapon? Carmella and James both raised herbs and
knew their properties, with Carmella's training in
naturopathy making her all the more knowledgeable.
James mentioned foraging in the wild, so he could have
run across a stand of late-blooming hemlock in some
sheltered valley. She'd have to find out Raven's level of
sophistication with plants. Evan himself? If that pretty
California boy ever set foot in the bush, she'd be
surprised. Penny? Maybe, since she was born here and
could also have heard about hemlock from Angie. Lilac
wasn't native or the outdoorsy type--but she'd ask her.
When it came to motive, Carmella, again, was the
top contender. She was sexually obsessed with Evan and would stop at nothing in
pursuing him. She was wildly jealous of his interest in Angie and had lost out to her
previously with Mitchell, so this could have been the last straw.
James, again, looked surprisingly suspicious. He'd dated Angie briefly and
pursued her hotly as the seminar began. From what Angie said, he hadn't taken her
refusals graciously, and it was quite clear he knew of Evan's interest in Angie and was
jealous.
What about Raven? She seemed drawn to Evan and resented Angie's cushy life
style, but was that any motive? Maybe, if you were as bitter and warped as Raven--but
it still wasn't very likely. Penny? No known motive, and her grief-stricken reaction pretty
much ruled her out. Lilac? Ridiculous! She was counting on Angie to find a market for
her handwork.
Every one of them had the opportunity to put the plant in the salad, because they
were all in and out of the kitchenette. No, wait, Lilac's scalloped potatoes were already
there when Angie arrived, and Lilac, with her bird-like appetite, hung back until
everyone filled their plates. She lacked both motive and opportunity and could safely be
ruled out.
James, on the other hand, had the best opportunity of all. He'd excused himself
during the team meetings to set up the meal. While they meditated, he could easily
have tampered with the dish.
Penny couldn't be ruled out either. When she arrived, she hung back in the
kitchen, sampling everything in sight. Nonsense--she was guilty of gluttony, but surely
not of murder. Raven? In and out of the kitchenette, so, yes, she had access.
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Another possibility hit her. Supposing the hemlock hadn't actually been in the
salad? What if the killer crowded against Angie and tossed it onto her plate and then
into the salad bowl, after everybody filled their plates. There'd been a noisy, amiable
free-for-all as they served themselves, so everyone had a chance to brush up against
Angie, distract her, and drop something onto her plate.
It wasn't at all like those classic puzzles with well-mannered Brits who got served
by the butler or who lined up, prim and proper, at church bazaars, civilly waiting their
turn. With a sigh, she completed the table in her best calligraphic handwriting and
surveyed the results:
TABLE OF SUSPECTS
(Arranged in Order of Likelihood)
Name:
Carmella

Means:
herb garden,
naturopath

Motive:
Jealousy of Evan and
Mitchell

Opportunity:
Took salad, did artificial
respiration

James

garden, forager

Spurned by Angie

Set up table

Raven

unknown

Jealous of wealth and
relationship with Evan

yes

Evan

unknown

Financial perhaps

Yes

Penny

unknown

unlikely

Yes, sampled everything

Lilac

unknown

unlikely

maybe

Although James held a surprise ranking as number two on the list, she couldn't
seriously consider that wimpy bore a suspect. They did say poison was a woman's
weapon--not that James' testosterone levels were anything to write home about. No,
this little scientific inquiry only served to strengthen her intuitive conclusion--that
Carmella Haynes was the most likely killer. She had the means, the motive, and the
best opportunity of any of them. Jillian congratulated herself on how systematic she was
being.
Vic showed up then, with a second load of Jillian's belongings. She staggered
down the steps into the alcove, balancing the computer and monitor, her chin of top of
them for leverage. She set them on the desk while she went back to the garage for the
rest and had the rig assembled within minutes. Her sweatshirt featured a nerd with thick
glasses in a bathing suit balancing gingerly on a giant computer mouse, about to be
swamped by a wave. It said, I'd rather be surfing the net.
Turning the computer on, she surveyed the system. "Holy microchip! This is
some vintage model you've got here."
"Some folks like antique cars. I happen to like antique computers," Jillian insisted,
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giving her machine a loyal pat.
"One gig of memory? And 240 MGs of RAM? How on earth do you cope? I could
upgrade this baby for you, no sweat. Put in a new mother board, a couple gigs of
memory. For $500 max, you'd have a whole setup--you could even get on the Net."
"Thanks, Vic, but I won't have an extra $500 any time soon. Besides, Bessie,
here, does everything I need--runs my astrology charts, processes letters, and keeps
track of my taxes."
"But if you don't have a modem, how are you
supposed to solve Angie's murder? I know, let me be
your hacker! I've never done any real hacking, mind you,
but I bet somebody would teach me. It's got to be
possible to find out about the suspects' finances and tap
into their phone records. Maybe I could even find out
who made those calls, if we could pin down the times."
Jillian stewed over this. On one hand, it would pry
loose information she wasn't going to get otherwise.
She'd never seen such a bunch--every one of them had
a secret, herself included. On the other hand, if working
on the murder put Vic in danger, she'd never forgive
herself. On still another hand--nobody really had to
know Vic was involved. Faced with Vic's relentless logic,
she agreed, but swore her to secrecy.
Vic kicked at the heel of her boots until she finally
got them off. "What I keep asking myself, is, why would anyone want to murder Angie?
She got along with everybody--no hassles. What if the poison was meant for somebody
else?"
Jillian whistled at this new possibility. "You might be right, Vic!" Angie was the
least likely murder victim she could imagine, but Carmella was just the sort to get
herself killed. Maybe someone who knew Carmella was vegetarian tried to get at her
through the salad. Her affair with Evan wasn't exactly a secret, and someone—like
Raven—may have been pathologically jealous.
The big question was, did Carmella's serving actually contain hemlock? Did the
police run tests on the plates and serving dishes, or did they throw them out once they
jumped to the conclusion it was an accident? She wished she had access to their files.
If she were on better terms with Dave, she'd wheedle him to let her read it, but without
those records, all sorts of crucial questions would go unanswered.
She assigned Vic the initial task of looking into her Mom's own financial records.
She needed to know if any large sums of money had changed hands, apart from the
$5000 Angie paid Evan to join The Inner Circle. They'd need to look through her papers
here at home, too.
She asked Vic about the will. No one outside the family had received even a
token bequest. Vic got the house and car, while her brothers were each beneficiary of a
$200,000 life insurance policy. The three kids split her savings and investments, which
came out to $100,000 total. The question of a financial motive, it seemed, was a dead
end, unless Vic uncovered something in the bank records.
Vic looked around her, suddenly taking in her surroundings. Her eyes swam, and
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she said, "I haven't been in here since Angie died--I just couldn't. I've pretended she's
away on a trip, maybe in Cancun with Nana."
"I know, Vic, I'm having a hard time believing it myself."
Vic wept for a while, then asked Jillian, "Please do something for me. Leave all
her things just the way they are. Not forever, just for now." When Jillian promised, she
pulled herself together and left, to be alone with her grief.
Jillian stood up and stretched sleepily, crossing the alcove to the picture window.
She sank onto the ruffled paisley love seat, putting aside the pile of frilly, eyelet lace
pillows. Her eyes lit on the end table, where there lay a small, white cardboard jewelry
box and a tape recorder.
Curious, she opened the box, only to discover the amulet Penny had brought
Angie at Carmella's behest. It was a stunning piece, dark jade with a patina of age,
exquisitely carved and polished. The design was both eerie and compelling--she could
dimly sense what it meant, even though she'd never seen it up close before. Currents of
energy seemed to flow down the swooping green spirals, which pillowed a strange,
primitive head. The face was tilted to the side, with big teeth, a flat nose, and two
doughnut-shaped eyes, the doughnuts themselves artfully inlaid with mother of pearl.
Could it possibly be cursed, as some native artifacts were? Angie began choking
when she put it on, and couldn't get her breath again until she took it off. Then she died
exactly the same way--gasping for breath. A chill ran down Jillian's spine, but she shook
it off. Woowoo was not her strong point.
She chided herself, Don't kid yourself, Girlfriend. You've got one foot in woowoo
and one foot firmly planted in the straight world, which is why you never fit comfortably
in either realm. Still, I don't believe for a moment that this lovely old piece is cursed.
That's just superstition.
To prove how very rational she was, she put out a finger and rubbed the stone.
Instantly, she felt a sharp contraction in her pelvis, like a menstrual cramp only far more
wrenching.
Frightened, she prayed earnestly, Mother Mary, I know you and I haven't been
close, not since the angels took my mom away, but I need you now. My baby is
innocent, and I already love her so much. Please protect her from harm.
In a panic, she shut the box and shoved it into the drawer of the end table. Then
she pressed the play button on the tape recorder and was greeted with the menacing
chant she and Angie had heard on the phone. Apparently Angie had taken her advice
and recorded the calls. Snapping the eject button to stop the eerie noise, she rubbed
her arms briskly to smooth away the goose bumps. She vowed to visit Raven, to see if
she knew anything about the amulet and the chant from her cultural anthropology
studies.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Fourteen
November 7
Wanting no intrusions on her privacy, Raven didn't
have a phone. Jillian got her address from Evan on the
pretext of checking on her prosperity partner's progress.
She lived in another of the town's many valleys, the
neighbors kept at bay by a patch of grazing land. As
usual, Raven was dressed entirely in black, today in
serge palazzo pants, a peacoat, and high-topped leather
sneakers for mucking out the llamas' pen. She was in the
paddock with the two adults and the baby, which she said
was called a cria.
Jillian had never seen a llama and was enchanted
by the female's sweet, gentle face. Its eyes shone bright
with intelligence as it leaned closer to look her over,
batting its long lashes. Then, with an air of conferring a
great favor, it breathed softly on her cheek, a sweet
breath smelling of alfalfa. When the animal began giving off a high pitched hum, Raven
explained that was why she named her Sicu, after the pan pipes Andean musicians
played. Asking Raven's permission, Jillian stroked the animal's soft, thick, near-golden
fur. I want one of those, her inner child pleaded.
Right, she scoffed. You're going to take care of Vic, an infant AND a llama! Still,
they ARE incredible.
Like all babies, the cria was adorable. Its coloring was unlike either of its parents
--black fur patches, black tipped ears, and white limbs. Still awkward on its spindly legs,
it hid behind its mother but peeked out at Jillian curiously.
She marveled, "It's amazing that it's up and around. Wasn't it born just two weeks
ago?"
"Oh, they're on their feet and walking within half an hour of birth. It's nature's way
of protecting them from predators. They're pretty mature when they're born--the mother
is pregnant for eleven and a half months, and then she's ready to breed again two
weeks after the birth. The cria almost dances sometimes, so I call her Huayalas, for one
of the Peruvian dances." She demonstrated a
lively, stomping dance.
The large, handsome, mostly white male
wasn't so certain he wanted to meet Jillian. He
hung back and watched to make sure she didn't
harm the females, his long, banana shaped ears
laid to the side in what Raven explained was a
typical warning signal. He was named Tupac
Amaru, after the last king of the Incas.
"What can I do for you?" Raven asked, in
that aggressively polite manner of people who
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can't be bothered with small talk and wish you'd never shown up.
"You said you had a degree in cultural anthropology, and I need to consult you in
that capacity. Could we go inside?"
Raven frowned. "I'm not comfortable with having people in my space." She
added defensively, "It's so small, I've never been able to unpack everything. I can barely
move around, with all the boxes and the stacks of books."
She led Jillian to the back of the tiny, weather-beaten cottage, which was in poor
repair. She'd cultivated a formal garden, with diamond-shaped beds bordered by yew.
Most of the plants were dying, this late in the season, but since it hadn't frosted, there
was an occasional bright bloom. They passed through a latticework arbor, with a sign
proclaiming that this was Poe's Garden. They sat on a wobbly wrought iron bench,
squeezed uncomfortably close, and Jillian caught the acrid scent of the patchouli Raven
habitually wore.
Asked about the name, Raven explained that it had pleased her to create a
garden with only poisonous plants, especially those with a long folk history like black
hellebore, henbane, monkshood, nightshade, foxglove, and mayapple. Even the yew
could be poisonous, and a few highly toxic local wildflowers were included. She pointed
out the low-growing snowberry, already decked with its winter display of white berries.
"Any poison hemlock?"
Raven smirked. "Naturally, I've got poison hemlock. Why? Do you think I did it?"
"You don't think it was an accident, either?"
She rolled her eyes and shook her head.
"I hadn't thought of you as a suspect, no." Not until now, anyway. She got out the
small tape recorder and the box with the amulet. "What can you tell me about these?"
Raven opened the lid and sucked in her breath sharply. "How in Goddess's name
did you get your hands on this?"
At Jillian's explanation, she wrinkled a brow in concern. "Unless Carmella's got
Maori blood, she has no business with this hei-tiki. One of this quality is passed down in
families and used in important ceremonies."
"Over the generations, they grow and grow in mana--that's power. It's tapu for an
outsider to have one. An old one like this has got to carry a curse intended for anyone
who dared to touch it without permission. A cursed tiki would go for your weakest link
and destroy you with it."
Despite a healthy skepticism, Jillian couldn't deny that Angie's lungs had acted
up when she put the necklace on, and she died gasping for breath. Coincidence--or
curse? Quickly, she pushed away the memory of the pelvic cramp she herself had felt
when she touched it.
"This is ancient--maybe centuries old," Raven continued, explaining that the
South Pacific was one of her specialties at school, along with the Incas. "The spiral
motif is very common, and the sideways tilt of the face is typical. It's greenstone--jade,
really, but that's what the Maori call it."
"Give it back to Carmella immediately," she urged. "Let it backfire on her, if she's
not the rightful owner. I don't see how she could be--if she were really Maori, she'd
never let it out of her possession."
Jillian put the box in her bag, not sure what to do. It was evidence, though not the
type Lyons would ever take seriously.
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Raven came alive as she listened to the tape. She jumped up and sang along
with the chant, word for word, stamping her feet and slapping her body in rhythm. She
made scary faces, sticking out her tongue and bulging her
eyes. She grimaced and grunted, picking up a long stick
and wielding it like a spear. Not understanding the
language in the least, Jillian still couldn't help but shiver at
the ferocity and power of the guttural sounds.
When the tape finished, Raven was panting, but
her face glowed. "It's a war chant. It puts you on alert that
the singer is out to take away your mana. Powerful, that
one."
"So the person who sang it intended Angie harm?"
"You think you've got it all figured out, don't you,"
Raven asked with grim amusement. "You don't know the
half of what's going on. Evan always..."
The silence lengthened as she realized she'd let
something slip, then she improvised, "Evan always...will
find women to drool over him, and he'll always come out
on top."
She's known him before, and they have some kind of murky history, Jillian
guessed. The first day of the seminar, she'd had the impression they were connected,
but forgot it because they always behaved like strangers afterwards. No doubt that was
why Raven got the seminar for free. She'd ask Midge, since Raven clearly wasn't going
to part with any information.
Raven leaned against the arbor and studied Jillian speculatively. "You're an
astrologer. Could you tell from my chart whether I'd have any luck getting a settlement
from my brother?"
Jillian wanted her birth information for the case file, but hadn't dared to ask.
Apparently, even Raven couldn't resist a freebie. Trying not to sound too eager, she
agreed to take a look, so Raven went to the house to get it. A raven swooped down
from the sky and perched on the arbor, watching Jillian intently with its beady black
eyes, as though Raven sent it to spy.
RAK, it warned.
Jillian replied, "Nevermore."
The creased and tattered chart was drawn with a calligraphy pen, the centuriesold zodiac glyphs painted large and rune-like in symbolic colors. Jillian marveled at the
unusual conglomerate of six powerful planets in the eighth house, which, among other
things, represented inheritances. This was clearly the horoscope of someone who'd
never work a day in her life. Over the years, Jillian had done consultations for many
from wealthy backgrounds, and the eighth house was often prominent.
Paradoxically, the eighth house was also strong for many of the hereditary
welfare clients she'd worked with in foster care. Their birth certificates were sometimes
on file, and, an eager new astrology student back then, she'd calculated their charts.
She'd concluded that, though the externals were vastly different, the two groups shared
a core of beliefs and a common psychology. They were convinced that they couldn't
earn an adequate income and that survival rested in the hands of powerful others who
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could capriciously grant or take away their money. Especially with the Sun involved,
financial dependency undermined their self-worth and left them feeling powerless.
Looking closer at the eighth house, she began to see that Raven was not to be
envied, not at all. Planets representing parents and siblings were entwined in patterns
involving Pluto, Uranus, Saturn, and Chiron, similar to those of abuse victims. Raven
must have suffered painful losses, betrayals, and abuses of power from family
members. The complex eighth house also represents sex, death, and healing, but the
difficult planets there made Jillian think Raven had been badly abused--probably
sexually, maybe physically, certainly emotionally. No wonder she was such a bitter,
difficult individual.
With new compassion, she said, "There's so much to you, Raven. You have so
much to offer, but your bitterness shuts you away from humanity. You need help."
"Oh, I've had HELP. I had the best help money could buy--New York City's top
psychoanalysts--from the age of fourteen. They were full of shit, every one of them.
They couldn't see past my father's Beamer and my mom's mink coat, with both of them
lying through their teeth. They all said I was the problem, when if Mom had been sober
once in a while when I got home from school, some of what happened to me couldn't
have happened. And maybe then I wouldn't have been a problem." Eyes burning with
misery, she folded her arms tightly across her chest and turned away.
Mercury, which can represent siblings, was in the picture, so Jillian asked, "Your
brother was part of it, wasn't he?"
"Let's just say my inheritance wasn't the only
thing that scum took from me."
Jillian suspected sexual abuse, probably in a
sadistic, violent manner. It looked like more than one
abuser, even groups of them--big brother letting pals in
on the deal, perhaps. With Saturn and Chiron in Pisces
opposite the Virgo planets, it was one of the most
horrifying combinations she'd ever seen. Even her child
welfare cases didn't have charts this bad.
She told Raven, "I've heard of people winning
damages for childhood abuse, even decades after it
happened. You should try."
"Does it look like I'd win?"
One of the planets in the original abuse picture,
Uranus, ruled her house of money. By transit, it was about to make an aspect to Jupiter,
and that was one of the themes her colleagues found in the charts of big lottery winners.
Soon it would begin a series of aspects to her Midheaven--the career point--and to her
IC--the residence. Raven would be moving and her lifestyle would alter radically. Uranus
represents sudden change, but is notorious among astrologers for bringing
unpredictable bolts out of the blue.
"It's definitely worth a shot. He might just settle in a hurry, to keep it out of court.
From the transits, I do think you'll move away from here, and it's altogether possible that
your dream of owning land could come true."
Her Saturn return was just beginning, repeating the oppositions and hopefully
bringing some closure. "I won't pretend it'll be a picnic, because you'll have to face and
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deal with all the painful things that happened. But, yes, the trust could be dissolved, and
you could get the money that's due you. Hire a good, feminist lawyer."
They sat in silence, Raven struggling to regain her composure, and Jillian
saddened by the anguish in the chart. "If you ever want to talk," she told Raven, "I'm
here."
"The last thing I want is to talk about it, especially not to someone like you.
You're so full of sweetness and light, I know you never had a problem in your life."
She stood up, her eyes glittering with a rage that Jillian sensed was stirred up by
the childhood memories, rather than directed at her. She fixed a hateful gaze on Jillian,
then began chanting to the raven, the same sinister chant from when she drove Jillian
home. It wasn't Maori, Jillian knew somehow--more likely Druidic.
The raven soared and circled, suddenly
swooping at Jillian, who shrieked and covered her
face. It flew away when Raven clapped her hands
loudly. She turned and walked back to the house,
gales of malicious laughter trailing behind.
She's too effing much, Jillian thought,
struggling to regain her composure. I try to reach
out to her, so first she insults me and then she
sics her attack crow on me.
Mentally, Jillian revised her list of suspects,
moving Raven ahead of James, into the number
two spot. She hadn't seriously suspected her
before, but Raven had the means--she grew
poison hemlock in her garden. Given her
fascination with toxic plants, she might even have
the proclivity. She had as much opportunity as anyone else in the group, and she could
well have a motive, depending on what this mysterious connection with Evan might be.
The day Angie died, Raven alone had been silent, showing no emotion as they waited in
the emergency room. At the very least, she knew the Maori war chant, so she, rather
than Carmella, could be the mysterious caller. Oh, but she didn't have a phone!
She says she doesn't have a phone, the street-smart New Yorker in her replied.
Everybody has a phone. She probably does have one, and it's unlisted--how else would
she reach the vet? Or, to save the cost of an unlisted number, she probably put it in her
llama's name. Aha! Vic's dying to do some investigating. I'll bet it would be simple for
her to find out if there's a phone at this address.
In her turmoil, Raven had left the chart behind, so Jillian took it home. She'd
return it, but wanted a copy. Studying it that evening, she pondered whether this was
the horoscope of a killer. With those planets so prominent in the house of sex and
death, Raven was far more passionate--and possessive--than Jillian had imagined. If
she'd been sexually involved with Evan before, maybe she was jealous enough to kill a
rival. It's well known that a portion of those who were badly abused as children become
violent adults. Yes, she decided, it did look plausible for Raven to commit murder--or
suicide.
Suicide? Alarmed, Jillian thought, I hope I haven't made a horrible mistake in
telling her to follow up on the lawsuit. Those same Saturn transits could show her
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sinking into a bad depression if the confrontation with her brother goes against her. If it
stirs up too much rage and grief, and then the court doesn't believe her, she could give
up hope entirely and kill herself. Why, oh why, did I agree to look at her chart--and, once
I did, why didn't I keep my stupid mouth shut? Sometimes I think the fanatics are right,
and astrology is too dangerous. Maybe it should be banned.
Jillian tossed with worry and guilt until the wee hours. She finally concluded that
with that chart, Raven was no weakling. She couldn't have been, to survive the horrors it
suggested, and she hadn't self-destructed in 29 years. As hard as she could be to deal
with, Jillian couldn't abandon her now. She had to support her, as much as Raven would
allow, in pursuing the possibility of a lawsuit. She is, Jillian reminded herself, my
prosperity partner--the only one I have left.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Fifteen
November 9
Robert pulled out all the stops to remind Jillian what
she was missing by deserting him. He served roast Cornish
game hen a l'orange stuffed with wild rice. At no small effort,
he'd managed fresh, steamed asparagus and new potatoes.
He even put his best china and linens on the table.
"So, what's it like, playing nanny to an eight-foot tall,
18 year old baby dyke?"
"You're incorrigible! Vic's a great kid! She's pretty
blue about her mom, though she doesn't say much. Mostly
she just loses herself on the Internet."
Noticing that he looked woebegone, she asked, "How
are you doing?"
"Don't mind about me," he moaned dramatically. "I
know how busy you are with your new family responsibilities and your seminar and all. If
I shrivel up and die of loneliness and neglect, I won't hold it against you, not really."
Hyperbole aside, she suspected he was very lonely. Other than Jillian, he hadn't
a single friend in town, now that Ethan, the other hotline reader, was gone. He hadn't
extended himself to meet anyone new. He was still exactly where she herself had been
six short weeks ago, when the seminar began.
Maybe all those Libra planets in the seminar chart DID mean something positive,
after all, because she was now deeply involved in the lives of a core of people. She
worried about them, she suspected one was a killer, but lonely she was not--nor was
she bored.
"You have to get out and do things, Pet, so you'll meet people. You'd be
surprised how many interesting characters there are in this town--it's a haven for
mavericks. You just need to find them."
"I'm too scared. I grew up in a town this size, and it's a wonder I grew up at all,
they gave me such a bad time for being a fag. It can't be all that different here. I'm just
glad Vic hasn't come out yet. Hopefully, she won't wake up to the fact that she's gay
until she's gone off to college."
"But there ARE gay people here, I'm sure--remember the Gay Teens Club we
saw listed in the weekly paper? Why don't you volunteer for that AIDS Network that
sponsored an AIDS walk a couple of months back. You'd meet people that way."
"This is going to sound like rabid homophobia," he told her shame-facedly, "But
it's gotten so I'm afraid to make gay friends, because so many of them die on me."
"Oh, Robert, I've been halfway feeling that way myself, but didn't want to say so.
You get to love them, and then you have to watch them suffer with AIDS, and then
they're gone."
He nodded. "The last straw, for me, was when Bruce died."
"Bruce Cavendish, you mean? That WAS sad. He was so gifted."
He shook his head.
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"Bruce Wilson?"
He shook his head again.
"You mean the terrible way Bruce Goodman went?"
"That wasn't AIDS, that was Hepatitis C."
"Right. Are you talking about Bruce Jones?"
He sighed and shook his head.
"Which Bruce, then? Bruce Pruitt?"
"Noooooo. They say he's still hanging in there."
"Brucella, the Prom Queen? At least he had a fabulous wake at The Glory Hole-he would have loved it--and he was buried in his best gown."
"Not Brucella--Girlfriend lived his life to the hilt, with no regrets. No, I mean
Brucie, the cute little fellow from Muskegon. You remember, we took Thanksgiving over
to him at the hospice, and he could barely manage a morsel, and then we heard he died
that same night."
He hid his face in his hands for a minute, struggling to pull himself back from that
particular brink, while she did the same.
"Robert, swear one thing to me--that you will always, always practice safe sex. I
couldn't bear to lose you."
"HONEY!! I'd have more sex in a monastery than I do in this backwater."
"Don't try to wiggle your way out of this with smart aleck remarks. I want your
word. When was the last time you had the test?"
"Oh, about four or five years ago, when I started seeing Geordie. We both took it,
and we were negative then. And that was my last serious relationship."
"It only takes one one-night stand with the wrong person. Your word, Robert."
"All right, I promise. But while we're on the subject of doctors, what did yours say
when you went for your checkup?"
"Uhm, checkup." She began stacking the plates vigorously. "Here, you did the
cooking, I'll wash these dishes."
"Checkup," he repeated firmly, clamping a hand on her wrist. "That thing where
you spread it for some stranger in a white coat who won't remember your face ten
minutes later. And that coooooold, steel domajiggie they stick up your...."
"Enough! It's too bad you can never experience the joys of a pelvic examination.
Okay, I'll come clean. I've been VERY busy, what with Vic and the move and the
seminar....so I haven't actually SEEN a doctor. But I intend to
--very, very soon."
"Let's make a deal. You go for your prenatal exam and
I'll get the HIV test."
He had her cornered. "It's a deal. But see that you keep
your word about safe sex. If you got AIDS, it would just kill
me, and, besides, what would the Munchkin do without her
Uncle?"
"The Munchkin was what I wanted to talk to you about.
I think we should get married."
"TO EACH OTHER?"
"Well, it doesn't sound like Dave is going to do the
honorable thing, and she needs two parents."
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She fought back tears. "Oh, Robert, you'd be the best Daddy any little girl could
want."
"I'd have to be the Mom," he corrected her, "but, still, why should she have to be
illegitimate, when I'd give anything in the world to be a parent. We get along so well, JillJill. Tell the truth--haven't you been happy, living with me?"
"If I'd known you were this terrific a roommate, I'd have moved in with you years
ago. But, all we can ever be is roommates. It's not like we're going to...to...you know."
She turned beet red, suddenly shy at the very idea of her and Robert... "What if a
couple years from now, one of us met someone, and the other person didn't want to let
go?"
Always practical, he thought it over and suggested, "We could sign an agreement
before we got married that neither of us would contest a divorce and that you would
have primary custody of the Munch."
"A pre-nup? Neither of us has enough to pay a lawyer for a pre-nup, let alone any
assets worth suing over."
"Oh, no? What about this china? You've always coveted that." He held up a
delicate saucer, letting the light shine through. "By the bye, did you ever get my cake
pan back from the cops?" When she admitted she hadn't, he shook a finger at her. "Get
it back, I warn you, or tonight's devastating little dessert selection is the last for you."
Later, as they finished a second slice of the angelfood he'd made from scratch,
he asked, "What about it, Jill-Jill? Will you marry me?"
"I love you dearly, you know that, and you care for me as much as any man
who's ever been in my life. But it's not the same as with Dave--I had everything, the
love, the passion, and then I was stupid enough to blow it all."
She sat lost in thought, recalling the nights with Dave. "I'd have to think about it.
On the whole, I don't think it's a good idea, but I'll think it over."
When she told him about the agreement she'd signed with Midge, Robert
exclaimed, "HONEY!! I hope that sucker is air tight. I wouldn't trust that harpy for a
minute--look at the way she weaseled out of her contract with us on the hotline!
Besides, how do you know she wasn't the killer herself?"
Startled, Jillian thought it over. She hadn't even included Midge in her chart of
suspects, even though she was there that day. Was she really that convoluted, to hire
Jillian to investigate the murder if she did it herself? It was a favorite ploy of twisted but
wealthy criminal minds in the mysteries she'd been watching--and Midge certainly
qualified as a twisted, wealthy criminal mind. That tough old broad loved to play games,
especially with Jillian as a foil. Midge had enough contempt for her that it would
entertain her vastly to watch her flounder around investigating everyone else, knowing
the police wouldn't take her seriously anyway. Midge had nothing to lose by hiring her-she only got the $10,000 if she solved the case.
So, yes, Midge was there that day and was slightly sinister, mob-connected, and
ruthless. She was past president of the Garden Club, so she knew about hemlock. She
had Means and Opportunity.
But what earthly Motive would Midge have for murdering Angie? Did Angie
stumble across the mob connection--Midge's old boyfriend Rocco--and threaten to
expose her at next month's garden club? That wasn't Angie's style, and, besides, if
knowing about Rocco was motive for murder, Jillian herself would be dead, along with
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Lyons, and, no doubt, Robert.
Then she remembered that Midge hadn't brought food, and, to the best of her
knowledge, hadn't so much as gone to the kitchenette for a cup of tea. She hadn't kept
her eye on Midge the whole time, so she couldn't entirely exclude her as a suspect,
though she seemed unlikely.
She explained her conclusions and then admitted, "I've looked at Angie's chart
and the chart for her death until my head aches, but the more I look at them, the less I
understand. I need to consult someone outside the situation...someone who can be
more detached." She cleared her throat meaningfully.
He raised an eyebrow. "A Tarot reader, for instance?" She nodded emphatically.
"Now where, oh where, could you find a really good one in such a tiny little town?"
"Aw, come on, help me out on this!"
He got his cards from
the kitchen alcove where he
did his hotline stints. "If I give
you the answer, I ought to
make you split that $10,000
with me."
"If you give me the
answer, I'll take you to the
castle for dinner." Manresa
Castle, one of the town's
showplaces, had the best restaurant on the Olympic Peninsula.
"At least that's something." He shuffled the cards, had her cut them, and then
pondered the resulting layout. "There are several Pentacles in this spread, including the
Ace, the Five, and the Ten reversed. I'd bet money was the motive."
Jillian shook her head dismissively. "Vic and I went through Angie's bank
accounts and investments, and nobody got any money out of her. Besides, it's a
prosperity seminar, so you'd expect money cards. No, I think someone who was in love
with Evan killed her out of jealousy."
"Maybe so. The King of Wands is there--a real Romeo. Right above him, there's
the Six of Swords, which could be a proposal, though sometimes it's a business
partnership. The Three of Swords, under hopes and fears, means somebody had their
heart broken. The Chariot reversed--that's unbridled passion, Girlfriend."
He pretended to pant, then shrugged his shoulders. "It's a fifty-fifty thing--maybe
sex, maybe money, probably both. The Page of Wands is here, which makes me think
it's somebody you're not suspecting, somebody more in the background. I could be
wrong--maybe that's the person who'll be the key to solving it. But you WILL solve it,
because the outcome cards are the Heirophant and the Emperor. The gendarmes will
carry the culprit away in the end, mark my words."
He asked, "How are you going to find out who murdered her? You're not exactly
Miss Jane Marple."
"Vic's going to be my resident computer hacker."
"How do you know she's not the killer herself? She stood to gain the most from
her mother's death--the house, the car, and $30,000. People have killed for much less
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than that--or gone on Wheel of Fortune."
"She couldn't have put hemlock in the salad. She wasn't at the meeting."
He held up a hand to stay her protests. "She didn't NEED to be at the meeting.
She LIVED with Angie, so she could have added it beforehand."
He pulled his long, black pony tail around and inspected the ends. "You don't
know her all that well. You might just be living with some warped, psychopathic
adolescent from Hell--both the Melendez brothers rolled into one."
Her entire being leapt in alarm, until she realized he was teasing. Wasn't he?
"Oh, ROBERT! This is just another of your sick jokes!"
"Sick jokes? Moi? But I had you going, didn't I?"
"You always get me going. So what do you think--about having Vic help me?"
He cut the cards, revealing The Lightning Struck Tower, and shuddered. "Be very
careful! She could be in danger if she does--whether from the killer or legal trouble, I
don't know. You wouldn't want her ruining her future because she breaks into the wrong
database and gets busted."
Jillian drove home, still touched by Robert's proposal and worried about his
isolation. She felt responsible, since he'd never have left New York if it weren't for her. It
wasn't entirely her fault--he'd been attacked by gay bashers just at the end, and that
had finally tipped the scale in his decision. She'd have to take him in hand and make
sure he met people. He'd been in a few Broadway shows when he was a young dancer,
and there were community theater productions in town. Maybe he could get involved in
the plays. She'd go with him at first and beat up on anyone who called him a fag.
They'd make Vic come along--she had to figure out a way to get that young
woman away from the computer now and then. From questioning Vic, she was starting
to figure out that she didn't really have friends on the Internet, any more than she did in
school. She took part in the forums and was a groupie for some of the academic
superstars, but she didn't have any actual personal relationships.
It must be that Pluto in her house of friends. Sometimes with that placement,
there were real problems with the peer group. The person tended to stick out like a sore
thumb and become a target for people's projections because of being so different. Vic
was a brain and, face it, pretty butch, so it was clear she wouldn't fit in at Port Townsend
High School.
But why wouldn't she have friends on the Net, where brains were a plus and no
one could see what she looked like? Maybe she'd just been so badly burned by this
time that she wasn't reaching out. Plus her social skills could use some honing! She got
along with Robert, though, and he could bring her out of herself AND give her some
positive exposure to gay people, if that's where she was headed.
If only there were a way for Robert to move in with them now, rather than waiting
until Vic left, but there weren't any extra bedrooms. The truth be told, she was finding
cooking and cleaning for such a big household daunting. She'd never particularly
enjoyed the domestic arts, not with her Moon sign, and Robert had spoiled her so badly
over the past eight months that she'd almost forgotten how.
When she pulled into the garage, she was distracted and still not used to the
Subaru, which was much more compact than their clunky old Chevy. She pulled in too
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close to the side of the garage and had to squeeze to get out. Flat against the wall, her
back hit an unexpected door handle. She reached behind herself and turned it, only to
tumble into a large room she hadn't even known was there.
She poked around curiously. It was a studio
apartment with shiny new appliances, a full bath, and a
sleep alcove. The picture window looked down the slope
of the back pasture and over the Olympic foothills. The
room was unfurnished, except for a console sewing
machine, a couple of folding chairs, and a table cluttered
with crafts projects.
For sure, they didn't belong to Vic, so they could
only be Angie's. It was as though she'd stepped away on
an errand and would at any moment come back to finish
off that last hem. Jillian picked up a tiny, handmade
garment of soft, yellow flannel and saw that it was for an
infant--a sleeper, with an angel on the chest. It's for me,
she realized sadly. She was making that for the Munchkin.
Sinking onto one of the folding chairs, she sat silently with her grief, rubbing the
soft flannel against her cheek. Angie, I really need you, because I haven't the faintest
idea how to be a mom. It's an outrage that someone killed you, but I promise to watch
over Vic--and I SWEAR I'll find out who did it.
Then a brilliant idea struck her. Why couldn't Robert move into this apartment?
Mitchell had allotted money for housekeeping services in the budget, and so they could
pay Robert. That amount plus free room and board might be enticement enough-although the ultramodern kitchen in itself was a selling point. Vic liked Robert just fine,
but if she had any objection, Jillian would simply make meat loaf for her tonight--heavy
on the filler and maybe accompanied by canned peas and underdone boiled potatoes
with her infamous lumpy white gravy. That ought to work.
As in all the rooms, there was an intercom, so she pressed it and asked Vic to
come out. Her eyes bleary from hours on the net, Vic explained that the room was a
mother-in-law they'd included when the house was constructed. They anticipated that
one day Nana wouldn't be able to care for herself, and she could live there. When Jillian
suggested that Robert move in, Vic was delighted, and not just because of the
angelfood he'd sent her.
They called Robert with the proposition, and he rushed over and approved his
new domain. He took a hard line, insisting that they clean their own rooms, that Vic do
the vacuuming, that Jillian do the laundry and still be responsible for the budget and
shopping, and that those ungodly beige walls in the mother-in-law simply HAD to go.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Sixteen
November 11
Jillian asked to speak to Midge privately before the seminar, so Midge led
her into the living room. Its two-story picture windows
framed a segment of the 210-degree view her place
on top of Morgan Hill afforded. Depending on where
in the house you were, you could see the Olympics
on one side, the Cascades on the other, and both
Puget Sound and the Strait of Juan de Fuca on still
another.
On their one visit to the house while they
worked on the hotline, Robert had drooled over the
antiques in the living room. When she lived in
Hollywood, Midge got them dirt-cheap from an old
man who was moving into a senior complex. Jillian
had to admit they were museum quality.
Midge perched on a brocaded wing chair and motioned to her to sit on the
matching sofa. "Any luck detecting? I need an answer fast."
"I have a couple of suspects. Raven is one, so I need to know how she got
comped into the seminar. I get the sense that she knew Evan before he came
here."
"It was his doing, all right. He let me deduct her entire fee from his take,
but he didn't say how he knew her."
"How much did he stand to lose by having her in the group?"
Midge swung a shapely leg impatiently. "I'm not paying you to pry into my
finances. I just need to know if he was involved in the murder, before it all blows
up in my face."
"It doesn't make sense for him to be the murderer, but it makes sense that
someone killed her because she was seeing him. From the astrology charts, the
motive was either sex or money."
"Sex and money are the motives for everything."
This from a woman who owns every metaphysical book known to man,
Jillian thought. When I fathom Midge's character, I'll be well on my way to solving
the mysteries of the ages. "I can't see him as the killer. He had everything to lose
from her death."
Midge sneered. "She was a cash cow he’d milk for a good, long time."
Didn't either of them care about Angie for herself, Jillian fumed.
"Just find out who did it--and fast," Midge ordered. As she ushered her
back down the hall, she looked slantwise at Jillian's figure. "Packing it on, aren't
you, Malone?"
Jillian flushed and tugged the tunic down over her tummy. At three
months, she was beginning to show. She couldn't face people knowing about the
pregnancy yet, but maybe with the colder weather coming she could hide it with
long sweaters for a while.
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She sank down onto one of the soft chairs in the library and kneaded the
muscles in her upper arms. They ached from helping Robert slap a new coat of paint
onto the mother-in-law. He was already packing and would probably move in the minute
that the second coat was dry. So many paint flecks speckled her hair that she could see
how it would look as she aged--though she hadn't much gray yet, thankfully.
In her first appearance at the meeting since Angie's death, Raven slunk in like
she'd been dragged there against her will and grudgingly acknowledged her. She
whispered, "I committed to working this process, so I'm here. Do I have to tell them
about my brother?"
"Just say that you're working on a law suit to break the trust. Look, I won't
pretend to understand what you've been through, because I had two parents who loved
me, but I haven't exactly had it easy myself." She told her about the early loss of her
parents, her bad marriage, and her pregnancy.
Just for moment, there was a break in Raven's wall as she eyed Jillian intently. "I
make it a practice never to apologize, but I can see I've misjudged you."
With obvious difficulty, she girded herself to beg a favor. "I called the Domestic
Violence Project--they handle all kinds of abuse--and I have an appointment Monday.
It's a lot to ask, but would you go with me?"
Jillian assured her that she would and then felt a bit guilty. She'd gotten Vic to
snoop into the phone records by computer, and there was no way to find out who made
the anonymous calls, since they were all local. However, she discovered that there was,
indeed, a phone at that address. She'd had the urge to call her at that number and rattle
her cage a bit, just as Raven had unsettled her by siccing the bird on her, but was glad
she'd restrained herself. Still, the fact that she had a phone made Raven a candidate for
the mad Maori chanter who called late each night.
Oddly enough, the phone was registered to one Rachel Weiss—no doubt
Raven's real name, since it wasn't the owner's. Jillian knew that Weiss meant white, and
that rejecting that family name and all it stood for was part of what made her name
herself for a black bird and dress entirely in black. How typical, she thought. Plutonians
always go to extremes--everything is either black or white.
That reminded her that she'd brought a book to loan to Raven, so she pulled it
out of her bag and handed it to her. It was Donna Cunningham's Healing Pluto
Problems. As much as Jillian wished Cunningham would lighten up, she had to admit
the book was right on target. It described "the Plutonian personality"--an isolated,
heavily-defended, controlling, and resentful type which often developed due to abuse or
family trauma.
Given both her chart and her psychology, Raven qualified as the Plutonian's
Plutonian. Jillian showed her the chapters on incest, grief, guilt, and resentment, and
Raven took it, fascinated despite herself. Penny peeked over her shoulder to see what
the book was and gave Jillian two exaggerated nods behind Raven's back before
turning away to smother a laugh.
Jillian looked up to see Carmella standing in front of her, glaring. She'd
overheard Jillian ask Evan for a dinner meeting, supposedly to talk about her progress
in the seminar, but in reality to pick his brains about the murder. He'd dimpled at Jillian
and winked, no doubt thinking she was romantically interested in him. Carmella was
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already streamed because he gave her a markedly lukewarm greeting and had seen to
it that Lilac was ensconced beside him in Carmella's usual place.
Carmella hissed in Jillian's ear, "Don't think you can move in on him the way
Angie did. Look what happened to her."
Was that a confession, Jillian asked herself. "Speaking of Angie, I'm living in her
house now, as the caretaker for her daughter, and I found that jade pendant you sent
her. I'm wondering what to do with it."
Carmella bared her teeth in a menacing smile. "Oh, you can keep it, my dear. It's
been my good luck charm, but I don't mind if you wear it."
Jillian shivered. Hoo, boy! I hope she doesn't aim that thing at me now, if there's
some kind of spell she works.
When Evan called the group to order, James led off by announcing that he and
Lilac together had come up with a promising item. Canvassing New Age stores and
catalogues, he found that too many herbalists already offered sleep pillows. Then, in
looking through his storeroom with Lilac, they came across the sleep mask his wife
used when she hospitalized, because the room was so bright and there were too many
middle of the night interruptions. She'd yearned for a pretty one, since the only mask in
the hospital gift shop was a plain black number stiffened with cardboard and held on by
black elastic bands.
Copying the outline, Lilac made a mask of pink brocade scraps she had around
the house. She decorated it with ruffles, ribbons, and her own handmade lace, but
envisioned it in any number of pretty materials. Padded strips around the original mask
kept light from shining in through the edges, so James had the inspiration of filling them
with a mild blend of the aromatic herbs used in the pillows. The result was a pretty,
feminine sleep mask that ensured better sleep and sweet dreams.
The group oohed and aahed over the prototype. James felt that he could not only
market them in New Age and herbal stores, but that hospital gift shops would carry
them too, so long as he downplayed the herbal properties and just focused on the sweet
smell. He and Lilac would be equal partners in the company, which, with a bow to the
seminar's influence, they'd call Dream Time.
Evan beamed from ear to ear, his dimples dazzling. "I have to say, this is one of
the most inspiring examples of Right Livelihood that has ever happened in my seminars.
Each of you is doing what you know and love, but doing it in a way that fits perfectly with
your partner and brings about a healing for anyone who uses your product. I love it!"
Midge agreed with him and volunteered to go with them to the hospital gift shop
to take some samples. She was on the board, so the shop really couldn't say no to her.
She could also pull strings at all the affiliated hospitals, so the masks could be placed.
As James thanked Midge and Evan, he glowed with enthusiasm and was, for
once, almost attractive. Jillian remembered that Angie had told her James had a Virgo
Moon. Virgo folks are much livelier and contented when they have work that makes
them feel useful and fulfilled, she thought. I'll have to ask him for his chart, since he is
still, nominally, a suspect.
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But, when she looked at his horoscope later, she had to admit she couldn't rule
him out. He had Pluto on the Ascendant in obsessive Cancer, his Moon was conjunct
addictive Neptune, suggesting he could be fairly unbalanced in his relationships with
women, and Mars in love-hungry Libra squared his Cancer Sun. One of the
astrologers she'd talked to in Seattle, Joanne Wickenburg, had done a study of the
charts of serial killers, and the aspect that showed up most frequently was Sun to Mars-not that a single aspect could predispose someone to murder. Transiting Neptune, now
in his house of committed relationships, was opposite his possessive Pluto, which could
have set him off.
Dear God, Malone, she chided herself, if you're seriously suspecting James, in
this mood, you could read mayhem into anyone's chart. Have you checked your own
Pluto lately? Maybe you killed her in a blackout.
Evan next asked Carmella to report. Her face stormy, she said she wished she
were doing as well as James and Lilac, but that she was still trying to figure out how to
raise money. She'd asked several of the doctors she worked with to invest, but of
course they didn't want any part of a woowoo alternative health center.
She stared bleakly off into space a moment, then seemed to reach some kind of
decision. "There's a chappie at that hospital that owes me something and wouldn't dare
to refuse. I hadn't wanted to bring him into it, but I can't see as I have a choice."
She's going to try blackmailing someone she's had an affair with, Jillian guessed.
Penny beamed as she announced, "I finally nailed down the seed money for my
idea! The copyright is in process, and I'm going to get moving on it right away. Could
you help me select a date to start the business, Jillian?"
Midge either laughed or choked--Jillian couldn't be sure which--and sent an ironic
look her way. Jillian fumed, Damn her! She'll never let me live down that chart I selected
for starting the Hotline. I told them it wasn't my specialty, but she and Gary insisted.
Then they only gave me one week to work with--a week that had the worst astrological
conditions imaginable--so how could the hotline chart be anything but a disaster?
"Look, Penny, I wouldn't be comfortable doing an election chart for a business,
because it's just not my area of expertise, and I know you have a lot riding on this. But I
will gladly take a look at your birth chart--we'll get together next week. You were having
trouble getting a bank loan. How did you get the money for your business?"
Wide-eyed, Penny shook her head. "I really can't say--it's all confidential, and I
don't want it falling through because of my big mouth."
Jillian speculated, I wonder if her mother mortgaged the house to help her and
doesn't want word of it getting around town--or to other family members. If it's not that,
maybe she got desperate and went to Midge. I hope not, for Penny's sake, because that
sharpie would want a lion's share of the profits as a return on her investment. After our
little talk earlier, there's no way I'd dare to ask Midge about it.
Jillian reported that she'd done readings at the Pleidian Portal on Sundays for the
past couple weeks but had discarded the project of the Seattle office for now, because it
would keep her away from home. She explained about her new responsibilities for
Angie's daughter, but neglected to mention that the office wouldn't be practical with a
baby on the way.
Evan told her, "It does look like you'll realize your dream of going to Ireland. What
I want to suggest to you is that that's not a big enough dream. You can get more out of
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this seminar than fond memories of your trip to The Auld Sod--we want to see you in a
lasting prosperity. I'd like you to work on ways to rebuild your astrology practice."
"Today, group, we're going to end with a process I call the Celebration
Meditation." To Jillian's amazement, he added, "I created it myself."
They were asked to make believe that their dream had come true, and to go to
each of the other members in turn, thrilled and excited, and announce the blessed
event, with full details about how wonderful it was. The other members were to
congratulate them with the same excitement and delight and then announce that their
dream, also, had come true.
Initially a little self-conscious, the group did as he asked, but quickly got into the
spirit as they bubbled and raved about the fulfillment of their dream, to the others' hearty
congratulations. Before long, the room took on the atmosphere of a party, the members
beaming with joy and laughing in hilarity. With each repetition of the announcement to a
different partner, the fulfillment of their dreams seemed more and more real.
Since the need to plan for the baby had pushed the trip into the background,
Jillian was surprised at how moved she was by the thought of actually going to Ireland.
Lilac was her last partner, and by the time she told Lilac that she was leaving for Ireland
soon, it was no longer an exercise.
"Well, isn't that a stroke of luck, me darrlin'! I was only after goin down tuh the
travel agent meself. Maybe we should travel tuhgither."
They gaped at each other in delighted recognition, and chorused, "We will. We'll
go together!"
And in an intuitive flash, they both knew that they really would. Jillian clearly saw
the two of them, exhausted but happy, emerging from the arrival gate at Shannon
Airport, and Lilac introducing her to Pansy and Rose. The picture grew suddenly
sharper, to her amazement, and she exclaimed, "Why, they look just like you! One of
them is taller than you, and the other is a little stocky, but otherwise, they could be your
twins."
"I wouldn't know fer sure, as it's been fifty years now since I've laid eyes on them,
other than in pictures, but, yes, we used to look almost identical."
Filled with this delectable vision, Jillian impulsively gathered wiry little Lilac in a
hug, inhaling the clean, pungent scent of lavender she'd
come to associate with the older woman. She'd never
dared to hug her before, and Lilac stiffened with surprise,
then hugged her back a little awkwardly.
"You'll have me bawlin' me eyes out, Lass." She
wiped away a tear, then pulled back and looked at Jillian
searchingly. "We'll go, in the fall, it feels like. We wouldn't
want to go now--winter's no time to be over there. Not
unless yuh happen to fancy cold, damp, gray days, and we
get plenty of those for free here."
A shadow of sadness crossed her face. "I'm that
sorry to say it, but there's a great sorrow on the path ahead
of you. You'll only be gettin' over it by the time we leave."
She gazed into the distance, then shook her head. "I
haven't any idea what it might be--it's not given to me to
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know--but I do sense that there's a purpose to it all, that it's part of The Heavenly
Father's plan for you."
Jillian had had quite enough of God's plans for her, since they always seemed to
involve loss. He'd taken her mother and her dad, he'd taken Gary, he'd taken Dave, and
now he'd taken Angie just when she'd come to need her so much. All she had left was
Robert, and she remembered the vision she’d had during the nightmare time that she
was trying to clear herself of Astarte’s murder and to find out who did it1. She’d visited a
born-again Christian church meeting, thinking that one of their members was
responsible, and they’d found out who she was and terrorized her. That night she’d had
a series of visions, and in one of them, Robert was dead of AIDS.
Oh, please no, she begged. Don't let Robert have AIDS. I couldn't stand to see
him suffer like that, wasting away, and in so much pain, losing his mind toward the end.
You can't, God, you can't take Robert, not if you have any heart at all.
She was shaken, but told herself that Lilac was no professional psychic. True,
the woman had occasional perceptions about people and about the present that were
uncanny, but there wasn't a shred of evidence that Lilac could foretell the future. So, no,
she wasn't going to believe her for a moment. But she would insist that Robert take the
HIV test immediately, even if she had to drag him down to the doctor by the ears.

1 The incident took place in Hotline to Heaven, the earlier novel featuring Jillian and Robert.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Seventeen
November 12
The ambiance at the Italian restaurant was pleasant, with candles and fresh
flowers at the tables and a harpist playing music live in the background. In the soft light,
Evan's luminous skin and dreamy brown eyes looked even better than usual. The
delicious meal also helped Jillian let go of some of the tension she'd accumulated. She
had to admit it--Port Townsend's Italian food was as great as its Chinese was terrible.
There were three top-notch Italian restaurants in town.
Lingering over each course, they had the sophisticated conversation her New
Yorker's soul was pining for. Her reservations about him aside, it felt wonderful to have
that kind of witty exchange with an attractive man. He turned the subject to Jillian and
her dream of going to Ireland, and she found herself recounting the tale of her beloved
Irish father and his death in a steel mill accident when she was ten. Before she knew it,
he had her telling her entire life history, while he responded like a sensitive, New Age
guy.
Despite her cynicism, she was drawn to him and concluded that he was at least
partially genuine in his spiritual commitment. Now, however, it was time to talk about
Angie. She asked if he accepted the verdict that her death was accidental.
"Of course it was. What else could it be?"
She explained about Angie's knowledge of poisonous plants, and that she, Vic,
Mitchell, Raven, and Midge all felt that someone had deliberately poisoned the salad.
He looked incredulous, even scornful. "Nonsense--there was no one there except
the seminar members, and I'd trust any one of them with my life. It's one of the most
spiritual groups of people I've ever worked with. You must be mistaken."
When she continued to insist and to give him more details about Angie teaching
her family and garden club members to recognize toxic plants, he was floored. "I simply
can't believe it. You're wrong--I know you are."
She mentioned the eerie phone calls Angie got, and asked if he'd received any
himself. He admitted that someone was calling him every night at ten and hanging up
without saying anything.
It's Carmella, she guessed, checking to see if he's sleeping in his own beddybye.
"If you're right--and I still don't think you are--what earthly reason would any
member of our group have for wanting Angie dead?"
She sat looking at him, aghast, and thought, he doesn't get it. He hasn't any
notion of how destructive it is for him to be screwing around with the women in the
group. He's not accepting a shred of responsibility. Should I tell him? If I do, he may get
defensive and not give me anything useful. No, there's plenty of time to tell him about
himself once I figure out who killed her.
She only said, "That's what I hope to find out--and that's where you can help. I
need to ask what you know about these people that may not have come out in the
seminar.
"I wouldn't feel right revealing what they told me in private."
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She tried to think what would sway him. "What if I'm right and one of them did kill
Angie? Would you want to incur the karma of helping them get away with it?"
He agreed reluctantly and provisionally, so she suggested, "Let's start with
Raven. I know about her family problems, so don't worry that you'd be giving anything
away. I have a very strong impression that the two of you have a history. You knew her
before she showed up at the seminar, didn't you?"
When he tried to beg off, she warned, "Remember your karma," and he gave in.
"How to start?" He pondered. "Well, we met when we were both students at
Berkeley. My major was film and hers was anthro. In those days, she was magnetic.
She was intense and exotic, and yes, she could be difficult, but she wasn't so twisted
and bitter then. She was so on fire intellectually that I was fascinated with her. She had
great hopes--she was going to get her Ph.D. and be our generation's Margaret Mead.
And she could have been--she was that brilliant."
He shrugged and bit his lip. "We moved in together and lived near campus. That
was back in the mid-Eighties, when all the incest recovery material began to appear, so
she joined a group. She'd been in denial about a lot of what happened to her, and some
of it, she'd completely repressed. It was hell for both of us when she began to confront
it."
He withdrew somewhere far away, seeming to remember, and then appealed to
Jillian, "It's very tough on the partner, you know, when all that comes out. You're male,
you're on the scene, so you get to be the target of the rage
and the betrayal and the shame and the mistrust that ought
to be directed at the perpetrator. It's one catharsis after
another, crying all night, night after night, month after
month, and they're so raw."
"I tried to be there for her. I joined a support group
for partners to learn what to do for her, because I began to
believe I was the beast Rachel was making me out to be."
He explained, "Rachel is her real name. The worst of
it was that she couldn't handle sex any more. Many of them
can't, you see, while they're in that initial recovery phase,
maybe a year or longer. I'm a passionate man, I'm not
ashamed to say, and she was very passionate too, and that's part of what drew us
together. I was her first lover, and I tend to think I was her last."
"So, what happened to the relationship?"
"We were all ready to get married, but things went completely sour after she
confronted her family with the incest. The group encouraged her to tell them, and no
doubt they were right, but it backfired. The brother denied it, the parents believed him,
and her drunk of a mother went on a huge bender and killed herself in a car wreck."
"Her father held Rachel responsible for the whole thing, said she'd been
hypnotized into believing a pack of lies by her group and her therapist, and he disowned
her. That's when she became bitter and disillusioned. She turned her rage on me and
moved out. I never saw her or heard from her again until the day she showed up for the
seminar."
She was probably a lot less fascinating after she was disinherited, Jillian
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speculated. Still, I do respect that he hung in there and tried to help--and he's still trying,
if he gave her the seminar for free. "If she despised you so much, why did she come to
the seminar?"
"The intro was free, and she was desperate, since they were about to evict her.
She didn't know it was me, see. Back then, my name was Tommy--it's Thomas Evan
Martin, but they called me Tommy. I dropped the first name later, when I got into
prosperity work, because Evan sounded classy. Anyway, when she explained her
situation, I hated to see her in such straits. I talked her into making a commitment to the
seminar, and I made arrangements with Midge to comp her in."
Jillian sat thinking about the story. What a tragic past Raven has, and no wonder
she's embittered. Most of the time, people go into these groups and rebuild their lives.
I've seen an occasional recovery casualty before, but nothing like this. The only thing
that would heal any of it is if she sued that skuzzy brother and won. No matter how hard
she tries to push me away, I will stand by her.
And what if she's the killer, a voice inside cautioned. What then?
I'll support her in a plea of insanity. I don't believe in them, for the most part, but
in this case, the pain has warped her almost beyond repair. Maybe seeing Evan again
brought it all back, and it drove her over the edge, especially when she found out he
was interested in Angie. Their relationship does give her a strong motive. This IS
confusing--I was so sure it was Carmella!
She told him about the lawsuit Raven was considering, and he vowed to stand
behind her, too, even to testify if she needed him.
She looked up with dismay to see Carmella herself bearing down on them. With
a determined air, she pulled out a chair at their table and plopped down. "Isn't this
special?" she said through gritted teeth. "Our whole little group in a cozy tete-a-tete."
"You'll have to excuse us, Carmella," he told her firmly. "We're having a business
meeting."
"You're aaaallllll business these days, aren't you, Luv?"
He glowered. "We'll speak."
"Oh, I'm quite, quite certain we will. Tata, then." Face flaming, she strode out of
the room.
His face was scarlet, too, with embarrassment and rage. "I don't know how she
does it, but she always shows up when I'm having dinner with someone from the
seminar."
No great mystery, Jillian scoffed. In a town this size and with a car as showy as
the one you drive, she wouldn't have to cruise around more than ten minutes to find
you. The woman is stalking you. I'll have to take the phone off the hook tonight, or for
sure I'll be getting one of those creepy phone calls.
Hoping to get it all out on the table, she raised a knowing eyebrow. "You two
seem to be...uhm...close."
"Well, since we seem to be letting our hair down with each other, I'll confess I
really don't know what to do about her."
He told essentially the same story Mitchell had, of her throwing herself at him
until he finally gave in, and then continually calling, leaving presents, and dropping by,
despite his efforts to cool off the affair.
He finished by saying, "She's obsessed with sex. I can't deny that it was exciting
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at first, but not after I started to realize what a sickness it is. She's a sex addict."
A hand clamped onto her shoulder, and she looked up to see Dave standing
there. What is this, she wondered, the Easter Parade?
From his thunderous expression, he'd caught the tail end of the conversation--the
part about sex addicts. "Could I speak to you alone, Jillian?"
They moved to a secluded alcove. "What is this? Every time I see you, you're
with another stud. Not losing any time are you?"
With a sense of satisfaction at his jealousy, she explained, "That's Evan, the
leader of the prosperity seminar I'm taking. We're having a business meeting."
"That huckster you told me about? What the hell does sex addiction have to do
with that seminar?"
"He's having a problem with another member of the group." It occurred to her that
maybe Dave could tell her something that would help her investigation. "Do you know
Carmella Haynes?"
"Don't know her, but I've heard things. She's got quite a rep. What is it with you?
For a nice Catholic girl, you sure manage to get mixed up with some seedy types."
He reached down and stroked the tumbling hair he'd always loved. "Are you
feeling all right, Babe?"
"I've never felt better. Pregnancy seems to agree with me."
"What does the doctor say?"
"I haven't been," she admitted, looking everywhere but at him.
"YOU.." he yipped. Then he visibly and determinedly shut up.
"There's just so much going on," she alibied. "I have a lot to think over, a lot to
get settled if I'm going to carry this off."
He looked stricken. "Aw, Jesus, I think about you all the time. It kills me to leave
you in the lurch--I'm not that kind of guy."
A look of bleak misery crossed his face. She noticed dark circles under his eyes
and realized he was suffering, too. He folded her into his arms and leaned his chin on
the top of her head.
"I'm so goddamned sorry. It just that I CAN'T have another family. It's like running
into a brick wall, this feeling. I even went back to my shrink, but all that's doing is making
me see that I never, ever want another kid in my life. That's just the way it is with me."
Not trusting herself to speak, she nodded. It was what it was. Neither of them
could help how they felt. My poor little darling, she told the baby, I'm so sad that it
turned out like this. You deserve a daddy who loves you.
He leaned back and looked at her searchingly. "You don't have insurance, do
you? Maybe I could sell my boat."
The used runabout he'd bought with the rest of his divorce settlement was his
solace. Her heart filled with love and grief at the thought of Dave without a boat to ease
away the stresses of his job and the ghosts of his painful past. The hours they'd spent
on the water were some of the happiest, freest times she could ever remember. She
entertained a momentary vision of Dave and a dear little tow-headed child out on the
Sound, riding the waves. That's not going to happen, she told herself sadly.
"Don't sell it. Maybe there's a way." She explained about her agreement with
Midge.
"Dammit, Jillian, leave that case alone! It was ruled an accident, and I'm
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convinced that's exactly what it was. But if you're right and it was murder, then you're
putting yourself in danger again. I won't have it!"
Her Irish temper flaring, she told him in no uncertain terms what she thought of
his ordering her around. They agreed to disagree on that, as they had on the baby, and
he left in a huff.
Two steps forward, one step back, she thought, but maybe it isn't hopeless for us
to have some kind of relationship after all. Sorry, Robert, the munchkin will either have
her real daddy or no daddy at all.
Evan was drumming his fingers on the table, the dregs of another cup of coffee
before him, when she returned. "You two seem to be...uhm...close." He raised a
knowing eyebrow.
"Well, since we do indeed seem to be letting our hair down with each other
tonight, there is something I haven't told you, and it affects my goals for the future. I just
don't want it known in the group yet. I'm having a baby, and Dave and I aren't going to
get together."
"That explains a lot," he mused. "...about why you and I don't seem to connect on
certain levels. I'd wondered about that."
"Don't seem to connect?" she gasped. "I'm telling you that my life is a shambles,
and all you can say is that it explains why I'm not one of your sex-starved bimbos!"
She threw down the money for her meal and fled from the restaurant, nearly
smashing the fender of the Subaru on the way out of the lot. She drove around blindly
for an hour, raging at the entire worthless male species. She cursed Evan for being a
womanizer and Dave for his family of origin dysfunction and her ex-husband Gary for
dragging her out to Port Townsend in the first place and her father for dying and Robert
on general principle, just for being born with the wrong equipment.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Eighteen
Mid-November
Jillian went with Raven to her appointment at the Domestic Violence Center.
Evan had driven them, but wasn't allowed to enter the place, so he waited outside in the
car.
The counselor urged her to tell the whole history, in all its painful details. She
said it was important, both for Raven's own emotional release and for getting the right
guidance about the lawsuit. Raven explained that her brother was able to get at her
because many afternoons when they got home from school, their mother would be
passed out on the sofa drunk. Their father wouldn't come home from the diamond
center until late--or he'd be away in Brussels buying stones. Or, when her parents went
to the big socials at the temple or the fundraisers they were always invited to, Big
Brother was watching her--as the trusted babysitter.
The counselor asked, "Isn't it unusual for a Jewish woman to be an alcoholic?"
"It's pretty unusual for a nice Jewish boy to be schtupping his sister, too," Raven
spat, "but, no, she wasn't born Jewish, she converted when they married. The marriage
worked just about as well as my grandparents predicted--it was a nightmare, but they
phonied it up in public, so they looked good to their social set."
She sat in silence, girding herself for what she had to say. Then she told a tale
that made Jillian's skin crawl, of forced oral sex every night and him inviting his friends
over when he babysat, to gang rape her repeatedly. They lived in a penthouse with thick
walls, so no one heard.
Jillian wanted to run away, to cover her ears, anything not to listen, but clenched
her hands tightly in her lap. You can live with this for ten minutes, she scolded herself, if
she's had to live with it for twenty years. She wanted to comfort Raven, but knew,
somehow, she mustn't touch her.
Raven bit her hand, to keep from crying out, and related that the gang rapes
stopped after she started her periods, because they were afraid she'd get pregnant and
they'd be discovered. Her brother continued to force oral and sometimes anal sex on
her until he went off to private school.
Openly emotional, the counselor voiced her own sorrow and rage. She got
Raven an appointment to see an excellent feminist attorney in town the very next day,
but said the lawsuit would go better if there were confirmatory evidence--a doctor or
school record that showed her with physical or emotional complaints, the records from
her mother's detox stays, or any collaborative testimony. Raven mentioned the
psychoanalysts they'd sent her to in her teens, but she'd never told them anything about
the abuse, since her brother threatened to choke her to death if she did.
Evan sat in the back seat with Raven on the way home, holding her while she
alternately sobbed convulsively or growled in a nearly inhuman rage that sent chills
down Jillian's spine. She drove slowly, but the fury was so violent that at times she had
to stop the car for fear they'd go out of control. When they got to Raven's, she insisted
she didn't want them to come inside.
Waving Jillian away, Evan said, "I'm coming in with you, Rachel, and that's that.
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Do you really think I could leave you alone right now?"
They got out of his car, and he led her inside, a swarm of crows circling above
their heads. Jillian got into her own car and sat, head on the steering wheel, sobbing.
She'd never heard anything so shattering, not in all her years as a social worker or as
an astrologer.
Hopefully, telling it all would at least put a wedge in Raven's isolation. The real
healing would only come with doing it in court, if it came to that, and working with a wellqualified therapist. She shared Raven's anger at the posh psychoanalysts, but the
greater openness about incest and awareness of how to heal it had only come about in
the 1980s.
Raven had certainly been violent today in her
expressions of rage and grief, but had her terrible history left
her with enough rage to kill? If it had, it would have made
more sense for her to kill Evan--or her brother--rather than
Angie. But even if she did kill Angie, and even if she finally
confessed, Jillian wasn't so sure at this moment that she'd
turn her over to Lyons.
In her concern for Raven, Jillian wasn't spending
much time working on the hotline, but she had a roof over
her head and didn't need to worry about earning a living right
now. She wasn't sleeping well either, though the phone calls
had stopped the very day they went to the appointment.
Perhaps that was a coincidence, but it made her wonder, all the more, if Raven were
the caller and if their support had perhaps diffused some of the anger.

Later that day, she and Evan took Raven over to see the lawyer. The counselor's
plea that she look for collaborative evidence made Raven remember a letter she'd
received several years earlier from one of her brother's boyhood friends. With no small
degree of difficulty, she'd unearthed it from one of the hundred of boxes that crowded
her house, and she took it along to the appointment.
Dear Rachel,
I hope this reaches you and that it doesn't stir up too much pain,
but it's become important to me to ask your forgiveness for what we did to
you when you were young. I'm in a recovery program now, for addiction
to cocaine, and one of the things we're told to do in order to get well is to
make amends to people we have harmed. I want you know that I've
always been deeply ashamed about what happened. I felt like a sick,
warped animal afterwards, especially once I was old enough to understand
more about sex. The shame was one of the reasons I turned to drugs. I
never trusted myself to marry, because I was afraid I might do something
like that to my own children. I can't imagine anything I could do to make
up for the harm we caused, but please let me know if there is ever any way
I can help you.
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The lawyer said that that man's testimony, along with the records of her mother's
multiple detox stays, would be evidence enough to win a settlement. However, she felt
strongly that the brother would settle out of court, given his social position, rather than
risk the publicity. Raven couldn't face contacting the man who wrote the letter, so the
lawyer traced him down and did it for her. Still in recovery, he readily agreed to testify, if
needed. He also knew where to reach a couple of the others who were involved and
would pressure them to testify as well.
Faced with the evidence, the brother did propose a settlement, provided that the
trust fund could be dissolved and that they would never have any more contact. Raven’s
lawyer insisted that he triple the amount in the trust fund, for punitive damages. They'd
negotiated a figure of three million dollars, with one million--the amount of the trust--in a
cashier's check and two million off the books in unset, but certified high quality
diamonds. He grudgingly agreed, but sent a messenger with the settlement and a quit
claim, anxious to be out of danger of a lawsuit that could wreck his business and clean
him out. Raven made the messenger take her to a jeweler in Seattle to appraise the
stones before signing anything.
The day the cashier's check cleared, Raven treated Jillian to a sumptuous meal
at Manresa Castle. Perched imposingly on the side of a hill, the huge white Victorian
hotel was the town's showplace, one of the tourist attractions. Rated the best restaurant
on the Olympic Peninsula, the dining room was a mellow period piece with antiques,
gilt-painted ceilings, and soft lighting. Instead of her usual black garb, Raven was
sensuous in a soft, new burgundy velvet dress, which Jillian took as a sign that she was
beginning to heal.
Over dessert, she asked Jillian to tell her where to relocate, so she could stretch
the money to support herself for the rest of her days in a quiet, secluded place. She'd
pursued Jillian's earlier suggestion of ordering an Astro*Carto*Graphy map, and now
she handed it to her to look over.
Jillian was amused and conceivably a tad annoyed that, with three million dollars
to her name, Raven hadn't offered to pay for a consultation--not even to toss one of that
stash of little baubles her way. Jeez, aren't Leo Moons supposed to be magnanimous,
she wondered. Still, she's not used to having any disposable income at all--and I AM
dying to know where she'll wind up living. Then, too, given the opening, how can I resist
the chance to tell her where to go!
Moving the espresso cups and dessert plates out of the way, she spread the map
over the table and had a look. Years before, she'd taken a seminar with Jim Lewis,
Astro*Carto*Graphy's originator, and had passed their difficult certification exam. She'd
never gotten to travel much, but loved going over the maps with clients who did--it was
like leafing through a Sears and Roebuck catalogue of fascinating spots in the world.
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Generated by computer, the map showed the places in the world where each of
Raven's planets shifted onto the four angles of the horoscope. The MH lines showed
places where career concerns would be highlighted, the ASC lines portrayed areas
where health and self-presentation would be major issues, the DSC lines were where
major relationships might be formed, and the IC lines often showed retirement spots or
locations where the home life might consume much of the person's energy.2
The nature of the experience depended on the planet being highlighted.
Generally, the most positive were the Sun, Jupiter, Venus, and Mercury lines, while
people were advised to avoid their Mars, Saturn, Neptune, and Pluto lines. John
Kennedy's Pluto MH line, for instance, ran through Dallas--not that the ordinary person
would have such a catastrophic result from a Pluto line, but there were additional
influences setting it off.
Those were just general guidelines, however, and the aspects in the birth chart
modified the picture greatly. Because of her devastating lineup in Virgo, Raven's Sun
and Mercury lines stood near unfavorable lines by Pluto, Uranus, and Saturn. Even her
Venus lines were questionable, so her Jupiter lines should be the most beneficial.
Jillian bent to study the map. Raven's Jupiter MH line ran through the middle of
the Pacific, but unless she could find some small deserted island that didn't cost the
earth, it was an unlikely choice. The Jupiter ASC line ran through the west of Australia,
which wasn't likely to be cheap either, and then through heavily populated areas of
Indonesia, Burma, and China. She couldn't help but chuckle when she saw the Jupiter
DSC running through Peru. DSC lines have to do with committed relationships, and
Raven's most loving ties were with her Peruvian llamas.
"Does something about my map amuse you?" Raven asked frostily--no instant
cure there.
"You'll think I'm making this up, but the best place on earth for you seems to be
Peru."
She explained the other options, then pointed out the DSC line, which slanted
upwards from Lima. It then wound through Columbia, which sounded too dangerous,
from all the news reports, and on to Venezuela and Puerto Rico. Llamas aside, Raven
found the sparsely populated Andes, with its aura of past Inca grandeur, an intriguing
possibility and vowed to investigate it.
A look of wonder on her face, Raven asked, "The seminar worked, didn't it? I
never thought for an instant that the seminar would change my life, but I was desperate,
because I was about to be evicted, so I committed to working the process. I even do
those stupid visualizations every night."
Jillian also did them religiously, despite her skepticism. She had to admit the
members' lives were changing quickly and most of them had a good shot at their goals.
She'd called Evan a metaphysical mutt, put him down as a showman, and decried his
conduct with the women, but he did genuinely care about their success. With him, and

2

To get your own Astro*Carto*Graphy map, call 1-800-MAPPING with your time of birth and a credit
card. For this purpose, a precise birth time is important. To find a certified interpreter, visit the Continuum
Website at http://www.continuumacg.net
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sometimes despite him, the group was a catalyst. Even with the obstacles a baby would
entail, Jillian was convinced that she and Lilac were headed for Ireland.
She'd had a different denouement in mind for The Raven's Tale, however--one
where Raven found a top-notch therapist to work with, got a splendid healing, and
rejoined the human race. Fortunately, between social work and astrology, Jillian had
had plenty of practice in letting go of her visions about what other people should do with
their lives.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Nineteen
November 20
The persistent ringing of the doorbell finally woke Jillian, so she drew a
robe over her sleep tee and rushed to answer. Two men in work clothes stood on
the doorstep and pointed to a truck and carrier in the driveway.
"Where do we unload the llamas, ma'am?"
Jillian surreptitiously bit the inside of her cheek to see if this was a dream.
No such luck. Hopeful, she ventured, "I didn't order any llamas. Wrong house."
He repeated the address, correctly, and shoved an envelope at her. "The
lady who hired us told me to give you this. Said it'd explain everything."
Shivering in her bare feet, she opened it warily. There were registration
papers for three llamas, a handbook on llama care, prize ribbons, and a letter.
Dear Jillian,
I've had to leave suddenly because I'm
receiving threats from my brother. He'll never rest until
I'm dead and present no danger to him. I've liquidated
the account and put my belongings into storage, so
that I can disappear. You will probably guess where
I've gone, but, please, for my safety, don't tell anyone-even Evan--where to look for me.
I don't know what to do with my llamas, other
than to sign them over to you, because traveling with
them would make me too easy to trace. They're
valuable, and if you need money for your delivery, I
don't mind if you sell them, so long as they stay
together and go to people who will love them. The
female is pregnant and will give birth next October.
It's not easy for me to say thank you, but I
needed help, and you were there. Rachel
Floored, she asked the men to wait, because she had to check with the
owner of the house to see if it was all right to unload them. She hurriedly turned
the coffee on and went to wake Vic.
"I've got a situation here," she told her. "It seems that I've become a
parent ahead of time...to three...hum, well, actually, it's three and a half llamas."
Vic shrieked, "Llamas? You MEAN it? WAY COOL!!"
"Then you don't mind if they put them in the back pasture? It's a male and
a female and a baby."
"Oh, WOW!! A cria? We've really got a cria?" She pulled on her boots,
threw a coat over her p.j.s and rushed out to the driveway. She crooned to the
llamas in what Jillian recognized from her social work days as South American
Spanish, "Mis amigas! Que lindas! Bienvenidas a mi hogar!"
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Leaving Jillian gaping, she ordered the men to pull the rig around in back and
unload them. The hay, equipment, and feed Raven had sent along got stowed in the
small tool shed behind the house. Jillian bit her cheek again, to be absolutely certain
this was real, and went inside for coffee, on the theory she might just be able to handle
it all if she had a jolt of caffeine.
Where in the world did Vic learn such flawless Spanish, she wondered. You don't
get a South American accent studying it in high school.
Vic's language background was the least of her questions at the moment,
however. What in God's name was she going to do with three and a half South
American dromedaries? Living in an apartment with Beastie for the past seventeen
years hadn't exactly prepared her for this.
Showing up as if summoned, The Beast himself strolled into the kitchen and
stretched. He fixed his most penetrating stare on her, hoping she'd realize that cat food
was a matter of vital importance that could no longer be delayed. When she failed to
respond to The Stare, he walked over and put a beseeching paw on her leg and
stretched his mouth in a Silent Meow. Interesting. Still no response. He sniffed her shoe
to see what she'd been up to that could possibly be more compelling than his bodily
needs. What on earth was that disgusting smell? It was some sort of animal poop, but,
thankfully, not a dog. He made covering up motions with his back paws and stalked out
of the room. He'd deal with Mom later.
She was peering into her coffee mug as if it
were some kind of oracle, when Robert bolted into
the kitchen, his white terrycloth robe clutched at his
throat, hyperventilating for all he was worth.
"I have just had the FRIGHT of my life!"
Hands shaking, he poured himself a mug of
coffee and collapsed at the table. "I heard a noise
outside my window, so I opened the curtains, and
there was this MONSTER staring right back at me.
It had weird, buggy eyes and a neck that went on
forever, like a hairy snake. Then it vanished--I
guess I scared it off when I screamed. But, I tell
you, I nearly fainted."
He begged, "Promise me something, Jill-Jill.
If I've lost my mind, please don't have me
committed. It's a big house, and I'll just rumble
around here, quietly mad. I won't be any bother."
Struggling not to laugh, she asked, "This
monster you saw--did it by any chance look like a llama?"
"The kind in zoos? Why, yes, now that you mention it. Don't tell me you saw it
too!"
"Saw it? I OWN it." She explained what had happened.
"So now you're a llama mamma? HONEY!! All this domesticity is going to your
head. Let me just make one thing clear. Any pets you adopt, you're responsible for. I am
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not feeding, walking, or picking up after any llamas."
"I think Vic wants the job. You should have seen how she glowed when she laid
eyes on them. She hasn't been this animated since her mom died."
And glowing she was, when Jillian and Robert got
dressed and went outside to see what was happening. The
male, who'd been standoffish with Jillian, was sniffing Vic's
short, wiry hair, which stood on end, since she hadn't had
time to comb it. He seemed to find a kinship with Vic, for he
softly blew on her cheek, in the gesture of greeting that
typified them. The female was humming and kicking up her
heels with delight, trotting down the slop of the pasture,
which was at least double the size of the Raven's lot. The
cria bleated and struggled to keep up with her.
Refreshing her memory with the registration papers,
Jillian told them that the male was Tupac Amaru, named
for the last king of the Incas, the female was Sicu, for the
pipes they played in the Andes, and the cria was Huaylas,
for a Peruvian dance. Sicu had completed her circuit of the
pasture and came up to Jillian, her bright, intelligent eyes studying her intently. Huaylas
followed, but hid behind her mother and peeked out shyly.
"This is where you're going to live now, Sicu," Jillian explained, just as though
she could understand, because for all she knew, maybe she did. "This is a good place
and a happy place. I'm sorry Raven had to leave, but we'll take good care of you."
To see if she meant it, Sicu investigated Jillian's pocket for treats and blinked
expectantly at her when there were none. Jillian went to the shed, where the food had
been stowed, and brought some out in a pail. Just then the male left his first deposit.
Wrinkling his nose in disgust, Robert protested, "Mind you take your boots off
when you come into the house, Vic. I'm not cleaning up any llama dung, you hear me?"
He swished his black ponytail in utter revulsion. "I'm starting to remember these
creatures now. One time we were at a zoo, and one of them SPAT at me. YUK!! The
most vile, disgusting, horrible, green slime! Don't expect me to wash your clothes, now,
if they spit at you."
Vic frowned. "They don't spit unless you threaten them."
"What did you do to it, Robert?" Jillian demanded.
"I was only IMITATING it."
Jillian choked. "You'll have to show us your llama imitation some time. Just don't
do it front of them." She stroked the baby's fur. It was like a warm, living teddy bear.
Robert turned on his heel and stalked away in disgust, muttering, "Nobody said a
THING about llamas when I signed on as housemother of this booby hatch."
Vic and Jillian stifled their giggles until he was back in the house and then
laughed until tears ran down their faces. Jillian was delighted to see that Vic's color was
better and she seemed more like herself. Maybe the animals would be good for her.
She asked, "How do you know so much about llamas? And where did you pick
up Spanish?"
"We lived in Peru for a year when I was eleven. Mitch was asked to be a visiting
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lecturer at the Collegio Nationale in Lima, in the med school. I missed a year of school-that's why I'm older than the other seniors are--but they figured my grades were good
enough that it didn't matter. It was more important to experience another culture."
"Mitch taught in Lima, but there's a thick fog there most of the time--the guara,
they call it. It bothered Angie's lungs, so the rest of us spent several months at an
estancia in the mountains, where there were lots of llamas."
Jillian had noticed that Vic often wore sweaters and shirts with Inca patterns.
She'd even scanned some of the designs into the computer, and Angie had stenciled
them onto sweatshirts for her. So, Angie had trouble with her lungs, did she? It
appeared that what Raven said was true--the amulet went for the weakest link.
Vic's face grew wistful. "I'd forgotten how bitchin' the crias were. Angie would
have let me have one if I'd asked, but I didn't know I wanted one."
She brushed away a tear. "That was really the last happy time we had as a
family. The year after we got home, Ben went to medical school, and Porter went away
to college. Then Mitch met Gale, and he and Angie split up, and we moved here."
"The Andes were amazing," she recalled.
"There are ruins up there from civilizations older
than the Incas. Some of them, no archeologist
has investigated."
Jillian could picture Raven in the midst of
one of those ruins, finally doing the excavations
she dreamt of in her student days. God go with
her, she thought. For Raven, this truly is a happy
ever after! As much as I scoff, this seminar IS a
miracle for some of us.
Back at her desk, Jillian
vowed she wouldn't sell the
animals unless she had to, not if
they'd get Vic away from the
computer and relating to something other than discarnate entities on the
World Wide Web. There'd been an article about them in the weekly
paper recently, and it said a prize-winning specimen could go for as
much as $30,000. The clippings and ribbons in the packet Raven sent
showed that both the male and the female had taken grand champion at
several shows. With three of them and another cria on the way, it was
conceivable she'd realize $20,000 or more. That'd buy a few pairs of
baby booties--and that trip to Ireland.
Evan always said they shouldn't visualize where their prosperity would come
from, only the results they wanted, because the options were unlimited. It seemed he
was right. She'd never have visualized $600 a month salary for living in a beautiful
house like this. And, even in a pipe dream, she'd never have imagined she'd become
the bemused owner of a trio of high-end llamas settled on her by an instant millionaire
named Raven. She pondered, How do I go about setting up a relocation chart for the
twilight zone?
And, speaking of charts, Raven had been present at the cria's birth and noted the
time in pencil on her registration paper. Jillian ran it off on the computer immediately.
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She decided this was another grand champion in the making. There was a string
of planets in the first house, with Venus--the planet of beauty and affection--nearest the
horizon. She was already a pretty little thing, though Jillian had no standards to judge
llamas by. And with Jupiter in the house of money, she'd doubtlessly be worth quite a
bit. With Sun in the twelfth, she might be shy. And the conjunction of Uranus and
Neptune in the house of siblings made Jillian wonder if the mother was carrying twins.
She'd have to read up on llama breeding to see if that were possible.
She reread Raven's letter and wondered whether the brother really was
threatening her or if that was paranoia--or maybe her histrionic Leo Moon. Since her
phone wasn't listed, how did her brother get in touch? Surely you don't express mail
death threats to vengeful sisters with crackerjack feminist lawyers. Or did he send
another of his messengers--if so, wouldn't he just go ahead and have her offed?
Maybe the original messenger had carried more than diamonds. Maybe he
warned her about the danger she was in if she didn't leave her brother alone--but that
wasn't the same as a clear and present danger, so long she kept away from him. No,
Jillian had to conclude that Raven either hallucinated the threats or made them up as a
handy excuse for disappearing. But why would she want to disappear...unless....
Dear God, Jillian fretted, what if Raven IS the killer, and I've just aided and
abetted her in getting away, Scott free, with three million dollars. There's no way I could
ever find out for sure, since she didn't see fit to confess before she vanished.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty
November 21
The air perfumed with attar of roses bath oil, Jillian was having a luxurious soak
in the burgundy hot tub when the phone rang at 10:45 that night. She looked warily at
the gold and ceramic instrument that matched the gold fixtures in the bath. The mad
chanter hadn't called since Raven left, which further confused her, but no one rang this
late for a good reason. She calculated the time difference--it was 1:45 in the morning in
New York, so none of her friends there would be up. Still, she'd better answer.
It was Penny, so hysterical she could barely understand her. "Slow down, and tell
me again," Jillian urged.
"They've arrested Carmella, and they're talking about arresting me. We're at the
police station. Could you come? I don't know who else to call--my mom has a really bad
heart, and the shock would kill her."
She dressed in a hurry. How in
the world had they caught Carmella for
Angie's murder? Was there some telling
new evidence, a lab report coming
through weeks later, maybe, for that
case file she was dying to see. The
windshield kept fogging over, and she
drove carefully through the dark,
deserted streets, looking for cars at
intersections, since there were few
traffic lights or stop signs in the residential district.
The lights were out in the waiting room when she rang the bell. It was Lyons who
answered. It figures, she sighed. Any time I mix it up with the police in this town, it's
either Dave or Lyons, even though they have an entire platoon of ten--count 'em,
ten--officers, not to mention the ten volunteers. Still, Lyons is a decent guy. We got to
know each other when I was dating Dave, and we forgave one another for my arrest
when he thought I murdered Astarte. We just don't agree on our conclusions about
things. Some time when nobody's being arrested, I'll have to ask if he's a Leo.
"You here because of Penny Price?" He shook his head. "She sure got in with a
wrong one this time, that Haynes woman."
"What are you charging Carmella with?"
"We've got her for extortion. She figured she'd blackmail one of the head
honchos up to the hospital. They had an affair, see, and Haynes tells him she's going to
squeal to his wife if he doesn't cough up the money for a business she's starting--some
damned fool alternative health center."
He guffawed. "Well, what she doesn't know is that the doc's wife just left him on
account of what you might call his outside interests, so he doesn't have a thing to lose.
So what he does, he tapes Haynes making these threats, and then he brings us the
tape." He was still chuckling as he lead her through the paneled halls to the squad
room.
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They passed the small, windowless interrogation room where he was holding
Penny, and Jillian remembered what it was like, being questioned for hours in that stale,
neon-lit room when she’d been arrested for Astarte’s murder. Her heart went out to
Penny--she had to be scared to death and deeply humiliated. Nice girls don't wind up in
interrogation rooms.
He motioned her to a chair by his desk. The large room all the officers shared
was crammed with furniture and equipment. At this hour, there was no dispatcher and
only one other cop, a baby-faced young man who cradled the phone between his ear
and shoulder, talking to his wife. The glaring lights and burnt-looking brew in the coffee
maker made it seem later than 11:15 PM.
Lyons rubbed the bristles on his chin. "We already sent Haynes to the country
jail, but I haven't figured out what to do about Price. I've seen her around town since she
was a kid, and I can't feature her mixed up in something like this."
"Why are you holding her?"
"We've got her dead to rights on possession."
Jillian gaped at him. Penny possessed? Surely we'd have known. She hasn't
spewed obscenities in the middle of the seminar, nor has she foamed at the mouth, nor
does she growl or spin her head around on her neck. She doesn't seem like the type to
attract demons--but then, who knows what kinds of astral trash hangs around Carmella
that could rub off on Penny. Goose flesh rose on her arms at the idea.
Boy, Washington State has some scary laws, she thought. In New York, if
somebody's possessed, they don't call the cops, they call a priest--or, worst case
scenario, they haul them off to the psych ward. "So, is that illegal here?"
"Hell, yes it is! She had 25 of them on her when we picked the both of them up."
"Twenty five different demons?"
"Is that what the kids call them these days? I've heard them called Red Devils
and Sweet Dreams, but not Demons. I'll have to pass that on to the other officers."
It finally dawned on her that he was NOT talking about Lucifer's spawn. "Wait a
minute. You mean you're charging her with possession of drugs?"
When he nodded, she told him about the pills Carmella slipped Penny because
she was distraught over Angie's death. He admitted that was what they'd found on her.
She assured him that Penny was a nice, local girl and under normal circumstances
would never have anything to do with the likes of Carmella. It was only that they both
belonged to the seminar, and the leader had assigned them to one another as
prosperity partners, in a random pairing. The words past life association and karmic
connection did not cross her lips. Wouldn't be prudent.
He allowed as how the Prices were a good, old growth Port Townsend family-there about as long as the original forests. While Penny was a scatterbrain, she'd never
been in trouble before. He grudgingly agreed to release her, on the proviso that Jillian
would personally keep an eye on her. With the lead she'd just given him, however, he
was going to ask around at the hospital to see if Carmella was pushing pills.
Now, while she had his ear, Jillian wanted to find out a few things. She explained
that Midge had sponsored the seminar, so she was wondering if Evan was on the up
and up. "She does associate with some questionable people."
"Damned right--like that ex-husband of yours!"
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"Gary wasn't like that when I married him. By the bye, have you heard anything
about where he is?"
Gary had fled the country to avoid prosecution for embezzling Midge's $200,000-and to hide from Rocco, the Mafioso ex-boyfriend who introduced him to Midge. Jillian
worried more about the latter, because Midge swore Rocco would track him down.
Lyons replied that Gary was last seen in Belize, but escaped again. For good measure,
she asked about the $10,000 they were holding as evidence, and he told her that would
take a few more months to clear.
Hoping he wouldn't get huffy, she asked if he would run Evan through the crime
computer network to see if he'd been arrested before. Lyons WAS huffy but, with a little
cajoling, took the information and plugged it into NCIC--the National Crime Information
Center. For a true match, they needed the date of birth. When they went out to dinner,
Evan wouldn't divulge his birth information, but admitted to being a Libra. He was about
Raven's age, so he'd been born in October, anywhere from 1964 to 1967. She recalled
that his original name was Thomas Evan Martin, so Lyons checked under both names.
In ten minutes, he was back with a printout about a variety of Thomas Martins.
There was a 19-year-old Tommy Martin wanted in Illinois for holding up a string of gas
stations. There was a Thomas Martin, age 57, who'd been convicted for running a child
porn ring in Florida. A third Tommy Martin, 73 years of age, was serving one to five for
beating the holy crap out of another senior who insulted his wife. But Thomas Evan
Martin, guru wannabe, was clean, so far as the computer could tell.
She wanted to talk to Lyons about Angie's death, but didn't dare because of her
agreement with Midge. That left just one more question, one that a great deal was riding
on. "What happened to the dishes from the potluck? My friend wants his pan back."
"The dishes? Hell, we tossed those out weeks ago."
I'll just bet you did--the second you bozos polished off that Chocolate Decadence
cake, Jillian fumed. Nope, come to think of it, I'll bet if I got a search warrant, that pan
would be in Mama Lyon's cupboard right this minute. Lordie, Lordie, Robert will have my
head!
Lyons brought Penny out of the interrogation room
and read her the riot act about staying out of trouble. He
said he was releasing her to Jillian's recognizance. Penny
was naive and didn't question it, but Jillian would bet that
ruling had no legal standing whatsoever, since they hadn't
gone before a judge. She understood why he did it--scare
tactics--but it put her in an awkward position.
On the drive home, Penny thanked her profusely for
coming to get her. Her mascara was smeared from crying,
her nose was red, and her lips were chapped from biting
them. "I can't believe Carmella would blackmail anybody.
Her goal was so spiritual--the healing center meant
everything to her."
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"Jeez, Penny! Blackmail isn't exactly Right Livelihood." She'd have to divulge her
suspicions about the murder sometime soon, but the poor girl had coped with enough
for one day.
"I know I've imposed a lot tonight, but would you take a look at Carmella's chart
to see if she really did what they say and if she's going to jail?"
Yes! I'd never have dared to ask Carmella, but boy was I dying to get my hands
on her chart! "I guess I could take a look."
Penny hauled a computer printout from her purse, spaghetti sauce obscuring
some of the symbols. "I had it with me tonight when we met at the diner. That's where
we were when the cops pulled us in."
Looking at the birth data, Jillian had to laugh. "She was born in Christchurch,
New Zealand? Christchurch??"
Penny had to smile a bit. "Wouldn't you say that strong Pluto of hers explains
why she's so hung up on sex? I guess she's another of those Plutonian personalities,
like Raven."
"Yes, but you know perfectly well the planets don't CAUSE us to be how we are,
they just describe us."
She looked to see what the real cause was, and was interested to find it wasn't
about abuse, as sex addiction generally was. With Venus conjunct Saturn in the third,
the real trouble seemed to be an older sibling, perhaps a pretty sister she was
compared with so unfavorably that she felt unlovable.
With the Moon conjunct Uranus in Leo, Jillian
would bet that Carmella's mom was another part of the
problem. Not to put too fine a point on it, she had to be a
pisser--explosive, dramatic, self-willed and rebellious.
Since it was in the twelfth house, dear old Mom might well
have been manic, with intermittent hospitalizations, or
even a jailbird. Quite a role model, and she'd taught
Carmella well.
Carmella herself could have inherited the manic
gene, explaining her terrible judgement with money and
men. Jillian explained her conclusions to Penny, asking if
she could keep the chart to study it some more.
Penny nodded and asked anxiously, "Who will I
work with now? Carmella was so helpful, and I really need
a prosperity partner. It helps me stay on track with my goals."
"With Raven gone, I'm fresh out of prosperity partners myself. We'll stick
together, Penny, and we WILL both realize our dreams."
Penny bit her lip. "I'm being a total pest, but could you look at my chart too? It
would mean so much to be sure I'm headed in the right direction."
"I know I promised to look at it ages ago," she answered, with a surge of guilt.
"But I'm exhausted now. Bring it along when we meet next."
After she let Penny off, Jillian was too wound up to sleep, so she did a stint on
the exercise machine in the rec room. The house was too far out for her to walk
downtown, and it was too chilly now to ride her bike, so she needed the exercise.
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She thought about the chart, and concluded that Carmella was prone to shifty
financial practices, with that murky conglomerate of planets in the house of money. With
her Pluto, she was capable, certainly, of a fatal obsession and of blackmail. As
transiting Pluto finished Scorpio, it triggered off her Leo and Scorpio planets, so she
must have been feeling desperate before Evan came along.
It was currently crossing her Venus, so perhaps she WAS genuinely in love with
him, and maybe that WAS just enough to push her over the edge into killing a rival.
Angie's chart--and that ill-begotten chart of the seminar--tied into Carmella's in some
devastating ways, and the current transits looked like she'd be going to jail for a good,
long time.
Jillian sighed. She really looks guilty to me, but no jury would ever accept
astrology as evidence--and rightfully so. At this point, half the group looks capable of
murder, based on their charts--Carmella, James, Raven, and Midge. No doubt Penny
will look guilty as sin, too, once I cast these suspicious eyes of mine on her chart. And
sweet little old Lilac, if she only knew her time of birth, would probably come off like Jack
the Ripper. Well, they do say that almost anyone is capable of murder, given the right
circumstances.
She remembered that a colleague had done the chart of a man born the same
date, year, and area as Charles Manson, with only an hour or so difference in the birth
time--near to what astrologers call an astrotwin. Manson was a double Scorpio, his
Scorpio Sun being right on the Ascendant, while the man had the milder sign of Libra
rising. The man was a prison psychologist, working with sex offenders. He may have
shared some of Manson's qualities, giving him great insight into the criminal mind, but
used them positively. The change in rising signs wasn't enough to explain the
difference, she felt--it was the differences between the two souls that incarnated.
As she pedaled the exercise bike, the house was so silent that she could hear
the wind outside. Often wild at night, it shrieked and moaned like some berserk, yet
alluring creature. She gloried in the power of the elemental forces here--the high winds,
the vast waters that surrounded them, the jutting mountains. When it rained--much less
often than one would think--that was also usually at night, and the drumming of the rain
on the roof was cozy and comforting. The major drawback was that, at this high latitude,
the nights were endless at this time of year--pitch black by 4:30 and not fully light until
8:30.
She felt a sharp pelvic contraction, and when she went to look, was frightened to
find she was bleeding a bit. Hold on, Munchkin, we'll be seeing the doctor next week.
She'd finally given in and made an appointment, after a particularly protracted
performance on Robert's part. He'd kept his end of the bargain, and his HIV test was
negative, but then he'd upped the pressure for her to start prenatal care. There weren't
any gynecologists in town, and the one female g.p. was booked for months. Since she
preferred a woman doctor, she made an appointment at the highly recommended
Women's Clinic in Port Angeles. It was an hour and a half drive, but that was as good as
it was going to get.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty One
November 25
The hospital told Lyons they were on the verge of firing Carmella for stealing pills
and selling them to fellow employees. With their documentation, the charge of drug
dealing was added to the indictment. Carmella tried to put the bail money on her credit
cards, but they were all maxed out, and she wasn't eligible for any further credit limit
increases. Currently at the county jail pending trial, she wouldn't be attending any more
seminar meetings--to the great relief of more than one member.
With Angie, Raven, and Carmella gone, their group was down to four, so Evan
merged the Saturday section with the Thursday night section, and the groups met jointly
for the first time on Saturday.
Jillian had long been curious about the people in
the other section--what dreams they were pursuing and
what success they'd had. An ethereally beautiful young
musician with long, dark hair announced that he was
shooting a music video of New Age songs, which he was
calling Karmic Relief. He'd market it independently, on the
Internet.
A lesbian couple glowingly reported that they'd
found their dream house. It was a fixer-upper they were
buying directly from the owners, an elderly couple who
wanted to move to smaller quarters. The house had been
on the market so long, they negotiated a small down
payment and monthly installments no bigger than the rent
the women were paying.
These results were as striking as the ones for her own group, but Jillian's
cynicism was renewed when an attractive and affluent woman in her fifties raved about
her work with Evan in The Inner Circle. He'd given her hope, for the first time in years, of
publishing her poetry. She had to pay for printing the chapbook, but she just knew she'd
sell thousands of them. She read an excruciatingly bad rhymed poem dedicated to
Evan.
It's one of those vanity presses, Jillian sighed. Even good poets don't sell many
copies of their chapbooks. Hers will molder in the garage after her fifteen closest
acquaintances buy one out of pity. What a colossal waste of trees!
I wonder if Lover Boy is romancing her like he did Angie. You know, it never
occurred to me to look into that Inner Circle she belonged to, to see if one of them was
jealous of her. She dismissed the thought, then, since she couldn't figure out how any of
them would have had access to the salad.
Evan beamed at the progress reports and asked, "Did you remember to make a
list of your blessings on Thanksgiving, like I suggested? Gratitude is one of the most
important spiritual disciplines in creating prosperity consciousness. Start each day with
a list of things you're grateful for. You can't feel deprived when you remind yourself of
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the abundance of wonderful things and people in your life. Begin with a list of
five, and work your way up to ten. Always be mindful that Spirit is the source."
He went around the circle and asked each person to list five things they were
grateful for. When they'd finished, he said, "As we discussed last time, we're having a
swap meet today--to swap prosperity techniques. Who has
a ritual or technique to share?"
When one of them suggested burning green
candles all the time, another was reminded of a candle
ritual. "Take a brand new bill and cut it to shreds, the
highest denomination you can bring your self to use. Then
say a prayer and burn it in the flame of a green candle.
You can get back as much as ten times the denomination
you burned. I did it with a $20 once--that's as much as I
dared--and the next day I won $200 on a pull tab at Seven
Cedars Casino."
"Would it really work, Evan?" Penny asked him,
wide-eyed.
"ANYTHING will work, if you believe it firmly
enough."
"Wow, I'm going to try a hundred! And if that works,
I'll take the $1000 I get back and burn that--so I'd get $10,000!"
"Don't go gambling your rent money. And don't forget that abundance comes in
many forms. You might get something other than cash that's just as valuable. Who else
has a technique?"
One member said she drew customers into her store by picturing a huge
lighthouse over it, sending out a green laser beam. As the beam made the full circle in
every direction, she imagined the right people hearing of her place--people who would
love what she had to offer--and coming in to buy. She claimed that every time she
remembered to do the visualization, the store suddenly filled up.
Evan twinkled at Lilac. "The Irish must have some fascinating spells or
superstitions about money. Apart from catching a leprechaun and making him give up
his pot of gold, I mean."
When the group giggled, Lilac sucked in her breath and crossed herself. "There's
things yuh don't want to be jokin' about, boyo." He apologized prettily and urged her to
go on.
"Well, they do say as how yuh should never pay away money on the first Monday
of the year, for yuh lose yur luck for the whole year if yuh do."
"We'll bear that in mind. Anything else?"
She brightened. "Carry around the back tooth of a horse, and you'll never want
for money as long as you live. It has tuh be one you find by chance, though, not one you
pull out of the creature's maw."
"Would the tooth of a llama work as well?" Jillian quipped.
"Can't say as I ever tried it. Oh, and here's one they say won't miss. You kill a
black rooster at midnight at the crossing of three roads where a murderer is buried, and
then yuh throw the bird over your shoulder...."
Evan struggled not to laugh. "Those tips may work very well for the Irish, Lilac,
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but I'm afraid they're not very practical here."
She shook her head sadly. "They don't work that well for the Irish, either. It's a
puir country."
James said he'd looked up money magic in
Scott Cunningham's Encyclopedia of Magical
Herbs1 and found a couple dozen herbs that had
been used for that purpose around the world.
Focusing on aromatic ones, he chose cedar,
chamomile, cloves, gingerroot, nutmeg, and orange
peel. Lilac made a sachet with them, in a green silk
pouch embroidered with a four-leaf clover. A green
silk chord was attached for wearing around the
neck. They thought this might be a second product
for their line. He showed them the pouch, to much
applause.
One of the new members suggested he
include eight herbs total, since eight was a money
number. After some dithering, James chose to add blackberry leaves, for something
abundant in the area, and sesame seeds, for their magical history. The invocation,
"open sesame," was based on the seeds' supposed powers to locate hidden treasure.
Jillian recommended he concoct the mixture when the Moon was in Taurus, the sign
most associated with money, and showed him how to find that on the astrological
calendar.
Six members immediately ordered pouches of their own and several more for
Christmas presents, to James and Lilac's delight. Noticing that James glowed with
enthusiasm, Jillian realized, he must have been bored to tears for the last several years,
with no wife and no work. He's a businessman at heart, and this new enterprise has
really brought him back to life.
Shyly, he said they had an announcement. "Lilac and I are moving in together.
We spend most of our time together, anyway, to get the company rolling, and I just rattle
around in that big old house. She'll save what she paid on rent and have a couple
rooms of her own."
Lilac flushed. "This'll set the nayburs tuh talkin', an old biddie like meself moving
in with a big, strapping man ten years younger. But we've both been lonely, so we
talked it over when we made Thanksgivin' together, and we decided, the devvul take
'em if they want tuh make somethin' of it."
The group hooted and cheered, and Evan beamed, his dimples making great
trenches in his cheeks. "I love it! Not only are each of you on the way to realizing your
own dreams, you've found a true partnership. I hope you don't mind if I share your story
with other groups."
"Which brings me to the next subject. As our friend, here, mentioned, eight is a
1

Cunningham, Scott. Cunningham's Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs. St. Paul, MN: 1985. For a copy of
this book--or Llewellyn's invaluable Moon Sign Annual--call 1-800-THEMOON. Unfortunately, he’s no
relation to this author, who envies the herbal knowledge he had.
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number of abundance. Next week is our eighth meeting, and Midge and I have decided
it'll be the last." The group aaaahed, and Penny looked like she was going to cry.
"I'll miss all of you. We've gotten a remarkable synergy going, and I've learned
things in working with you that I'll be taking on to the next group. But this seminar is
about helping people uncover their dreams and about sparking those dreams into
motion. You're on your way, every one of you, and now you have each other."
"But there are people elsewhere who badly need this process--people whose
dreams are lost or forgotten or in jeopardy, people without hope. I've won a foundation
grant to take my work to some struggling entrepreneurs down in Mexico who are trying
to break into a world market." He joked, "Hard duty--what with winter coming on--but
somebody's got to do it."
He smiled at them, catching and holding the eye of each person in turn. "You are
all very, very special to me, and I'll never forget any of you. Let's work hard today and in
your team meetings this week, so that by next time, you each have a solid idea of where
to go from here. Saturday will be our last regular session, but Midge and I thought we
should all celebrate the following Wednesday at some nice restaurant."
When people continued to grumble, Midge spoke up. "I know you're disappointed
that Evan's leaving, but what several of you need now is help with business plans and
marketing strategies, and that's not what this seminar is designed for."
"Out of every ten new businesses, six or seven fail in the first year, mainly
because of lack of business expertise. I have a commitment to you people, and I don't
want that happening to you. I'm forming a seminar of my own to take you that next step.
I have plenty of business experience myself, plus we can draw on the services of the
Service Core of Retired Executives."
The group erupted in chatter, and several immediately agreed to sign on for the
extra help. Throughout the seminar, Midge had given solid advice and opened valuable
doors with her contacts. Jillian wondered if she'd misjudged her. The $50 weekly fee
meant little to someone with as much money as Midge. Still, it would be uncomfortable
to work with her again, and Jillian didn't feel a need to continue. Between the $600 a
month from Mitchell, free room and board, the readings she was doing at the Pleiadean
Portal, and her hotline shifts, she was no longer on the brink of financial disaster.
When they took a break before the team meetings, a member from the other
group came over. She was a perky young blonde whose dream was to open an
espresso shack, but who worked at the local credit union. She told Penny, "We still
need that death certificate before we can release the money."
"Can do," Penny said. The blonde left, and when Jillian raised a curious eyebrow,
she explained that she was doing some work for her mom, on the estate of an uncle
who'd died.
That's where she's getting the start-up money, Jillian speculated. There's no
need for her to be so secretive. I guess the melodrama makes her feel more important.
Midge had gone out on the balcony to smoke. She beckoned Jillian to join her
and asked if she'd made any progress. Making sure no one else could overhear, Jillian
told her about running Evan's name through the NCIC and coming up clean.
Angry that she'd involved the cops, Midge snarled, "You've got just ten days to
wrap this thing up. Our agreement was that if you didn't solve it by the time the seminar
finished, you'd forfeit the money."
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"I didn't know it would end so soon!"
Midge blew smoke in her face. "A deal's a deal."
Jillian stalked back into the library fuming. Ten days? Jeez! Trust her to weasel
out of anything that costs her money. Still, I need to solve the murder before our group
breaks up anyway, or I won't have access to the people involved. I've got more
questions and fewer answers than when I began, plus my top two suspects aren't
accessible any more. I'd be scared to visit that witch Carmella at the jail, but I will if I
have to. First, though, I've got to get Vic digging into their records. She's so taken with
the llamas, she hardly does anything else.
Each morning, Vic got up early to care for them and, as soon as she got home,
changed her clothes and spent hours with them. Most of her time on the Net now was
with other llama owners, picking their brains for every scrap of information. She'd even
downloaded software for llama maintenance and tapped into Web sites for breeders
and events.
When Jillian went to join Penny for their team meeting, Penny was pleading with
Evan to stay longer. "You CAN'T leave us now. Carmella's gone, and I'm just on the
verge of getting the money for my business. I really need you."
He made apologetic--but firm--noises, and Jillian assured her, "We'll work
together, Penny. We can make this happen."
"I DON'T WANT YOU FOR MY PROSPERITY PARTNER!!"
Jillian was speechless, and Evan tried to placate, but Penny pouted at Jillian,
"You think I'm a loser and I'll never amount to anything. I've asked you and asked you to
look at my chart, and you keep putting me off, because you don't take me seriously.
You never once called me Ruby, like I asked. You're just a stuck-up New Yorker looking
down your nose at a small town hick. I don't have to put up with this crap. I'm NOT
working with you! Assign me to someone else," she begged Evan.
Looking like he wished Scotty would beam him up, Evan the Libra tried his best
to mediate. He cajoled and pleaded, while Jillian abased herself, admitted her
culpability, and generally groveled in the dirt. Penny WAS right, after all, and Jillian felt
rotten for dismissing her.
Privately, though, she suspected Penny was humiliated that Jillian had had to
rescue her the other night. She'd also bet that, even though she seemed grateful at the
time, Penny was bent out of shape about Lyons releasing her to Jillian's recognizance.
He definitely owed her one, now, for putting her in that position.
Penny finally conceded that since there were only ten days left, she'd work with
Jillian. In a grand gesture of conciliation, Jillian offered to treat her to dinner at the diner,
grease and all, right after the seminar and to look at her chart then.
The tempest over, the two of them began their team meeting. She told Penny, "If
I'm going to be any help, you have to tell me something about your project."
Penny debated for a moment. "Well, the copyright is already being processed, so
maybe it wouldn't hurt." Looking around to be sure no one else was watching, she
pulled a bag out of her purse and showed Jillian a soft-sculpture angel, long-limbed and
winged, its hair made of golden yarn. She quickly stuffed it back into the bag and put it
away.
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"It's delightful, Penny!"
"Remember the Cabbage Patch dolls, and how people got adoption papers for
them? Well, this is the Adopt an Angel service. Angels are really hot now--what with all
the books and t.v. shows--so this doll ought to be a big hit. I'm naming it for Angie-Angie's Angels, I'll call them."
That's another way I've neglected her, Jillian thought with a fresh surge of guilt.
We've never talked about Angie and how she must miss her. I think I just couldn't
handle her grief. I'm also a tad burned out on prosperity partners, considering what
happened with the last two.
As appealing as the doll was, she was put off by the adoption idea. She and the
other readers on the Hotline to Heaven had worked consciously with the angels. They'd
read books about the archangels and their qualities, taken on their names when they
worked on the line, and used chants to invoke their protection and help. She believed in
angels and even swore they'd saved her life when the killer attacked her. They were
real, they were powerful, but cute and cuddly they were not.
Not wanting to set Penny off again, she temporized. "It certainly has commercial
possibilities. Maybe you should go in with James and Lilac. If any of these products take
off, you'll all need factory space and seamstresses. Plus, you could do joint marketing-mailings and ads cost less per item that way."
Penny nodded thoughtfully. "Once the paperwork comes through, I'll consider it.
Don't you dare breathe a word to anyone." Jillian swore earnestly that her lips were
sealed.
When the team meetings and closing meditation were over, she and Penny
drove to the diner. As they got seated by the window, the fading sunset was coloring the
clouds mauve and slate, the choppy waves of Puget Sound turning metallic as the light
dimmed. Penny ordered baked pork chops smothered with gravy. The waitress greeted
her like the regular she was and suggested homemade marionberry pie for dessert.
When Jillian first moved to town, she assumed the pie was named for Marion Berry, the
drug-dealing mayor of Washington, D.C. She soon discovered that marionberry was a
local fruit, like blackberries, but bigger and juicier.
Jillian settled for a cup of soup and a salad with lemon wedges in place of
dressing. The pregnancy wasn't going well, and she was still bleeding on and off.
Worried that her weight gain might be contributing, she was cutting back. She could kick
herself for waiting so long, but she was glad her first doctor's appointment was finally
coming on Monday.
While they waited for their orders, Jillian tried to ease the tension by making
small talk. She told Penny about the llamas that had come to live with them and got her
to laughing. She shared how taken Vic was with the creatures and that the two of them
were driving down to Olympia in the morning for a llamarama of breeders and owners
on the Olympic Peninsula.
When the food was served and they'd staved off some of the hunger that always
seemed to accompany the workshop sessions, Jillian sat back and wondered how to
proceed. It was time she told Penny her suspicions about Angie's murder. It belatedly
dawned on her that she'd missed a bet by not including Penny earlier, since no one was
as much a party to Angie's confidences as Penny had been. No doubt she'd told Penny
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more about the Evan-Carmella triangle than she'd revealed to Jillian. Besides
which, if she were willing, Penny could tell Jillian plenty about Carmella.
"I hope this won't upset you, but we need to talk. Did it ever occur to you
that Angie's death might not have been an accident?" She explained her
reasons, and how she was looking into Angie's death, with Vic's help on the
computer.
Penny went ballistic. "That's a filthy lie! You just want to stir up trouble for
somebody else because of that time you got arrested for killing that girl, Astarte.
There are plenty of people in town who swear you did it, not that poor maniac.
But nobody had any reason to kill Angie, NOBODY!"
Lips trembling, she wrapped her pie in a napkin, grabbed up her coat, and
spat out, "You BITCH! Don't you dare drag Angie's name through the mud! And
leave poor Vic out of it--it's bad enough she's lost her mom."
Her eyes full of tears, she ricocheted blindly off chairs and tables in the
crowded dining room on her way out of the restaurant.
Jillian stared after her blankly. That went well. Could you be any more
tactless, Malone? Pisces are gifted at denial, even the best of them, and Penny's
a textbook Pisces--plus she's clearly not dealing with her grief.
Then she recalled that Penny had handed her a copy of her chart earlier
and forgotten to reclaim it, in her haste. She fished it out of her bag and looked at
it, then did a double take.
I HATE WHEN THAT HAPPENS!!! That's not Penny's chart, she's testing
me to see if I know my stuff. I expect stupid games like that from male skeptics
who are full of themselves and their own cleverness--but Penny, as much as she
loves astrology, ought to know better than to pull such a juvenile trick!
She scanned the chart and scoffed at the idea that it was Penny's. It was a
flip-flopped version of Raven's, with five Pisces planets instead of the Virgo ones,
all configured with Pluto, Uranus, and Saturn. This was no wide-eyed, naive
dreamer like Penny--it was the chart of a schemer, with few scruples about how
they got what they wanted. An addictive type, with all the Pisces, and a gambler,
since those planets made hard angles to Jupiter.
I don't know whose chart she's trying to fool me with, but I do know that's
not Penny. Some doper cousin who wound up in jail, no doubt. I guess she's
pissed off and doesn't to work with me. Some people never forgive you when
they have to ask you for help. I understand it, but I don't have to like it--and I
DON'T have to work with her. I need another prosperity partner like I need a hole
in the head. I was only doing it to help her, but, to tell the truth, the idea of
Cabbage Patch Angels turns my stomach.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Two
November 26
Jillian was beat and glad to be nearly home. The llamarama had been fun, and
the drive through the woods and mountains along the Hood Canal was scenic, but she
wasn't feeling up to snuff and had that long trip to Port Angeles coming up on Tuesday
for her doctor appointment. Vic, in the seat beside her, was scanning brochures. She'd
been excited today, meeting the other owners and seeing the amazing variety of sizes,
shapes and colors of llamas, but something seemed to be troubling her.
Jillian told her, "It's great that you love the llamas, and I never thought I'd
complain that you don't spend enough time on the Net, but we've got to solve Angie's
murder before the seminar is over. Is there any way you can get into the bank records?
We haven't completely ruled out a financial motive."
"I found out that the bank codes are all double
encrypted now, and it's almost impossible to get in."
"Couldn't some of your brilliant pals in those MIT
forums help?"
"Right! Like, I'm going to ask one of the
professors I'll be studying with to help me do something
illegal! Or one of the MIT students--those sharks are so
competitive, they'd cut their mother's throat to pull their
grade point average up another tenth of a point. They'd
eat me alive!"
"Don't you know any hackers on the Net?"
"Those guys are a closed society--a law unto
themselves. They even have their own conferences,
with no outsiders allowed. Me trying to get in with them would be like you going up to a
drug dealer to score drugs, all fresh faced and wholesome."
"But if they knew your mother had been murdered, wouldn't they help?"
Vic confessed, "This is humiliating, okay? Last week I DID try to get some
hackers to teach me--only I should have been more subtle. I said I was doing research
for a mystery and I needed to know if it was possible to break into some bank records."
"You mean to tell me there aren't some mavericks who'd help? What about these
guys that rip off banks and credit card companies through their modems?"
"Naaah, that's Hollywood. The companies are too well protected for that to work
anymore."
She squirmed. "It gets worse. I was chatting with a local hacker, and he was
going to help, but somehow he found out who I was and he went ballistic. I don't know
who he is, but he knows me--he could be one of the guys from school or else he's seen
me around town--and he called me a dyke and a bull dagger."
Jillian shook her head sympathetically. Gay bashing on the Internet? Boy, it's a
jungle out there! No wonder Robert's so reluctant to meet local people.
Vic ran her hands through her short hair until it stood on end. "So now the guy is
sending me nasty e-mail all the time. He's accusing me of all kinds of stuff with women
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that I'm not sure I could ever bring myself to do. I've never even kissed a girl. Well, I did
once, sorta--but she didn't know I meant it, and we just laughed it off."
Jillian's heart went out to Vic, who was squirming with shame. Opening up to
sexuality is awkward and agonizing for any shy, virginal youngster--straight or gay. The
stigma must make it even more difficult for gay youth, especially someone like Vic, who
was completely estranged from her peers. The one person who understood and loved
her unconditionally had just been murdered, and to cope with her grief, Vic needed to
do something to bring the killer to justice. Being taunted this way must feel like being
flayed alive.
"Can't you do anything to stop him? Doesn't anyone stand up for you?"
"Oh, there are people who defend me--don't get me wrong. But, still, it's
humiliating for people to have to defend me, you know what I mean? I tried switching
my username. It was vital@quimper.net, for VIc TALbert, and I changed it to
tupac@quimper.net, for the llama. But it didn't work, because he still knows who I am.
That's why I'm sure it's someone local."
"It'll die down. Just stay off the Net a week or two."
"But I wanted to help, and I'm letting Angie down."
"You don't have any idea who's doing it? That's creepy!"
"I'm pretty sure the guy that started it is this weirdo named Snake. Nobody knows
who he is, but he's part of an outlaw bunch here in town that they claim can forge new
identities and stuff. He says he knows where I live and I'd better watch my step."
"For God's sake, Vic, I wish you'd told me!" Jillian shivered, remembering that
The Lightning Struck Tower came up when Robert asked the Tarot cards about Vic
taking part in the investigation.
Vic swore she'd be careful and changed the subject. She did instant replays on
the llamarama and all they'd learned about taking care of the animals. They were both
excited by the prospect of a backpacking trip into the Olympics with them next spring.
Jillian coveted the soft llama wool garments on display at the event, so she asked Vic to
save the wool when she combed them. Maybe she could commission Lilac to knit the
baby a lap robe.
They agreed Tupac and Sicu could top any of the animals they'd seen in
Olympia, so they vowed to show them. Jillian had been floored at the prices for
champion females like Sicu--as much as $30,000--and was glad Huaylas was female as
well, but she was already so attached it'd be hard to sell them.
By the time they pulled into the garage, they'd forgotten their worries about the
hackers. Robert came out to meet them, ashen and shaking. "I have bad news for you,
Vic."
Jillian knew--she just intuitively knew--what had happened, but made him tell
them. He'd been away, too, on a trip to Seattle, and when he got home just a bit ago,
the door was open. As far as he could tell, nothing else was taken, but Vic's computer
was gone.
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Vic rushed to her room to survey the damage and was beside herself. Not only
was all the equipment gone, but, senselessly, the backup disks and hard copies were
missing as well. She could get new equipment, but the data was irreplaceable. Jillian
went to her own sitting room to check, but her vintage model, Bessie, was untouched.
"No offense," Vic said, "but nobody that knew computers would bother with that
dinosaur--that's how I can tell it wasn't any ordinary break-in. I'll bet it's that creepy
Snake. We have to get a burglar alarm, right away, in case he tries again."
Vic sank into a black funk and wouldn't even come to supper. At bedtime, she
came to Jillian's suite in her flannel pajamas and booted up the computer so she
wouldn't go into terminal withdrawal. Complaining about the meager selection of games,
she settled for solitaire.
She said she needed two or three weeks to look into options on a replacement
and then it would take a while for it to arrive. In the meantime, if it was all right, she'd
upgrade Jillian's machine and use it. She'd charge the components on the account
Mitch established for her at the local computer store, so it wouldn't cost Jillian anything.
She'd even set her up on the Net.
"Why would I need to be on the Net?"
"There are astrology newsgroups and newslists, for one thing. You'd love it--the
real brainiacs in the field get on them. Like the other week, they had a hot and heavy
debate on whether astrologers should be licensed. They came that close to a flame war.
And, next fall, they're planning the very first astrology conference entirely online."
Despite herself, Jillian was intrigued. "What else?"
"You could get to know people from Ireland by e-mail before you go over. They
have newsgroups for new mothers, too."
"Sold!" Jillian hugged Vic. "I'm really sorry about your computer, and it's fine to
use mine in the meantime. But let's not use the computer to solve the case, okay? It's
just too risky."
The possibility of surfing the Net gave Jillian
an idea. She'd been wondering for a while what to
do about the tiki. She was sure Carmella hadn't
come by it honestly, and she didn't want her siccing
it on anyone else. Anyway, what would Carmella do
with it in jail? Jillian wished she could find some
Maori elders to send it to. Even if they didn't know
who it belonged to, they'd treat it with the proper
ritual respect--and hopefully deflect any negative
energy.
"Could the World Wide Web put me in touch
with some Maori people?"
"No sweat. You just type Maori into the
search engine, and it'll list all references to that word
on the Web. Then you access those pages."
And so it was--Vic installed the new components the next day and was up and
running within hours. She got a new Internet starter kit and installed the software so she
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could log on from Jillian's reborn computer. She taught Jillian how to access the Web
and search for Maori.
Right away, Jillian found a lead--an anthropology professor at Wellington
University--and sent her very first e-mail. The New Zealander answered within hours
and told her to write to the elders at New Plymouth, in the Taranaki region. He said they
weren't on the net, so she'd have to contact them by snail mail--she surmised that
meant regular mail.
She sensed she had to follow protocol in approaching the elders--especially if
that fierce war chant was any indication! She must respectfully write for permission first,
not just pack up the tiki and send it, but she wished for a way to get rid of it sooner.
Considering all the trouble it had brought so far, she had a bad feeling about keeping it
in the house.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Three
November 28
Jillian left the house that morning for the appointment in Port Angeles. She was
bleeding a little--okay, she was bleeding quite a lot--but wouldn't let Robert drive her.
The break-in had scared all of them, so she made him stay back and wait for a
locksmith, in case a key had somehow gotten into the wrong hands. As close as they
were, she was embarrassed to say she was bleeding or even to mention it to Vic, who
was so uptight about her own periods she wouldn't let Jillian know when they happened.
Anyway, she set off alone on the hour and a half drive to Port Angeles, and
maybe she WAS bleeding quite a lot, but she WAS on her way to the doctor and wasn't
that what doctors were for? After maybe 15 miles, she had cramps and the bleeding
was getting heavy, but she knew she'd be okay if she could just get to the doctor, so
she kept driving.
And the weirdest thing was that this huge
raven flew in front of her the whole way, but she
was probably imagining that, she was getting so
spaced out. And then the raven started flying
straight at the left side of the car and veering off,
like it wanted her to turn off the road, and she was
bleeding bad by then, really bad, so she pulled off
onto this scenic overlook. The bird lit on the hood
of the car and peered in at her, but she was
probably imagining that it looked worried, maybe
even hallucinating, because ravens are tricksters,
not like they care about you.
She was hemorrhaging and crying
hysterically by that time, and two Native American women came over to the car. It
turned out, just sheer coincidence, that she was at
the tribal center for the Jamestown S'Klallam tribe.
The older one called her son to help her. When he
carried her into the tribal center, the raven flew up
and perched on top of their totem pole. And Jillian
was so out of it by then that she could swear the
raven turned into wood and became part of the totem
pole.
They called an ambulance, but right away a
native woman who was a nurse midwife showed up
and tended to her. It was weird, how much the
woman looked like Raven, who was Jewish, not
Native American, and who was out of the country
anyway. And when she told the woman about the
raven that had flown along with her and made her pull
off the road, she just smiled and nodded, like she
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knew it all along.
But now that she was here in the hospital bed and doped up this way, it felt like
she'd imagined it all--the bird and the raven-woman and, she hoped to God, even the
miscarriage. But she'd bitten her cheek so many times to find out if this was a nightmare
and the cheek hurt each time, so it looked like this was real. At least the hospital was
real, she was almost sure, because the I.V. hurt like anything. It stung Jillian's hand
when she moved it. She started to ring the nursing station, but couldn't bear one more
minute of determinedly cheerful concern. Not that the hospital staff wasn't kind, she just
didn't want to face the fact that she'd lost the baby, not right now.
It had all happened much too fast. She'd rather sleep, maybe for a couple
months or, ideally, until spring. Maybe when she woke up she'd be home and her
precious Munchkin would still be inside her tummy, maybe starting to move around a
little.
"Are you awake, Jill-Jill?"
She opened her eyes grudgingly and
looked down at her hand. The I.V. was still
there. No, she was not going to bite her cheek
again to see if she was dreaming. It was still
sore, like much of the rest of her. Her whole
pelvis burned and cramped, and she seemed to
remember something about a D & C.
Robert squeezed her hand--not the one
with the I.V. but the other one. When she
complained about the I.V., he stomped out to
the nurses' station and made them fix it and give
her some pain medicine.
He stayed with her day and night,
sleeping in the chair and holding her when she cried, the whole time she was there. The
nurses got so they didn't mind Robert, even when he was a demanding pain in the butt,
because they could see he cared for her. They'd even, somehow, gotten the odd notion
that he was the baby's father, and before he knew it, the accounting department was
pestering him to accept responsibility for the hospitalization.
When he got her home, he insisted she stay in bed and made her chicken soup,
with fat, wide homemade noodles like he'd had back home in the Midwest. Beastie,
rather than his usual spot at her feet, claimed the pillow beside her, after he'd washed
Jillian's hand thoroughly to take away the nasty hospital smells. She and Robert slept
together that night in the king size bed, cradled like spoons, and it was only then that he
got around to asking her some questions.
"Why, oh, why didn't you go to the doctor sooner?"
"Because I always knew, deep down, that this was going to happen--that I
couldn't carry a baby to term any more than my mom could. She lost quite a few, always
at four months like this, and that's why I was an only child. I wanted to hold the idea of
the Munchkin in my heart as long as I could, and not have the doctor tell me I couldn't
have her."
Being a true friend and not some metaphysical guilt-tripper, Robert kept his
counsel and gave her a backrub. His deft fingers kneaded the aching and burning from
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her lower back.
"What were you going to name her? She could hardly have shown up the first
day of kindergarten and announced, I am Munchkin Malone." He suggested offhandedly, "Roberta would have been a good name."
"Roberta Malone? I think not!"
"Roberta was my grandmother--I was named for her."
"It figures. No, I had in mind to call her something Celtic, like Morgana or
Sinead."
"Morgana Malone--how beautiful! Jill-Jill, I'm so sorry this happened. I would
have cherished her, too." He squeezed her tight, and she felt his tears on her back.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Four
December 2
Jillian let herself into Midge's house quietly and perched on the arm of the leather
sofa in the living room to gather her thoughts before joining the others. Robert was
furious that she wanted to come to the seminar at all, as weak as she was, but he'd
driven her and waited outside in the car to take her home.
She HAD to come today. The chance
for the $10,000 was slipping away, and she
needed it more than ever. She had $6000 in
medical bills to worry about, and with the
Munchkin gone, she ached to visit Ireland and
find her real family.
So, she'd shown up for the last halfhour of the session, because she'd arrived at a
strategy to smoke out the killer. It wasn't her
own idea. It was a ploy Jessica Fletcher used
time and time again when cases seemed
hopeless due to lack of evidence.
Jillian was going to tell the group that Angie's daughter was a computer hacker
and had uncovered evidence about the murder that they'd give the cops in the next few
days, as soon as they got confirmation. Robert and Vic were in on the plan, and Vic
would be carefully guarded until the dinner party. Maybe this ruse wouldn't turn up a
thing, but she had to try, didn't she?
She'd reviewed her chart of suspects before coming. Carmella and Raven were
at the top of the list, and if either of them killed Angie, she'd never get proof now. Well,
she would get permission to see Carmella in jail if she had to--Lyons at least owed her
that. Evan and Midge were still possibilities, and Penny was proving to have an
unexpected edge to her, but Lilac would never as much as hurt a fly.
She'd forgotten how well James stacked up as a suspect, being number three on
the chart. He knew herbs and foraged for them in the wild, so he could easily have
gotten the hemlock. While the group did their meditation that day, he was alone in the
kitchenette setting the food out for the meal, so he had the best opportunity of anyone to
tamper with the salad. He'd been keen on dating Angie, hurt at her rejection, and
jealous of her interest in Evan, though he certainly didn't seem to be pining for her now.
He didn't seem to have the personality of a killer--but, then, neither had the Angel of
Death who killed Astarte. For Lilac's sake, she hoped it wasn't James.
The others gathered round when she walked gingerly into the library, pale and in
obvious pain. To their worried questions, she replied that she'd been ill, but since it was
the last regular meeting, she wanted to be there long enough to report and do the group
meditation. She apologized to Penny for being too sick to meet with her and suggested
she work with Lilac and James instead. Penny glowered and said she'd rather work with
them anyway.
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Midge eyed Jillian's stomach and whispered snidely, "At least, being sick, you've
lost some weight. For a while, I thought Richard Simmons would be coming for you."
I WILL NOT DECK HER, Jillian fumed, digging her nails into her palms.
Channeling her anger, she concentrated fiercely on the meditation and vividly
pictured Midge handing over the $10,000 check--with interest. When they were done,
she called over the remaining members of her own group, Evan, and Midge and told
them she had an announcement. By now, only James and Lilac didn't know that she
suspected Angie's death was murder, so she filled them in and then dropped the
bombshell about the new evidence.
Penny sent her a look that would curdle paint, but said nothing. Midge clamped
her hands over her mouth to stifle a laugh and abruptly left the room. The others were
more gullible and oohed and aahed at how brilliant Vic was. Jillian parried their
questions, looking suitably mysterious and superior. She promised to tell all at dinner on
Wednesday, and the group dispersed, cautioning her against overdoing it.
With an air of concern, Lilac drew Jillian aside and whispered, "Yuh look like
death warmed over, Love." She stroked Jillian's wan cheek. "Yuh've lost the wee'un,
haven't yuh?"
Jillian nodded in silent misery, rubbing her newly flat and empty tummy.
"Thur's nothin' pains a woman so much as the loss of a child. It doesn't hurt near
as much when yuir man leaves yuh."
Tears scalded the back of her throat, and she nodded.
"I know, yuh see, for I lost a little girrul meself. Not that she died, mind yuh, but I
had to give her away. We was courtin', and when I turned up with a bun in the oven, the
good for nothin' article up and ran off to Dublin."
She flushed. "Fifty yairs back, t'was a sin and a shame, havin' a child with no Da.
So, me, I left Dingle and went into a convent up to Galway, where I had kin. The babbey
went to the cousin of a cousin as was barren, and I came to the States. That's the
reason I have to go home now. I want to meet me daughter before I kick the bucket--or
she does."
Moved by this painful old secret, Jillian took the older woman's hands in her own.
"Spiddle, where my father's folks live, is only about twenty miles from Galway. We'll go
over together and we'll search until we both find our people."
The sadness in Lilac's eyes lifted a bit. "The very thing! Wait 'til I show yuh how
glorious green it all is--the fields with their fences uh stone, slopin' down to the sea, and
the hills of Connemarra in the mist."
Her pale blue eyes were unfocused,
remembering. Then she seemed to see something
behind Jillian. "Yuir wee lass is here, Love. She looks
suh much like you--a sweet little girrul with a mop uh
blonde hair--and she's after wavin' goodbye."
Jillian kissed Lilac on the cheek and slipped out,
so she wouldn't break down in front of the others. She
couldn't bear their curiosity, couldn't stand to answer
their questions. She let herself into the waiting car,
and, while Robert drove home, she sobbed. What did I
ever do to you, God? What on earth did I ever do?
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Five

December 6
While Jillian surveyed her wardrobe for something to wear to the celebration
dinner, Vic whacked away at the computer in the sitting room. Bessie whirred like a top
since the upgrade. It took only seconds to run an astrology chart, rather than the minute
or so it took before. Jillian could recall calculating charts by hand. The math took an
hour and required four reference books, plus converting the planets' daily motions to
logarithms.
"Where's that file with Angie's important papers?" Vic rummaged through the file
drawer in the desk. "We had it when we looked at her will. The death certificate was in
there, too, because we had to show it before they'd process the life insurance claims."
"Keep looking. You'll find it."
Jillian wasn't really listening because she had a difficult decision to make. The
teal silk or the black rayon? She held the teal up to herself in the mirror--the color was
glorious with her hair and turned her eyes an echoing teal. No, she was still wan for
such a bright color.
The black, with its straight skirt and little jacket, was sophisticated and, even
though black was passe for mourning, it did express her private grief. She'd wear heels
rather than flats, because she wanted to show off every inch of her 5'8". Sure, I'll be
overdressed by Port Townsend standards. It's hell, being a dress up kind of gal in a
dress down kind of town.
Still stumped as to the whereabouts of Angie's papers, Vic dropped a file on the
bed. "This is Angie's collection on Penny. You should probably turn it over to her."
Jillian sorted through it. There were greeting cards Penny had sent Angie over
the years and snapshots of the two of them at special events. There was also an
insurance policy for $20,000 on Penny's life, with Angie as beneficiary. Penny would
have to change that now.
Looking the policy over, Jillian remembered a similar offer several months ago on
her account at the credit union. It provided $1000 in life insurance free and additional
sums for a small quarterly charge. With all that had happened, she'd neglected to send
it in, but she should see whether the offer was still available. If anything happened to
her, she wouldn't want Robert stuck with a funeral bill.
The final item in the file was Penny's chart. She scanned it and was surprised
that it was the same chart Penny gave her at the restaurant, the one she was so sure
was a trick. Surely Penny wouldn't have pulled that on Angie--could it REALLY be her
chart? She'd have to study it when she wasn't so rushed, because if that was Penny,
she'd underestimated her, and behind that innocuous front, the girl was as much a piece
of work as Raven. What could have gone on in that good, old growth Port Townsend
family for her to have such a strong Pluto?
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Jillian quickly jotted down the birth information and stuck the file in her bag before
concentrating on makeup. She'd felt like a raggedy old sweatsuit most of the time this
week, but had to be high couture tonight, just to bug Midge. If she wasn't going to solve
the case and earn the fee, she could still look like $10,000.
The party room was arranged into two big tables,
with the two seminar sections seated separately. Midge
was at the table with the other group, Jillian was relieved
to find, and Evan was seated with hers. There were fresh
flowers and a bucket of champagne by each centerpiece.
Midge was footing the bill, so Jillian felt no compunction
about choosing a rare New York steak for her entree. She
and Lilac had a glass of Bailey's Irish Cream, for luck in
getting to Ireland. Jillian had never seen Penny drink
before, but she was chugging down one sickening sweet
concoction after another--Harvey Wallbangers, kahlua
and cream, and grasshoppers.
Evan, gorgeous as always in a three-piece suit,
was a drink-for-success, Chivas Regal kind of guy. He
quietly asked Jillian to join him in a toast to Raven,
wherever she might be. Jillian was surprised that she was
sad to see him go. She could even, now that she was
well and truly finished with Dave, admit to an attraction.
She wondered, too, if that wasn't what was wrong with Penny, who was definitely
getting a buzz on. She was heavily made up, with a low-cut, rhinestone-studded, red
taffeta dress. She mooned at Evan and kept engaging him in clumsy conversational
ploys.
Then Jillian remembered the file and handed it over. "You'll want this. We found it
in Angie's desk."
Penny looked through it and blanched, then hastily downed her Harvey
Wallbanger. She waved to a waiter to bring another and croaked, "Have you turned the
evidence over to the cops?"
Evidence? What evidence? Oh, right--the revelations I claimed would send
Angie's killer to jail. I haven't had a single nibble this week, so it must have been
Carmella or Raven after all. Still, I might as well give it one last shot.
"Not yet." Jillian called her group to attention. "I promised to tell you all about
Angie's murder tonight, but the case hasn't been resolved, so I can't discuss it. I can
say, though, that we'll turn the entire packet over to the police tomorrow, and then they'll
make an arrest."
When they finished their entrees and the delicate white chocolate mousse, Evan
asked each member to summarize their seminar experience, where they stood now,
and what they'd do next to further their dream. The stories from Jillian's section were old
hat to her, but still impressive when told from beginning to end. From the other group
came similar success stories--it became an Evan Martin testimonial banquet.
The musician's New Age rock video was ready, and he was developing a home
page for it on the Web. The lesbian couple had moved into their new home and showed
pictures of it, proud as any new parents. They were, in fact, considering artificial
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insemination, since they had room for a nursery now. The perpetrator of ghastly rhymed
poems glowingly passed around her chapbook and insisted on reading several aloud.
They toasted each other's success with champagne. Evan suggested they finish
by doing his celebration meditation again, pretending their dream had come true and
going around to everyone in the room to announce it. Like the first time, it took a while
to overcome the self-consciousness, but then the telling became a joyful proclamation,
more powerful with each repetition. The champagne added to the hilarity, and they were
all laughing and crying happy tears as the exercise finished.
Only Penny was pale and shaking, as she shrugged on her coat and inched over
to Evan. She engulfed him in an embrace and planted a passionate smooch on his lips,
then ran from the room in tears. Jillian realized, she's been crazy about him all along.
That chart--if it IS her chart--is very sexual, but she's hidden it behind the weight.
To cover his embarrassment, Evan proposed kisses and hugs for everybody, and
they were only too glad to comply. They went around and embraced one another, young
kissing old, straight kissing gay. Midge and Jillian hugged stiffly, smacking the air beside
each other's cheeks. When Jillian and Evan met, he picked her up and swept her
around, his back to the whole bunch, and gave her a long, deep sensual kiss that left
her breathless and tingling in parts that had lain dormant the last several weeks. She
sank down in a chair next to Lilac, weak in the knees and more than a little regretful at
the timing of it all.
Just then Lilac began choking and gasping for air. Oh, God, Jillian thought, not
poison hemlock again! But before she could call for help, Lilac grabbed a glass and
gulped down some water, breathing easier again.
"It's Herself," she rasped. "Angie, I mean. She's
tryin' to send you a message through me."
Taking another gulp, she explained, "When a spirit
comes to speak, urgent like, the medium may relive a bit
uh thuir death. Not that thuir still sufferin,' understand, but
‘tis thuir last moments on earth we pick up on first."
"What d'ya want to tell us, Lass?" she asked,
seemingly of Angie. Then she paled, and urged Jillian, "Go
home right now. It's her daughter. Angie says as she's in
mortal danger and wants yuh to save her. Go, please, and
hurry."
Jillian left quickly, not bidding goodbye to anyone.
She'd be afraid, anyway, of what foolishness she and Evan might say to one another.
She passed a pay phone in the corridor and wondered if she should call the police, but
rejected the idea. How did she know the apparition wasn't a figment of Lilac's
imagination? She couldn't call Dave with a wild story like this, and she'd never hear the
end of it if she phoned Lyons and he went roaring out there, only to find nothing more
alarming than Robert on a rampage.
No, she'd go on her own, but fast, in case Lilac was right. But what danger was
Angie trying to warn her about? Who could be threatening Vic? She only hoped it wasn't
what she was thinking and that she wasn't too late, because there was only one person
who could be menacing Vic.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Six
December 6
Just as she surmised, Penny's car was in the driveway, door ajar and lights still
on, when Jillian got home. Silently, she let herself in by the front door and slipped her
high heels off for better traction. Inching down the entryway, she looked for a weapon
and hefted a small, brass Buddha. It was heavy enough
to knock someone out, so she slipped it into her dress
pocket.
She edged into the living room, still not visible to
Penny, who held a gun on Vic. It was a big, ornate
cowboy pistol that must have belonged to one of her
male relatives. Does Penny really know how to shoot,
she wondered. It doesn't matter--at this range, how can
she miss?
There was a pounding on the cloakroom door,
and Robert yelled, "Let me out!" A chair was wedged
under the handle.
Aiming for the ceiling, Penny fired off a shot.
"Shut your trap, faggot, or you're dead meat."
The shot echoed loudly, but they were probably too far from neighbors for it to be
noticed. Jillian sneezed helplessly at the cordite and falling plaster.
Penny whirled around and spotted her. "You're just in time. There's going to be a
robbery by some unknown drifter, and, tragically, you'll all be killed."
She beckoned with the gun for her to move over by Vic. Jillian's heart pounded,
and her stomach spasmed. Okay, so I'm a New Yorker, but no one's ever pointed a gun
at me.
She seemed to be walking in slow motion, moving through a jumble of feelings.
Get out of your emotions, Malone--they'll paralyze you. The thing that'll save you now is
your mind. Ask her questions, get her talking, gain time to come up with a plan.
And, strangely enough, curiosity was exactly what she felt most now. Maybe
shock was setting in. "Why did you do it? Angie was your best friend."
"Don't play with me. You know why I killed her."
When Jillian shook her head, Penny said impatiently, "The life insurance, idiot. I
knew you'd found out when you gave me that file tonight."
The light dawned. "You can't mean that $20,000 accidental death policy from the
credit union?"
Penny nodded. "Angie and I signed up for it as a lark six months back, since it
cost so little. I took out $20,000 with her as beneficiary, and she took out $20,000 with
me as beneficiary. Luckily the coroner bought the poisoning as an accident, or the
carrier would have investigated and I couldn't have cashed in."
"You killed Angie for $20,000?" It was all so stupid!
"What was I supposed to do? The banks turned me down, and Angie refused to
help me get my business started--she had the money. Plus, she could have represented
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ME, rather than a bunch of strangers. My one chance in a lifetime, and it was slipping
through my fingers. I'm tired of being the loser everybody patronizes. This is MY time!"
"Angie's Angels, you called them," Jillian remembered.
Penny's eyes glittered. "That's why the three of you have to die before you give
your pal Lyons whatever you've got. I thought I had all the evidence when I swiped that
file with her papers, but I didn't know Angie kept a file on me."
"I had my cousin Snake give Vic a hard time first, flooding her with e-mail, but he
said it didn't stop her. Then, you very helpfully told me you'd both be away Sunday at
that stupid llama conference. I had Angie's key, from watching the house when they
went on vacation, so I got in and took Vic's system and Angie's personal files."
"I want my data disks back," Vic insisted, her words bolder than the quaver in her
voice.
"Not a chance! I wiped them clean. Sweet setup, though--I'm enjoying it."
Vic started to go for her, but Jillian held her back. "You didn't get it all," she lied.
"Some of it was on my machine."
"That piece of shit? Don't think you can fool me--I'm studying computers in night
school, to help with my business."
"Vic upgraded it. You'd better take another look." I need to get her moving and
into a smaller space, to get a chance at her.
Penny marched them down the hall, but Jillian whirled and faced her by the
cloakroom. "The computer's in Angie's room," she said loudly, and was rewarded by the
faint scratch of a fingernail on the door from Robert. A hand behind her back, she kept
talking to distract Penny as she moved the chair ever so slightly from under the door
handle.
They marched into Angie's suite, and Penny ordered Vic to boot up the machine.
"I need those files you were turning over to the cops."
Her face white, Vic stared at Jillian,
dumbfounded.
"Nine One One," Jillian mouthed.
Vic nodded imperceptibly and bent her fingers
to the task, accessing the communications software.
To distract and unsettle Penny while Vic dialed
the police, Jillian said, "It must have hurt to find out
that Angie was dating Evan."
"Hurt?" Penny glowered. "It made me hate her.
It was one thing for Carmella to be sleeping with him-she was easy and it didn't mean anything. But when
Angie said she had a date with him, too, that was the
end. I made up my mind, right then, to kill her."
The speakers squawked and buzzed as the modem connected with 911. Penny's
head jerked when she heard it. Realizing she'd been tricked, she waved her gun at Vic.
"Disconnect that modem, dammit, before I shoot."
Jillian's stomach clenched. She couldn't let Vic get hurt--she owed it to Angie.
Never mind Jessica Fletcher--how would Sly Stallone handle this?
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She took a deep breath and steeled herself. Penny was moving in on Vic, so
Jillian closed her fingers around the heavy brass Buddha in her pocket. She leapt
across the sitting room and beaned her with it. The gun flew out of Penny's hand, and
Vic grabbed it. The two of them sat on her as she bucked and squirmed, trying to get
away.
Robert peered around the corner, brandishing his biggest carving knife. "I was
just about to jump her myself," he claimed proudly. "I called the cops, and they're on the
way."
They tied her up with rope from the llamas' halters, while she panted and swore
at them.
"I have to hand it to you," Robert told her. "You succeeded in doing what women
have tried to do all my life. You put me back in the closet!"
Five minutes later, they heard sirens wailing outside, and Lyons and--who else-Dave burst through the door. Dismayed to see Dave at this harrowing moment, Jillian
turned her back on him and told Lyons what had happened.
Lyons roared. "JESUS! You should have told me what you were up to. Of all the
goddamned foolish stunts!"
"You were so convinced it was an accident, and Midge McCullough didn't want
me bringing you in if there wasn't anything to it." She explained about the $10,000
proposition.
Lyons shook his head in disgust. "I should never have let you talk me into
releasing her, but you swore she was harmless."
He snapped his finger, remembering something. "Just the other day, I ran into
the clerk from the coroner's office at the supermarket, and she told me Penny had been
asking for the coroner's report. I thought it was some kind of morbid souvenir--you
wouldn't believe what gets into people's heads sometimes--and it made me wonder if
she was back on those pills. I almost called to ask if you knew anything."
If only I'd known sooner--I might have started putting two and two together, Jillian
thought. "She needed that and the death certificate to prove it was an accident before
the insurance company could process her claim."
After he heard the rest of the story, Lyons read
Penny her rights, handcuffed her, and escorted her to the
squad car.
Dave came over. "Are you all right, Jillian?"
As always, her heart nearly stopped at the intimate
way he used her name. "She didn't hurt me, if that's what
you mean."
He looked her over, his dark eyes intent. "But
you're not all right, are you?"
"I lost the baby."
He passed a hand over his face and exhaled
loudly. "I'm so sorry." The silence lengthened, as they
locked eyes. "Really, really sorry."
He thought for a moment. "Shall I come back after
work?"
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"No," she said, firmly, finally, and completely.
He bit his lip and opened his mouth to say something, but then shook his head
and said nothing at all. With one last haunted glance, he turned and left.
He called several times over the next few weeks and left messages on the
machine, sounding miserable. He said he realized how selfish he'd been, that maybe
she wouldn't have lost the baby if he'd been with her and had insisted she go to the
doctor sooner. He said he loved her and would do anything to make up for the harm
he'd caused. She never returned his calls.
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ANGEL IN PERIL
Chapter Twenty Seven

May 12
They were up about 1500 feet, Jillian reckoned. The Elwha River Trail rose to
3000 feet at its highest, and they'd only covered half the distance. Winded, she perched
on a boulder and peered cautiously down a sheer crevasse to the riverbed far below.
The Olympics, further in the background, were shrouded in mist.
Behind her, she heard a high-pitched hum and a snuffle. A small, furry head
reached over her shoulder to nuzzle the pocket where she kept treats. The cria,
Huaylas, was crazy for carrots and batted her long eyelashes flirtatiously to entice a
reward. Jillian dug out a couple, figuring the rangy youngster needed comfort today, her
first time away from the six-month pregnant mamma llama. Huaylas ate the baby
carrots delicately from her hand, then leaned over and blew softly on Jillian's cheek.
Tupac, the male, came into view, laden with
bundles. Vic loped behind with a large backpack of her
own. When she stopped to wipe the sweat from her brow,
the male butted her playfully, urging her onward.
"Chill out, Tupac! Us two-leggeds need to rest
sometimes." She rearranged his bundles, which held their
picnic lunch and sleeping bags, so they were evenly
balanced, and tied him to a tree. She sat down on the
boulder with Jillian, and they shared a bottle of orange
juice.
"Today's Mother's Day," Vic said, pensively looking
out over the slopes.
"Oh, Vic, I'm sorry! My mom's been gone so many
years, I never think of celebrating. Let's put flowers on
Angie's grave tomorrow when you get out of school."
"That's cool. Her prize peonies are coming on now,
so we could make a bouquet of them."
Vic fidgeted, clearly having something on her mind. "Do you think Angie would
have been freaked if I..." She swiveled on the rock, turning her face away. "...if I turned
out to be gay?"
Dear God, how do I handle this? My nanny handbook didn't cover emergencies
like this one!
"She never said anything about gay people to me, one way or another, and she
never met Robert, so I'm not sure how she'd feel. But, Vic, your mom adored you, just
the way you are. She never tried to change you--that was one of the really special
things about her--so I'm sure she'd have stood by you if you came out. Is there
someone you're interested in?"
"Not particularly. But I'm starting to think I must be queer, because those smelly
jocks have never shown me a thing, but I'm finding the cheerleaders sort of..."
"Appealing?"
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"I guess you could say that." Her face scarlet, Vic managed to look scared,
excited, defiant, and proud all at the same time.
"Are you thinking of doing anything about it? There's that gay teens group in
town."
"No, the kids rag on them so much--and the guys already call me a bull dyke,
when I haven't even DONE anything! But MIT has plenty of gay groups, so I might
check them out when I get there." Vic dropped the subject, so Jillian knew she'd opened
up as much as she was going to for now.
They looked up the slope, to
where traces of snow could be seen.
The chief ranger had warned they might
not get all the way to the top, since the
trees and boulders that fell over the
winter hadn't been cleared away yet.
The fresh breeze had a nip to it and still
smelled of snow. Jillian was grateful that
under her jacket she was wearing a
sweater knit from the llamas' soft, fine
wool. Lilac had made it for her,
somehow finding time despite brisk
sales of the sleep masks and money
pouches.
Lilac and James had become
part of the odd but loving family they
were building. James and Robert vied to
outdo one another in fabulous Sunday
dinners for the five of them, and James
helped Robert start a windowsill garden
of fresh cooking herbs. Jillian and Lilac had just made their reservations for Ireland.
They'd leave in mid-September, after Vic went off to school, and be back in midOctober, in time for the new baby llama's birth.
How she'd paid for the trip was that the $10,000 had finally been released from
evidence, with $250 interest. Midge kept her word and signed it over, as Jillian had long
since paid the $1000 she owed for the lawyer. Naturally, Midge needed a little
prompting from Lyons, who'd seen the agreement and was more than happy to
intervene against his old nemesis.
The other thing she'd intended to do with the money was to pay her $6000
hospital bill, but when she contacted them, she was informed that Dave had quietly paid
it months ago. On a cop's salary, there was only one way he could have done that, and
that was to sell the boat that was his joy and his release. It confused her--it was a
righteous amends, and she still missed him, but she wasn't ready to forgive or forget.
They ran into one another now and then, and he was never with anyone, so he
wasn't dating. From the burning looks he sent her, he was suffering and hadn't given up
on her, but she wouldn't take him back. If he hadn't been there for her during the
pregnancy or the miscarriage, she couldn't trust him to be there if life took an even
harder turn. She knew she had to talk to him and thank him for paying the bill, but just
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didn't know how she'd react.
She shook her head and decided she'd sort that out later. She was entranced
with the spring wildflowers growing rampant around her, but didn't recognize many of
them--New York City hadn't exactly been a wildflower preserve. She noticed a big,
beautiful triangular bloom with three white petals and wanted to pick it. Vic said not to-trilliums were endangered, and they weren't supposed to pick flowers in a national park
anyway.
As a legacy of her mom, Vic was able to point out many native plants. She
showed Jillian the bright pink spikes of fireweed that sprang up in abundance after a
forest fire or clear-cut, the tiny bell-shaped salal that natives used against colds or
diarrhea, and the fetid-smelling skunk cabbage that looked like a wild, yellow calla lily.
Jillian's favorite was the jaunty red-orange bloom of the Indian paintbrush, its name
describing its form perfectly.
During that bleak winter, she'd
thought spring would never come. It was
her first in the Pacific Northwest, and she
wasn't prepared for the 16-hour nights of
pitch black at this high latitude. Dismal,
lead-colored cloudbanks often hung
between the Cascades and the
Olympics, creating low pressure systems
that impinged on the brain and caused
depression. It didn't rain as much in Port
Townsend as in Seattle, nor was there
much snow, but the relentless gray got
her down. The sun often hung low in the
sky, not quite making it up for breakfast or even lunch. Now, in mid-May, the sun was up
at 4:30, and by July, it would be light until 10:00 in the evening. Lilac assured her that
her body would adjust and she wouldn't find winter so depressing next year.
It wasn't just the weather, of course, that kept her shut away in her suite of rooms
all winter, hiding under the comforter and unresponsive to Robert's more and more
outrageous attempts to amuse her. At forty, it took longer than she'd have believed
possible to recover physically, and she also grieved deeply for the child--the family she
hadn't known she wanted and now would never have.
She picked up the cria's lead and urged her gently up the steep incline. To
prepare for this outing, the llamas had been halter trained, and Vic and Jillian had been
on shorter trips with llama owners they were getting to know through the shows and
events of the International Llama Association. Jillian had to climb gingerly over fallen
trees and rocks, but the youngster leapt over them nimbly and turned around, waiting
for her slower, less able human friend. On this first backpacking trip, Huaylas was calm
but curious, letting off hums and clicks when she spotted something new and puzzling,
her bright eyes glowing with intelligence.
A thousand feet further up, they hit a patch that was impassible, a jam of fallen
cedars and boulders that stretched upwards for several hundred feet. It looked like
there'd been a small avalanche, set off by the wild, fierce winter winds. They found a
clearing with a panorama of evergreen covered foothills, a glacial lake in the crevasse
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between two of the hills.
They tethered and fed the llamas and then spread out their picnic lunch. Besides
ripe, juicy peaches and crisp crudites, Robert had sent them thick slabs of leftover pot
roast with Dijon mustard on James' tangy sourdough bread. Jillian hungered for
pastrami on Jewish rye, but there wasn't much else about New York she still missed.
After she'd eaten, she sat breathing the fresh breeze and soaking up the
welcome spring sun. Growing mellow, she gazed at the llamas she'd grown to love so
much--almost like surrogate children--and felt a surge of gratitude to Raven for them.
She liked to think that Raven was on a similar outing at that very moment in the
mountains of Peru, with a brand new family of llamas. She'd had a card from her--at
least she'd swear it was from her. It was an unsigned post card of the Inca ruins at
Machu Picchu, with a single, nearly illegible word: THANKS.
She was glad Raven hadn't been so wounded as to be a murderess, but had
never, after all, figured out whether she or Carmella was the mad Maori chanter.
Whatever the answer to that puzzle might be, the calls, thankfully, stopped abruptly
when Raven left and Carmella was arrested. Carmella was later sentenced to twenty
years in the state women's prison. Penny was still awaiting trial, but she and her former
prosperity partner might just wind up on the same cellblock.

Remembering Raven's painful story, Jillian sent a silent prayer for her happiness
and healing. Just then, a huge, black raven settled a the barren stump nearby.
RAK, it informed her.
RAK, she replied.
RAK, RAK, it elaborated.
Okay, then, she shrugged. RAK, RAK.
Head tipped to the side, it challenged,
RAK, RAK, RAK.
Okay, Okay. RAK, RAK, RAK.
RAK, RAK, RAK, RAK, it croaked
loudly. Before Jillian could answer in kind, it
spread its wings and soared, then swooped
down and yanked out a strand of her hair. It
flipped a glistening black wing insolently and
flew off with one final, raucous RAK.
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the book that term appears. Click on the links to go to those sections. You can
use this feature to track down clues and test your ideas about the murder.
If you’ve never used an Ebook before, follow the instructions below, and
you will soon be using this book as easily as any other, but a book with some
very special features.
Using a PDF File: Like most documents on the Internet, the ebook is in PDF
format. To read it you need Adobe Acrobat Reader version 6.0, on your Hard
Drive. If you don’t already have it, it's a free program that you download at:
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html (Version 5.0 won’t show
you the graphics like the charts and photographs.)
Before you download an ebook, you need to find a place on your hard drive to
save it, for instance in the document directory of your word processing program,
which may already have a section called "My Ebooks." Or, you may wish to
create a folder dedicated to the documents and study materials for this course.
You may also find that the book fits on a floppy disk, which you’d put in your A
drive.
To create a special folder, go to Windows Explorer, either on your startup screen
or in the Start Menu under Programs. In Windows Explorer, find Local
Directory—C under “My Computer.” Click on that, and the directory will unfold,
showing all the programs and other files. Then under the “Files” menu on the
toolbar, click “New” and “Folder.” In the detailed directory on the right hand side
of the screen, a folder with “New Folder” highlighted will appear. Click inside the
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bracket to erase “New Folder” and replace the text with the title of your choosing,
e.g. “Ebooks.”
To download the ebook: Adobe Acrobat will launch automatically when you click
on the attachment or link given to you when you purchase my ebook. Depending
on the speed of your modem, it will take several minutes to download, so chose a
time when you can take a break from your email or Internet work. During the
download, the screen may appear blank, with the cursor looking like an
hourglass. When the download is finished, the book will open up automatically.
You should be seeing a miniature version of the text on the left side and some
links to help files on the right. Click the button on the right that says Hide, and
the text will fill the screen. (You can adjust the size of the text to suit yourself by
going to the tool bar where there is a percent sign.)
To Save the Ebook: Now be sure to save the ebook to the special directory you
created. In the toolbar for Adobe Acrobat Reader, go to File, pull down that
menu, and click on “Save As.” There will be a box at the top marked “Save In.”
Click on that and find the C: Drive, then locate the special directory you created
or the Documents folder. Then at the bottom of the box marked “Save In,” click
on the “save” button.
An e-book is one way you and I can contribute to saving the forests that
are a vital part of our environment. They are crucial to the air quality, endangered
animal and plant species, and rainfall levels. The before and after photos of an
old-growth forest below may illuminate what my words cannot1.
Donna Cunningham

1

These photos are reprinted with permission of the David Suzuki Foundation, dedicated to preserving
Pacific Northwest forests. For information, visit: http://www.davidsuzuki.org

